
ADIC: PRIORITY; monadic. 
ALEPH: ALEPH letter f. 
ALPHA : a ; b ; C ; d ; e ; f ; g ; h ; 

i ; j ; k ; 1 ; m ; n ; o ; p ; q ; 
r; S; t; U; V; W; X; y; z. 

ANY: sign; zero; digit ; point ; 
exponent; complex; character; 
suppressible ANY; replicatable ANY. 

BITS: row of boolean. 
CLAUSE: statement; MODE expression. 
CLOSED: 

closed; collateral ; conditional. 
COERCED: FORCED; hip FORCED. 
COERCEND: MODETY FORM. 
COERCEI'Y: COERCED; EMPTY. 
COMPLEX: structured with a real named 

letter r letter e and a real named 
letter i letter m. 

DELIVEI'Y: delivering a MODE; EMPTY. 
DIGIT digit zero; digit FIGURE. 
EIGHT SEVEN plus one. 
EMPTY : • 
FIELD: MODE named TAG. 
FIELDS : a FIELD ; FIELDS and a FIELD. 
FIGURE: one ; two ; three; four; 

five; six; seven; eight; nine. 
FIVE: FOUR plus one. 
FORCED : adapted ; adjusted ; arrayed 

called; depressed; expressed; 
fitted; peeled; united; widened. 

FORCETY: FORCED; EMPTY. 
FORM: ADIC formula; cohesion 

confront at ion. 
FOUR: THREE plus one. 
INIBGRAL : LONGSETY integral. 
INTREAL : INTEGRAL ; REAL. 
LETTER: letter ALPHA. 
LFIELDSA: FIEWS and a; a. 
I.MODE : MODE. 
I.MODESETY: J.','!ODES and; EMPTY. 
LONGSEI'Y : long LONGSETY ; EMPTY. 
LOWPER : lower ; upper • 
MABEL : MODE ; label. 
MODE: NONUNI'IED; UNI'IED. 
MODES: J.','!ODE; MODES and MODE. 
MODETY : MODE ; EMPTY. 
NINE: EIGHT plus one. 
NONPROC : structured with FIELDS 

PLAIN; row of MODE; UNI'IED; 
procedure with PARAMETERS DELIVEI'Y 
reference to NONPROC. 

NONREF: TYPE; row of MODE; UNITED. 
NONROW: 

TYPE; reference to MODE; UNITED. 
NONUNI'IED : TYPE ; PREFIX MODE. 
NOrION: ALPHA; NOTION ALPHA. 
NUMBER : one ; TWO ; THREE ; FOUR ; 

FIVE; SIX; SEVEN; EIGHT; NINE. 
OPERATIVE: procedure with a HmDE 

parameter DELIVEI'Y ; 
procedure with a IMODE parameter and 
a HmDE parameter DELIVErY. 

PARAMETER : MODE parameter • 
PARAMEI'ERS: a PARAMETER; 

PARAMETERS and a PARAMETER, 
PARAMETY: with PARAMETERS ; EMPTY. 
PHRASE: declaration; CLAUSE. 
PLAIN: INTREAL; boolean; character. 
PREFIX : row of ; reference to • 
PRIMITIVE: integral ; real; 

boolean ; character ; format • 
PRIORITY: priority NUMBER. 
PROCEDURE: 

procedure PARAMETY DELIVETY. 
REAL : LONGSETY real. 
REFEI'Y: reference to; EMPTY. 
RFIELDSETY: and FIELDS; EMPTY. 
RMODE : MODE. 
RMODESETY: and MODES; EMPTY. 
ROWS : row of ; row of ROWS. 
ROWSEI'Y: ROWS; EMPTY. 
ROWWSETY : ROWSEI'Y. 
SEIBRA'IDR: 

selection; selector; declarator. 
SEPARA'IDRETY: comma symbol; 

go on symbol; completer 
sequencer; EMPTY. 

SEVEN: SIX plus one. 
SIX: FIVE plus one. 
SOME: serial; unitary; CLOSED; 

choice ; THELSE. 
STRING : row of character. 
TAG : LETTER; TAG LETI'ER; TAG DIGIT. 
THELSE : then ; else. 
THREE : TWO plus one • 
TWO : one plus one • 
TYPE : PLAIN; PROCEDURE; format 

structured with FIELDS. 
UNI'IED union of MODES mode. 
VICTAL VIRACT; formal. 
VIRACT virtual; actual. 





Errata 15 Feb. 1968 

1.1.6.d-7 ll' ''MODE slice" ➔ 'MODE slice'){ 

2.2.2.b+l ){ "to contain" {l.1.6.b}, "to be a constituent of'" ➔ 
to contain {l.1.6.b}, to be a constituent of' ll' 

4.4.3.f'-l !I'. ➔.}){ 

6.1 .2.g+l ){constituent ➔ expression* 

7.4.2.-3 !I' 7 ➔ .f.+d. 77de+2d£. ; J * 

7.4.2.+15, 7.4.2.+19 ){value ➔ value which is or is referred to by the 
value* 

8.1.2.-5 ll' g)???2; ➔ g) - 2; (a> 0 I a I aoto exit) ; * 

8.1.2.b-3 ~;if' ➔; its value, if' any, is then that of' the formula; if' ll' 

8.2.1.2.+5 ){; if' ➔; its value, if' any, is then that of' the unaccompanied-
Call; if' !I' 

*is ➔ is a new instance of){ 

8.7.2. Step 5 ll'; if' ➔; its value, if' any, is then that of' the accompanied
call; if' ){ 

8.8.2.-4 * := 7 4 := 7;. 

8.8.2.d-10 *instance-+ instance is made to be referred to by the given 
name and* 

1O.b+23 ){ Zenghts-+ Zengths ll' 

10.5.1. continued+23 ~The ➔ the* 

TABLE II-2 ll' 10•-+ 10+ ){ 
11.11.bc *.-+ * 
11.12.v 

1 1. 12. aw ){ ; ( -+ ; put ( ){ 

EE .2 .2. continued+4 ll' identiy -+ identity ){ 

The authors 
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0.2.2.b+2 3( addition ➔ addition,* 

0.2.2.b+3 * for use ➔, for use e.g. 3( 

0.2.2.b+4 ~constituent ➔ member• 

o.2.6.e+4 3( clause" ➔ "clause• 

1.1 .4.-3 •The ➔ In the 3( 

1. 1 .4. -2 • ) ➔ ) , • 

1.1.4.-1 •has ➔ the metanotion 'EMPI'Y' has 3( 

29 Feb. 1968 

2.1.+6 3( For ➔ For· opens and closes see 3.0.6.b, c, for• 

2.1.+6 • 10 ➔ 10, for serial-declarations see 6.1.1.a, for label-

sequence-optior.s see 3.0.1.b, e and 6.1.1.g, 3( 

2.2.1.+3 3( "vaJ.ues???. ➔ "instances" of "vaJ.ues" {2.2.3}. 3( 

2.3.c+4 3( aJ.l ➔ 3( 

3.0.2.+4 3( 1.1.4.a ➔ 1 .1.4. Step 2 • 

3.1.2.c.2:4 • two letter-tokens???representation. ·+ letter-token {3.0.2} 

or indication {4.2} has the same representation as any other 

basic-token {3.0.1.a}, and that no CCllllrent-item {3.0.9.c} 

(string-item {5.3.1.b}) has the .same representation as any 
other comment-item or the comment-symbol (any other 

string-item or the quote-syntiol). 3( 

7.5.2. Step 1 •expression ➔ actual-parameter• 

8.3.2. continued+2 • 10.4.b ➔ 10.4~a • 

8.6.1.+7 • Zanguage ➔ language* 

• it? ➔ it?" 3( 

10.5.o.1.c+1 •modes ➔ modes, except that specified by tamr>of, which aPe * 

10.5.3.e+3 • f w ➔ f.10 • 

10.5.3.e+4 • X ➔ S • 

10.5.4.n+8 *sup ➔ supp 3( 

10.5.5.g+6 • t:rue ➔ E:!:!:2,_ • 

EE.2.5.+4:5 * 1.???2.2 ➔ 2.2 • 

EE.2.5. continued+2 * 5.5 ➔ 5.5.2 • 

EE.2.5. continued+12 3( 8.1.1.b, c ➔ 8.1.1 .b, c, * 

The authors 
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PP. Provisional Prologue 

PP,1, History of the Draft Report {Habent sua fata libelli. 

De litteris, Terentianus Maurus.} 

a) Working Group 2.1 on ALGOL of the International Federation for 

Information Processing has discussed the development of "ALGOL X", a 

successor to ALGOL 60 [3] since 1963. At· its meeting in Princeton in 

May 1965, WG 2.1 invited written descriptions of the language based on 

the previous discussions. At the meeting near Grenoble in October 1965, 

three reports describing more or less complete languages were amongst 

the contributions, by Niklaus Wirth [5], by Gerhard Seegmiiller [4] and 

by Aad van Wijngaarden [6]. In [4] and [5], the descriptional technique 

of [3] was used, whereas [6] featured a new technique for language design 

and definition. Another significant contribution was a paper by Tony 

Hoare [2]. 

b) At meetings in Kootwijk in April 1966, Warsaw in October 1966 and 

Zandvoort near Amsterdam in May 1967, a number of successive approximations 

to a final report were submitted by a team working in Amsterdam, 

consisting first of A. van Wijngaarden and Barry Mailloux [7], later 

reinforced by John Peck [8], and finally by Kees Koster. A rather complete 

version [9] was used during a course on ALGOL 68 held in Amsterdam in 

the end of 1967. This course served as a test case and the present Draft 

Report was made on the basis of it using the experience of explaining 

the language to a skilled audience. 

c) The authors acknowledge with pleasure and thanks the whole-hearted 

cooperation, support, interest, criticism and violent objections from 

members of WG 2.1 and many other people interested in ALGOL {Rev. 

3,15, 16}. Deserving special mention are Jan Garwick, Jack Merner, 

Peter Ingerman and Manfred Paul for [ 1 ] and above all Miss Hetty 

Schuuring for still smiling after several years of most demanding 

typing of a continuously varying manuscript. An occasional choice of 

a, not inherently meaningful, identifier in the sequel may compensate 

for not mentioning more names in this section. 

d) The dogmatic, perhaps pedantic, approach of the authors, and the many 

errors they made, caused this Draft Report to· appear late; they are 

convinced, however, that their approach is the right one. 



PP.2. Membership of the Working Group 

{Verum homines notos sumere odiosum est. 

Pro Roscio .Amerino, M.T. Cicero.} 

At this moment, the members of WG 2.1 are: 

F.L. Bauer, H. Beki~, L. Bolliet, E.W. Dijkstra, F.G. Duncan, A.P. Ershov, 

J.V. Garwick, A. Grau, C.A.R. Hoare, P.Z. Ingerman, E.T. Irons, C. Katz, 

I.O. Kerner, P.J. Landin, S.S. Lavrov, H. Leroy, J. Loeckx, B.J. Mailloux, 

A. Mazurkiewicz, J. McCarthy, J.N. Merner, s. Moriguti, P. Naur, M. Nivat, 

M. Pacelli, M. Paul, J.E.L. Peck, W.L. van der Poel (Chairman), B. Randell, 

D.T. Ross, K. Samels.on, G. Seegmfiller, W.M. Turski (Secretary), 

A. van Wijngaarden, N •. Wirth, M. Woodger and N. Yoneda. 

PP.3. Distribution of the Draft Report 

{A perfect judge will read each work of wit 

with the same spirit that its author writ. 

An Essay on Criticism, A. Pope.} 

a) The Draft Report is, on request of WG 2.1, distributed as a supplement 

to ALGOL Bulletin 26 in order that all people interested in ALGOL have 

insight in the Draft Report and can send remarks to improve the final 

Report. These remarks should be sent to: 

EDITOR ALGOL 68, 

Mathematisch Centrum, 

2e Boerhaavestraat 49, 
AMSTERDAM-0, HOLLAND. 

b) All remarks will be considered, but not ·necessarily individually 

answered. If they are received in time and if they seem relevant, then 

they will be taken into account in drafting the final Report, which will 

be submitted for approval to WG 2.1, Technical Committee 2 on Programming 

Languages and the General Assembly of IFIP. 

c) It is pointed out that anyone, even an author, is invited to send 

remarks. In order to make it at all possible to review all incoming 

remarks, one is, however, requested to use, as far as feasible, the 

method of indicating errata given in the Ephemeral Epilogue; this 

method will be clear after reading at least a part of the Draft Report. 



PP.3. continued 

d) Before reading all of the Draft Report, one should first read 

Sections EE 2.5, 6. 
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O. Introduction 

0.1. Aims and principles of design 

a) In defining the Algorithmic Language ALGOL 68, the members of 

Working Group 2.1 of the International Federation for Information 

Processing express their belief in the value of a common programming 

language serving many people in many countries. 

b) The language is designed to communicate algorithms, to execute them 

efficiently on a variety of different computers, and to aid in te~ching 

them to students. 

c) The members of the Group, influenced by several years of experience 

with ALGOL 60 and other programming languages, hope that the following 

has been achieved: 

0.1.1. Completeness and clarity of description 

The Group wishes to contribute to the solution of the problems of 

describing a language clearly and completely. It is recognized, however, 

that the method adopted in this Report may be difficult for the 

uninitiated reader. 

0.1.2. Orthogonal design 

The number of independent primitive concepts was minimized in order that 

the language be easy to describe, to learn, and to implement. On the 

other hand, these concepts have been applied "orthogonally" in order to 

maximize the expressive power of the language, and yet without introducing 

deleterious superfluities. 

0.1.3. Security 

ALGOL 68 has been designed in such a way that nearly all syntactical and 

many other errors can be detected easily before they lead to calamitous 

results. Furthermore, the opportunities for making such errors are 

greatly restricted. 

0.1.4. Efficiency 

ALGOL 68 allows the programmer to specify progr>ams which can be run 

efficiently on present-day computers and yet do not require sophisticated 

and time-consuming optimization features of a compiler; see e.g. 11.8. 



0.1.4.1. Static mode checking 

The syntax of AI.GOL 68 is such that no mode checking during run time 

is necessary except during the elaboration of confonnity-relations {8.9} 

the use of which is required only in those cases in which the programmer 

explicitly makes use of the flexibility offered by the united mode 

feature. 

0.1.4.2. Independent compilation 

ALGOL 68 has been designed such that the main line progra.im and procedures 

can be compiled independently of one another without loss of object 

program efficiency, provided that during each such independent compilation, 

specification of the mode of all nonlocal quantities is provided; see 

the remarks after 2.3.c. 

0.1.4.3. Loop optimization 

Iterative processes are formulated in ALGOL 68 in such a way that 

straightforward application of well-known optimization techniques 

yields large gains during run time without excessive increase of 

compilation time. 

0.2. Comparison with ALGOL 60 

a) ALGOL 68 is a language of wider applicability and power than ALGOL 60. 

Although influenced by the lessons learned from ALGOL 60, ALGOL 68 has 

not been designed as an expansion of ALGOL 60 but rather as a completely 

new language based on new insights into the essential, fundamental 

conc·epts of computing and a new description technique. 

b) The result is that the successful features of ALGOL 60 reappear in 

ALGOL 68 but as special cases of more general constructions, along 

with completely new features. It is, therefore, difficult to isolate 

differences between the two languages; however, the following sections 

are intended to give insight into some of the more striking differences. 

0.2.1. Values in ALGOL 68 

a) Whereas ALGOL 60 has values of the types integer, real, boolean and 

string, ALGOL 68 features an infinity of "modes", i.e. generalizations 

of the concept type. 



0.2.1. continued 

b) Each plain value is either arithmetic, i.e. of integral or real mode 

and then it is of one of several lengths, or it is of boolean or 

character mode. 

c) In ALGOL 60, composition of values is possible into arrays, whereas 

in ALGOL 68, in addition to such "multiple" values, also "structured" 

values, composed of values of possibly different modes, are defined and 

manipulated. An example of a multiple value is a character array, which 

corresponds approximately to the ALGOL 60 string; examples of structured 

values are complex numbers and symbolic formulae. 

d) In ALGOL 68, the concept of a "name" is introduced, i.e. a value 

which is said to "refer to" another value; such a name-value pair 

corresponds to the ALGOL 60 variable. However, any name may take the 

value position in a name-value pair and thus chains of indirect addresses 

can be built up. 

e) The ALGOL 60 concept of a procedure body is generalized in ALGOL 68 
to the concept "routine", which also includes the formal parameters, 

and which is itself a value and therefore can be manipulated like any 

other value; the ALGOL 68 concept "format" has no ALGOL 60 counterpart. 

f) In contrast with plain values and multiple and structured values 

composed of plain values only, the significance of a name, routine or 

format or of a multiple or structured value composed of names, routines 

or formats, possibly amongst other values, is, in general, dependent on 

the context in which it appears. Therefore, the use of names, routines 

and formats is subject to some natural restrictions related to their 

"scope". 

0.2.2. Declarations in ALGOL 68 

a) Whereas ALGOL 60 has type declarations , array declarations, switch 

declarations and procedure declarations, ALGOL 68 features the "identity

declaration" whose expressive power includes all of these, and more. In 

fact, the identity-declaration declares not only variables, but also 

constants, of any mode and, moreover, forms the basis of a highly efficient 

and powerful para.meter mechanism. 



0.2.2. continued 

b) Moreover, in ALGOL 68, a "m:xie-declaration" permits the construction 

of new modes from already existing ones. In particular, the modes of 

multiple values and structured values may be defined this way; in addition 

a union of modes may be defined for use in an identity-declaration 

allowing each value referred to by a given name to be of one of the 

constituent modes. 

c) Finally, in ALGOL 68, a "priority-declaration" and an "operation

declaration" permit the introduction of new operators, the definition 

of their operation and the extension or revision- of the class of 

operands applicable to already established operators. 

0.2.3. Dynamic storage allocation in ALGOL 68 

Whereas ALGOL 60 (apart from the so-called "own dynamic arrays") implies 

a "stack"-oriented storage-allocation regime, sufficient to cope with a 

statically (i.e. at compile time) determined number of values, ALGOL 68 
provides, in addition, the ability to generate a dynamically (i.e. at run 

time) determined number of values, which ability implies the use of 

additional, well established, storage-allocation techniques. 

0.2.4. Collateral elaboration in ALGOL 68 

Whereas, in ALGOL 60, statements are "executed consecutively", in 

ALGOL 68 "phrases" are "elaborated serially" or "collaterally". This last 

facility is conducive to more efficient object programs under many 

circumstances, and increases the expressive power of the language. 

Facilities for parallel programming, though restricted to the essentials 

in view of the none~too-advanced state of the art, have been introduced. 

0.2.5. Standard declarations in ALGOL 68 

The ALGOL 60 standard functions are all included in ALGOL 68 along 

with many other standard declarations. Amongst these are "environment 

enquiries", which make it possible to determine certain properties of 

an implementation, and "transput" declarations, which make it 

possible, at run time, to obtain data from and to deliver results to 

external media. 



0.2.6. Some particular constructions in ALGOL 68 

a) The ALGOL 60 concepts of block, compound statement and parenthesized 

expression are unified in ALGOL 68 into "closed-clause". A closed-clause 

may be an expression and possess a value. Similarly, the ALGOL 68 

"assignation", which is a generalization of the ALGOL 60 assignment 

statement, may be an expression and, as such, also possesses a value. 

b) The ALGOL 60 concept of subscription is generalized to the ALGOL 68 

concept of "indexing", which allows the selection not only of a s~ngle 

element of an array bu-t; also of subarrays with the same or any smaller 

d:imensionality and with possibly altered bounds. 

c) ALGOL 68 provides not only the multiple values mentioned in 0.2.1 .c, 

but also "collateral-expressions" which serve to compose these values 

from other, simpler values. 

d) The ALGOL 60 for statement is modified into a more concise and 

efficient "repetitive statement". 

e) The ALGOL 60 conditional expression and conditional statement, unified 

into a "co:rrlitional-clause", are improved by requiring them to end with 

a closing symbol whereby the two alternative clauses admit the same 

syntactic possibilities. Moreover, the co:rrlitional-clause is generalized 

into a "case clause" which allows the efficient selection from an arbitrary 

number of clauses depending on the value of an integral expression. 

f) Some less successful ALGOL 60 concepts, such as own quantities and 

integer labels have not been included in ALGOL 68, and some concepts like 

designational expressions and switches do not appear as such in ALGOL 68, 

but their expressive power is included in other, more general, constructions. 

{True wisdom knows 

it must comprise 

some nonsense 

as a compromise, 

lest fools should fail 

to find it wise. 

Grooks, Piet Hein.} 



1 • Language and metalanguage 

1.1. The method of description 

1.1.1. The strict, extended and representation languages 

a) ALGOL 68 is a lang\\age in which "progr>ams" can be formulated for 

"computers", i.e. "automata" or "human beings". It is defined in three 

stages, the "strict language", "extended language" and "representation 

l.angUB.ge". 

b) For the definition partly the "English language", and partly a·"formal 

language" is used. In both languages, and also in the strict language and 

the extended language, typographical marks are used which bear no relation 

to those used in the representation language. 

1.1.2. The syntax of the strict language 

a) The strict language is defined by means of a syntax and semantics. 

This syntax is a set of "production rules" for "notions", i.e. nonempty 

sequences of "small letters" ("abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz"}, possibly 

interspersed with nonsignificant blanks and/or hyphens. 

{Note that those small letters are in a different type font than· 

this sentence.} 

b) A "list of notions" either is empty, or is a notion, or consists of 

a list of notions followed either by a "comma"(","} or by a comma followed 

by a notion. 

c} A production rule for a notion consists of that notion, possibly 

preceded by an "asterisk11 
("•"}, followed by a "colon"{":"} and followed 

by a list of' notions, a "direct production" of that notion, and followed 

by a "point" ( 11
• "}. 

d} A "symbol" is a notion ending with 'symbol'. 

e} A "production" of' a given notion is either a direct production of' that 

given notion or a list of' notions obtained by replacing a second notion 

in a production of' the given notion by a direct production of that second 

notion. 

f} A "terminal production" of a notion is a production of that notion 

consisting of' symbols and conmas only. 



1.1.2. continued 

{In the production rule 

'variable-point numeral: integr-al part option, fractional part.' 

(5.1.2.1.b) of the strict language, 

'integr-al part option, fractional part' 

is a direct production of the notion 'variable-point numeral 1 • A terminal 

production of this same notion is 

'digit zero symbol, point symbol, digit one symbol'. 

The notion 'digit zero symbol' is an example of a symbol. The line· 

'twas brillig and the slithy toves' is not a relevant notion of the 

strict language, in that it does not end with 'symbol' and no production 

rule for it is given (1.1.5 step 3, 4). } 

1.1.3. The syntax of the metalanguage 

a) The production rules of the strict language are partly enumerated and 

partly generated with the aid of a "metalanguage" whose syntax consists of 

a set of production rules for "metanotions", i.e. nonempty sequences of 

"capital letters" ( "ABCDEFGHIJKIMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ") • 

{NOTE THAT THOSE CAPITAL LETTERS ARE IN A DIFFERENT TYPE FONT THAN 

THIS SENTENCE. } 

b) A "list of metanotions" either is empty or is a notion, or consists 

of one or more metanotions separated, and possibly preceded and/or 

followed, by notions and/or blanks. 

c) A production rule for a metanotion consists of that metanotion 

followed by a colon and followed by a list of metanotions, a direct 

production of that metanotion, and followed by a point. 

d) A production of a given metanotion is either a direct production of 

that given metanotion or a list of metanotions obtained by replacing a 

second metanotion in a production of the given metanotion by a direct 

production of that second metanotion. 

e) A terminal production of a metanotion is a production of that 

metanotion which is a notion. 



1.1.3. continued 

{In the production rule 

'TAG : I.EI"IER. I ' 

derived from 1.2.1.1, 'LEI"IER' is a direct production of the metanotion 

'TAG'. A particular terminal production of the metanotion 'TAG' is the 

notion 'letter x' (see 1.2.1.m, n). The production rule 

'EMPTY: • 1 (1.2. 1 .i) 

has an empty direct production. } 

1 .1. 4. The production rules of the metalanguage 

The production rules of the metalanguage are the rules obtained from 

the rules in Section 1.2 in the following steps: 

Step 1: If some rule contains one or more "semicolons"(";"), then it is 

replaced by two new rules, the first of which consists of the part of 

that rule up to and including the first semicolon with that semicolon 

replaced by a point, and the second of which consists of a copy of 

that part of the rule up to and including the colon, followed by the 

part of the original rule following its first semicolon, whereupon, 

Step 1 is taken again; 

Step 2: A number of production rules for the meta.notion 'ALPHA' {1.2.1.n}, 

each of whose direct productions is another small letter, may be added. 

{For instance, the rule 

'TAG: LETl'ER; TAG LETl'ER; TAG DIGIT.', 

from 1.2.1.1 is replaced by the rules 

'TAG: IEI"IER. 1 a.nd 'TAG: TAG IEI"IER; TAG DIGIT.', 

and the second of these is replaced by 

'TAG : TAG LETl'ER. 1 and 'TAG : TAG DIGIT. 1 

thus resulting in three rules from the original one. 

The reader may find it helpful to read":" as "ma;y be a","," as 

"followed by a" and";" as "or a". } 

1.1.5. The production rules of the strict language 

The production rules of the strict language are the rules obtained in 

the following steps from the rules given in Chapters 2 up to 8 inclusive 

under Syntax: 

Step 1: Identical with Step 1 of 1.1.4; 



1. 1. 5. continued 

Step 2: If a given rule now contains one or more sequences of capital 

letters, then this (these) sequence(s) is (are) interpreted as (a) 

sequence(s) of the metanotions of Section 1.2 {The metanotions of 

1.2 have been chosen such that this interpretation is unique.}, and 

then for each terminal production of such a metanotion, a new rule 

is obtained by replacing that metanotion, throughout a copy of the 

given rule, by that terminal production, whereupon the given rule is 

discarded and Step 2 is taken; otherwise, the given rule is a production 

rule of the strict language. 

Step 3: A number of production rules for the notion 'other indication' 

{4.2.1.b, e, f} each of whose direct productions is a symbol different 

f'rom any other symbol may be added. 

Step 4: A number of production rules may be added for the notions 

'other comment item' {3.0.9.c} and 'other string item' {5.3.1.b} each 

of whose direct productions is a symbol different from any character

token with the restrictions that no other-comment-item is the comrrent

symbol and no other-string-item is the quote-symbol. 

{The rule 

'actual IDWPER bound : strict IDWPER bound. ' 

derived from 7.1.1.r by Step 1 is used in Step 2 to provide two 

production rules of the strict language, viz. 

'actual lower bound strict lower bound.' and 

'actual upper bound strict upper bound.'· 

Note that 

'actual lower bound: strict upper bound.' 

is not a production rule of the strict language, since the replacement 

of the metanotion 'IDWPER' by one of its productions must be consistent 

throughout. Since some metanotions have an infinite number of terminal 

productions, the number of notions of the strict language is infinite 

and the number of production rules for a given notion may be infinite; 

moreover, since some metanotions have terminal productions of infinite 

length, some notions are infinitely long. For examples see 4.1.1. 

Some production rules obtained from a rule containing a metanotion may 

be blind alleys in the sense that no production rule is given for some 

notion to the right of the colon even though it is not a symbol. } 



1.1.6. The semantics of the strict language 

a) A terminal production of a notion is considered as a linearly ordered 

sequence of symbols. This order is called the "textual order", and 

"following" ("preceding") stands for "textually immediately following" 

("textually immediately preceding") in the rest of this Report. 

Typographical display features, such as blank space, change to a new line, 

and change to a new page do not influence this order. 

b) A sequence of symbols consisting of a second sequence of symbols 

preceded and/or followed by (a) sequence(s) of symbols "contains".that 

second sequence of symbols. 

c) Unless otherwise specified {d}, a "paranotion" at an occurrence not 

under "Syntax", not between apostrophes and not within another paranotion 

stands for any terminal production of some notion; a paranotion being 

either 

i) a notion ending with 'symbol', in which case it then stands for 

it self {e.g. "begin-symbol"} , or 

ii) a notion whose production rule(s) do(es) not begin with an asterisk, 

in which case it then stands for any terminal production of itself 

{e.g., "number-token" (3.0.3. b) stands for 'digit zero symbol', 'digit 

one symbol', 'digit two symbol', 'digit three symbol', 'digit four 

symbol', 'digit five symbol', 'digit six symbol', 'digit seven symbol', 

'digit eight symbol', 'digit nine symbol', 'point symbol' or 't:lmes 

ten to the power symbol' } , or 

iii) a notion whose production rule(s) do(es) begin with an asterisk, in 

which case it then stands for any terminal production of any of its 

direct productions {e.g. "trimscript" (8.4.1.l) stands for any terminal 

production of 'tr:il!lmer option' or 'subscript'.}, or 

iv) a paranotion followed by "s", or a paranotion ending with "y" in 

which "y" has been replaced by 11ies", in which case it then stands 

for some number of the terminal productions stood for by that paranotion 

{e.g. "trimscripts" stands for some number of terminal productions of 

'trimner option' and/or 'subscript', and "prinaries" stands for some 

number of terminal productions stood for by 'primary'.}, or 

v) a paranotion whose first small letter has been replaced by the corres

ponding capital letter, in which case it then stands for the terminal 

productions stood for by that paranotion before the replacement 



1.1.6. continued 1 

{e.g. "Identifiers" stands for what 'identifiers' stands for}, or 

vi) a paranotion in which a "mode", i.e. a_ terminal production of 11.'IDDE', 

has been omitted, in which case it then stands for any terminal 

production stood for by any paranotion :from which the given paranotion 

cou1d be obtained by omitting a terminal production of 11.'IDDE' {e.g. 

"slice" stands for any terminal production of 111.'IDDE slice" (8.4.1.a), 

where ''MODE" stands for any terminal production of the metanotion 

'l'IDDE I.}. 

{As an aid to the reader, paranotions, when not under Syntax or between 

apostrophes, are printed with hyphens instead of spaces. As an additional 

aid, a number of superfluous rules beginning with an asterisk have been 

included. } 

d) When a paranotion is said to be a "constituent" of a second paranotion, 

then the first paranotion stands for any terminal production stood for by 

it according to 1.1.6.c which is contained in a terminal production stood 

for by the second paranotion but not contained in a terminal production 

stood for by either of these paranotions contained in that second terminal 

production. 

{e.g. J := 7 is a constituent assignation (8.8) of the assignation 

i := j := 7, but not of the serial-statement (6.1.1.b) 

i := j. := 7 ; k := 2. } 

e) In sections 2 up to 8 under "Semantics", a meaning is associated with 

certain sequences of symbols by means of sentences in the English language, 

as a series of processes ( the "elaboration" of those sequences of symbols 

as terminal productions of given notions), each causing a specific effect. 

Any of these processes may be replaced by any process which causes the 

same effect. 

f) The "preelaboration" of a sequence of symbols as a terminal production 

of a given notion consists of its elaboration as terminal production of that 

notion which is a direct production of the given notion and of which it is 

a terminal production; except as otherwise specified, the elaboration of a 

sequence of symbols as terminal production of a given notion is its 

preelaboration as terminal production of that notion. 

{e.g. the elaboration of Pandom as a fitted-real-cohesion is its 

elaboration as a called-real-cohesion (8.2.0.1.e). } 
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g) If something is left undefined or is said to be undefined, then this 

means that it is not defined by this Report alone, and that·, for its 

definition, information from outside this Report has to be taken into 

account. 

1.1.7. The extended language 

The extended language encompasses the strict language; i.e. a program 

in the strict language, possibly subjected to a number of notational 

changes by virtue of "extensions" given in Chapter 9 is a program in 

the extended language and has the same meaning. 

{e.g. real, :x:, y, z means the same as (real, :x:, real, y, real, z) 

by 9.2.c and 9.2.d.} 

1.1.8. The representation language 

a) The representation language represents the extended language; i.e. 

a program in the extended language, in which all symbols are replaced by 

certain typographical marks by virtue of "representations", given in 

Section 3.1.1, and in which all commas {comm.as, not comma-symbols} are 

deleted, is a program in the representation language and has the same 

meaning. 

b) Each version of the language in which representations a.re used which 

are sufficiently close to the given representations to be recognized 

without further elucidation is also a representation language. A version 

of the language in which notations or representations are used which are 

not obviously associated with those defined here but bear a one-to-one 

relationship with them, is a "publication language" or "hard-ware language" 

{i.e. a version of the language suited to the supposed preference of the 

human or mechanical interpreter of the language}. 

{e.g., begin, bt1g1,n and 'BEGIN' are all representations of the 

begin-symbol in the representation language.} 



1.2. The metaproduction rules 

1.2.1. Metaproduction rules of modes 

a) IDDE : NONUNITED ; UNI'I'ED. 
b) NONUNITED : TYPE ; PREFIX MODE. 
c) TYPE: PLAIN; structured with FIELDS; PROCEDURE; format. 
d) PLAIN: INTREAL; boolean; character. 
e) INTREAL : INTEGRAL ; REAL. 

f) INTEGRAL : LONGSETY integral. 
g) REAL: LONGSETY real. 
h) LONGSETY: long LONGSETY; EMPI'Y. 

i) EMPTY : • 
j ) FIELDS : a FIELD ; FIELDS and a FIELD. 
k) FIELD: IDDE narred TAG. 
1) TAG: LETIBR; TAG LEI"IBR; TAG DIGIT. 
m) LEI"IBR : letter ALPHA. 

n) ALPHA : a ; b ; c ; d ; e ; f ; g ; h ; i ; j ; k ; 1 ; m ; n ; o ; 

p j q; r; S ; t ; U; V; W j X; y j Z. 

o) DIGIT: digit zero; digit FIGURE. 
p) FIGURE: one; two; three; four; five; six; seven; eight; 

nine. 
q) PROCEDURE: procedure P.ARAMEI'Y DELIVEI'Y. 
r) PARAMETY : with P.ARAMEI'ERS ; E'MPl'Y. 

s) P.ARAMEI'ERS: a PARAMETER; PARAMETERS and a PARAMETER. 
t) PARAMETER : MODE parameter • 
u) DELIVETY: delivering a IDDE; EMPTY. 
v) PREFIX: row of; reference to. 
w) UNITED : union of IDDES mode. 
x) IDDES : IDDE ; MODES and MODE. 

{The reader may find it helpful to note that a metanotion ending 

in 1EI'Y' always has an empty production. } 



1.2.2. Metaproduction rules associated with modes 

a) PRIMTIIVE: integral; real; boolean; character format. 

b) ROWS : row of; row of ROWS. 

c) ROWSEIT : ROWS ; EJ.VlPTY. 

d) ROWWSEI'Y: ROWSEI'Y. 

e) NONROW TYPE ; reference to MODE ; UNITED. 

f) REFEl'Y reference to ; EMPI'Y. 

g) NONREF TYPE; row of MODE; UNITED. 
h) NONPROC: PLAIN; structured with FIELDS; 

procedure with PARAME'IERS DELIVETY; row of MODE; UNITED; 
reference to NONPROC • 

i) IMODE IVDDE. 

j ) RMODE MODE. 

k) IVDDEI'Y: MODE; EMPI'Y. 

J.) IMODESEI'Y IVDDES and; EJ.VIPTY. 

m) RMODESETY: and IVDDES; EMPI'Y. 

n) LFIELDSA: FIELDS and a; a. 
o) RFIELDSETY: and FIELDS; EJ.V!PTY. 

p) COMPLEX: structured with a real named letter r letter e 

and a real named letter i letter m. 

q) STRING : row of character. 

r) BITS: row of boolean. 

s) :MABEL : MJDE ; label. 

1.2.3. Metaproduction rules associated with phrases 

a) PHRASE declaration; CLAUSE. 

b) CLAUSE statement ; IVDDE expression. 

c) SOME: serial; unitary; CLOSED; choice; THELSE. 

d) 'lliELSE : then ; else • 

e) CLOSED: closed; collateral; conditional. 

f) COERCETY: COERCED; EMPI'Y. 

g) COERCED: FORCED; hip FORCED. 

h) FORCED: adapted; adjusted; arrayed; called; depressed; 

expressed; fitted; peeled; united; widened. 
i) FORCETY: FORCED EMPI'Y. 



1 .2 .4. Metaproduction rules associated with formulas 

a) COERCEND : lVDDETY FORM. 
b) FORV! : ADIC formula ; cohesion ; confrontation. 
C) ADIC : PRIORITY ; monadic • 
d) PRIORITY: priority NUMBER. 
e) NUMBER : one ; TWO ; THREE ; FOUR ; FIVE ; SIX ; SEVEN ; EIGHI' ; 

NINE. 
f) TWO : one plus one • 
g) THREE : TWO plus one • 
h) FOUR : THREE plus one. 
i) FIVE : FOUR plus one. 
j ) SIX : FIVE plus one. 
k) SEVEN: SIX plus one. 
1) EIGHI': SEVEN plus one. 
m) NINE: EIGHI' plus one. 
n) OPERATIVE: procedure with a RV!ODE parameter DELIVETY; 

procedure with a I.MODE parameter and a RV!ODE parameter DELIVEI'Y. 

1.2.5. Other metaproduction rules 

a) VIRACT virtual ; actual. 

b) VICT.AL VIRAar ; fonna.l. 

c) LOWPER lower; upper. 
d) .ALEPH: .ALEPH letter f. 

e) ANY: sign; zero; digit ; point; exponent; complex; character; 
suppressible ANY; replicatable ANY. 

f) NOTION: .ALPHA.; NOTION .ALPHA.. 

g) SEPARA'IORETY: canma symbol; go on symbol; completer; sequencer; 
EMPTY. 

h) SELERA'IOR: selection; selector; declarator. 

{Rule f implies that all notions (1.1.2.a) are productions (1.1.3.d) 

of the metanotion (1.1.3.a) 'NOTION'; for the use of this metanotion, 

see 3.0.1.b, c, d, e, f. Ruled yields an infinite sequence; for the 

use of this metanotion, see 5.5.1.6.a. } 

{"Well 'slithy' means 'lithe' and 'slimy' •••• 

You see it's like a portmanteau - there are 

two meanings packed into one word." 

Through the Looking Glass, Lewis Carroll.} 



1. 3. Pragmatics {Merely corroborative detail, intended to 

give artistic verisimilitude to an otherwise 

bald and unconvincing narrative. 

Mikado, W.S. Gilbert.} 

Scattered throughout this Report are "pragmatic" remarks included between 

the braces {and}. These do not form part of the definition of the 

language but are intended to help the reader to understand the implications 

of the definitions and to find corresponding sections. 

{Some of these pragmatic remarks are examples written in the 

representation language. In these examples, identifiers occur out of 

context from their defining occurrences. Unless otherwise specified, these 

occurrences identify those in the identity-declarations of the standard

declarations in Chapter 10 (e.g. random from 10.3.k or pi from 10.3,a) 

or those in: 

int i, ;j, k, m, n ; real, a, b, x, y ; boo?, p, q, overjlow ; char c ; 

format f; bits t ; string s ; EE!!!P1.. w, z ; 

ref real, xx, yy ; [ 7 :n] real, x7, y7 ; [ 7 :m, 7 :n] real, x2 ; 

[7:n, 7:n] real, y2; [1:n] int i7 ; 

proc x or y = ref real, ~(random < • 5 I x I y) ; 

proc ncos = (int i) real, cos(2 x pi x i/n) ; 

proc nsin =(inti) real,: sin(2 x pix i/n); 

proc g = (real, u) real, : (arctan(u) - a + u - 7) ; 

proc stop = !!J!F!_(7,:7,) ; 

exit: princeton: grenobie: kootwi;jk: warsaw: zandvoort: amsterdam: x := 7.} 



2 • The computer and the program 

2 .1. Syntax 

a) progt'am: open, standard declarations, library declarations option, 

particular progt'am, close. 

b) standard declarations : serial declaration, go on symbol. 

c) library declarations : serial declaration, go on symbol. 

d) particular progt'am: label sequence option, CIDSED staterrent. 

{For standard-declarations see Chapter 1 0, for collateral-statements 

see 6.3.1.b, for closed-staterrents see 6.4 and for cor:ditional-staterrents 

see 6.5. The specification of library-declarations is undefined. } 

2.2. Terminology {"When I use a word," Humpty Dumpty said, in 

rather a scornful tone, "it means just what 

I choose it to mean - neither more nor less." 

Through the Looking Glass, Lewis Carroll} 

The meaning of a progt'am is explained in terms of a hypothetical "computer" 

which performs a set of "actions" {2.2.5}, the elaboration of the 

progt'am {2.3.a}. The computer deals with a set of "objects" {2.2.1} between 

which, at any given time, certain "relationships" {2.2.2} may "hold". 

2.2.1. Objects 

Each object is either "external" or "internal". External objects are 

"occurrences" of terminal productions {1.1.2.f} of notions. Internal 

objects are "values" {2.2.3}, at different "instances". 

2.2.2. Relationships 

a) Relationships are either "permanent", i.e. independent of the progt'am 

and its elaboration, or actions may cause them to hold or cease to hold. 

Each relationship is either between external objects or between an 

external object and an internal object or between internal objects. 

b) The relationships between external objects are: 

"to contain" {1.1.6.b}, "to be a constituent of" {1.1.6.d} and "to 

identify". 

c) A given occurrence of an "identifier" {4.1} ( 11indication11 {4.2}, 

"operator" {4.3}) may identify a "defining" ("indication-defining", 

"operator-defining") occurrence of the same identifier (indication, 

operator). 
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d) The relationship between an external object and an internal object 

is: "to possess". 

e) .An external object considered as a terminal production of a given 

notion may possess a value, called "the" value of the external object 

when it is clear which notion is intended. 

f) .An identifier (operator) may possess a value ({more specifically} a 

"routine" {2.2.3.4}). This relationship is caused to hold by the e;Laboration 

of an "identity-declarcl,tion11 {7.4} ( 11operation-declaration" {7.5}) and 

ceases to hold upon the end of the elaboration of the smallest serial

clause {6.1.1.b} containing that declaration. 

g) .An external object other than an identifier or operator {e.g. an 

expression (6.0.1.c)} considered as terminal production of a given notion 

may be caused to possess a value by its elaboration as terminal production 

of that notion, and continues to possess that value until the next elaboration, 

if any, of the same occurrence of that external object is "initiated", 

whereupon it ceases to possess that value. 

h) The relationships between internal objects {values} are: "to be of 

the same mode as", "to be equivalent to", "to be smaller than", "to be a 

component of" and "to refer to". 

i) A value may be of the same mode as another value; this relatio~ship is 

permanent. 

j) A value may be equivalent to another value {2.2.3.1.d, f} and a value 

may be smaller than another value {10.2.2.a, 10.2.3.a}. If one of these 

relationships is defined at all for a given pair of values, then either 

it does not hold, or it does hold and is permanent. 

k) A given value is a component of another value if it is a "field" 

{2.2.3.2}, "element" {2.2.3.3.a} or "subvalue" {2.2.3.3.c} of that 

other value or of one of its components. 

1) Any "name" {2.2.3.5}, except "nil" {2.2.3.5.a}, refers to one instance 

of another value. This relationship {may be caused to hold by an 

"assignment" {8.8.2.c} of that value to that name and} continues to hold 

until another instance of a value is caused to be referred to by that 

name. The words "refers to an instance of" are often shortened in the 

sequel to "refers to". 



2.2.3. Values 

Values are 

i) "plain" values {2.2.3.1}, which are independent of the program and 

its elaboration, 

ii) "structured" values {2.2.3.2} or "multiple" values {2.2.3.3}, 'Which 

are composed of other values in a way defined by the program, 
iii) "routines" and "formats" {2.2.3.4}, which are certain sequences of 

symbols defined by the program, or 

iv) names {2.2.3.5}, which are created by the elaboration of the program. 

2.2.3.1. Plain values 

a) A plain value is either an "arithmetic" value, i.e. an integer or 

a real number, or is a truth value or character. 

b) An arithmetic value has a "length number", i.e. a positive integer 

characterising the degree of discrimination with which the value is 

kept in the computer. The number of integers (real numbers) of given 

length number that can be distinguished increases with the length number 

up to a certain length number, called the number of different lengths of 

integers (real numbers) {10.1.a, c}, after which it is constant. 

c) For each pair of integers (real numbers) of the same length number, 

the relationship to be smaller than is defined {10.2.2.a, 10.2.3.a}. For 

each pair of integers of the same length number, a third integer of that 

length number may exist, the first integer "minus" the other one 

{10.2.2.g}. Finally, for each pair of real numbers of the same length 

number, three real numbers of that length number may exist, the 

first real number minus ("times", divided by") the other one {10.2.3.g, 1, m}; 

these real numbers are obtained "in the sense of' numerical analysis", i.e. 

by performing the operations known in mathematics by these terms on real 

numbers which may deviate slightly from the given ones{; this deviation 

is not def'ined in this Report}. 

d) Each integer of given length number is equivalent to a real number 

of that length number. Also, each integer (real number) of given length 

number is equivalent to an integer (real number) whose length number 

is greater by one. These equivalences permit the "widening" {8.2.5} of 

an integer into a real number and the increase of' the length number of 

an integral or real number. The inverse transformations are only 
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possible on those real. numbers which are equivalent to an integer of 

the same length number or on those values which are equivalent to 

a value of smaller length number. 

e) A truth value is either "true" or "false". 

f) Each character has an "integral. equivalent" {10.1.h}, i.e. a 

nonnegative integer of length number one; this relationship is defined 

only in so far that different characters have different integral. equivalents. 

2.2.3.2. Structured values {Yea, from the table of my memory 

I'll wipe away al.l trivial. fond records. 

Hamlet, William Shakespeare.} 

A structured value is composed of a number of other values, its fields, 

in a given order, each of which is "selected" {8.6.2. Step 2} by a 

specific field-selector {7.1.1.e}. 

2.2.3.3. Multiple values 

a) A multiple value is composed of a "descriptor" and a number of other 

values, its elements, each of which is selected {8.4.2. Step 7} by a 

specific integer, its "index". 

b) The descriptor consists of an "offset", c, and some number, n ~ O, of 

"quintuples" (1., u., d., s. , t.) of integers, i = 1, ••• , n; L is called 
J. J. J. J. J. . J. 

the i-th "lower bound", u. the i-th "upper bound", d. the i-th "stride", 
J. J. 

s. the i-th "lower state" and t. the i-th "upper state". If any L > u., 
J. J. J. J. 

then the number of elements in the multiple value is zero; otherwise, it is 

(u1 - 1 1 + 1) x ••• x (un - ln + 1). 

The descriptor "describes" an element iff there exists an n-tuple 

(r1, ••• , r) of integers satisfying 1. s r. s u. for al.l i = 1, ••• , n n 1 1 1 

such that the element is selected by 

c + (r1 - 1 1) x d1 + ••• + (rn - ln) x dn. 

{In a given instance of a multiple value, a state which is 0(1) indicates 

that the given value can (cannot) be "superseded" (8.8.2.a) by an instance 

of a multiple value in which the bound corresponding to the state differs 

from that in the given value. } 
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c) A subval.ue of' a given multiple val.ue is a multiple val.ue referred to 

by the val.ue of' a slice {8.4} the value of' whose constituent whole 
{8~4.1.a, c} refers to the given multiple val.ue. 

2.2.3.4. Routines and formats 

A routine (format) is a sequence of' symbols which is the same as some 

closed-clause {6.4.1.a} (format-denotation {5.5}). 

2.2.3.5. Na.mes 

a) There is one name, called nil, whose "scope" {2.2.4.2} is the program 

and which does not refer to any val.ue. Any other name is created by the 

elaboration of' an actual-declarer {7.1.2.c. Step 7, and refers to precisely 

one instance of' a value}. 

b) If'-a given name refers to a structured val.ue {2.2.3.2}, then to each of' 

its fields there refers a name uniquely determined by the given name and 

the field-selector selecting that field, and whose scope is that of' the 

given name. 

c) If' a given name refers to a given multiple val.ue {2.2.3.3}, then to 

each element (each multiple val.ue whose elements are a proper subset of' the 

eleruents) of' the given multiple value there refers a name uniquely determined 

by the given name and the index of' that element ( and that subset) , and 

whose scope is that of' the given name. 

2.2.4. Modes and scopes 

2.2.4.1. Modes 

a) Each instance {2.2.1} of' a value is of' one specific mode {1.1.6.c.vi} 

which is a terminal. production of' 'NONUNI'IED' {1.2.1.b}; furthermore, 

all instances of' a given val.ue other than nil {2.2.3.5.a} are of' one same 

mode. 

b) The mode of' a truth value (character, format) is 'boolean' ('character', 

'format'). 

c) The mode of' an integer (a real. number) of' length number n is (n - 1) 

times 'long' followed by 'integral 1 (by 'real 1 ). 
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d) The mode of a structured value is 'structured with' followed by one 

or more "portrayals" separated by 'and', one corresponding to each field 

taken in the same order, each portrayal being 'a' followed by a mode 

followed by 'named' followed by the terminal production of 'TAG' {1.2.1.e} 

whose terminal production {field-selector} selects {2.2.3.2} that field. 

e) The mode of a multiple value is a terminal production of 'NONROW' 

{1.2.2.e} preceded by as many times 'row of' as there are quintuples in 

the descriptor of that value. 

f) The mode of a routine is a terminal production of 'PROCEDURE' {1.2.1.q}. 

g) The mode of a name is 'reference to' followed by another mode. {See 

7.1.2.c. Step 8.} 

h) A given mode is "adjusted (united) from" a second mode if the notion 

consisting of that second mode followed by 'cohesion' is a production of 

the notion consisting of 'adjusted' ('united') followed by the given mode 

followed by 'cohesion' {see 8.2}. 

{e.g. The mode specified by real is adjusted from the mode specified 

by ref real, and that specified by union(int., real) is united from those 

specified by int and real. } 

i) A mode is "related to" a second mode if both modes are adjusted from 

one same mode {see 4.4.2.a and 4.4.3.c.}. 

{e.g. The modes specified by real, ref real, union(int., real) and 

proa real are all related to one another since all are adjusted from 'real'. } 

j) A given mode is "structured from" a second mode if it begins with 

'structured with' and the mode between 'a' and 'named' in one of its 

portrayals {d} is or is structured from that second mode. 

{e.g. In the context of the declarations 

struat a= (E!_a, bb) and 

struat b = (Efi,, ref real r) , 

the mode specified by£ is structured from those specified by£ and!!.., 

whereas the mode specified by£. is structured from that specified by£, 

and hence also from itself.} 



2.2.4.2. Scopes, inner and outer scopes 

a) Each value has one specific scope. Each instance of a value has, 

moreover, one specific "inner scope" and "outer scope". 

b) The scope of a plain value is the program, 

that of a structured (multiple) value is the smallest of the scopes of 

its fields (elements), 

that of a routine or format possessed by a given denotation {5.4, 5.5} 

is the smallest range {4.1.1.e} containing a defining {4.1.2.a} 

(indication-defining {4.2.2.a}, operator-defining {4.3.2.a}) occurrence 

of an identifier (indication, operator), if any, applied but not defined 

(indication-applied but not indication-defined, operator-applied but not 

operator-defined) within that denotation, and, otherwise, the program, 

and 

that of a name is some {8.5.2.c} range. 

c) The inner (outer) scope of a value possessed by an external object 

whose value can have only one scope is that scope. 

d) The inner (outer) scope of a value possessed by an external object 

whose value can have one of a number of inner (outer) scopes, is the 

smallest (largest) of those inner (outer) scopes. 

2.2.5. Actions {Suit the action to the word, 

the word to the action. 

Hamlet, William Shakespeare.} 

An action is either "elementary", "serial" or !'collateral". 

A serial action consists of actions which take place one after the 

other. A collateral action consists of actions merged in time; i.e. 

it consists of the elementary actions which make up those actions 

provided only that each elementary action of each of those actions which 

would take place before another elementary action of the same action 

when not merged with the other actions, also takes place before it when 

merged. 

{What actions, if any, are elementary is undefined, except as 

provided in 6.4.2.c. } 



2.3. Semantics {"I can explain all the poems that ever 

were invented, - and a good many that 

haven't been invented just yet." 

Through the Looking Glass, Lewis Carroll.} 

a) The elaboration of a program is the elaboration of the closed

statenent {6.4.1.a} consisting of the same sequence of symbols. 

{In this Report, the Syntax says which sequences of symbols are programs, 

and the Semantics which actions are performed by the computer when 

elaborating a program. Both Syntax and Semantics are recursive.} 

b) In ALGOL 68, a specific notation for external objects is used which, 

together with its recursive definition, makes it possible to handle and 

to distinguish between arbitrarily long sequences of symbols, to distinguish 

between arbitrarily many different values of a given mode (except 'boolean') 

and to distinguish between arbitrarily many modes, which allows arbitrarily 

many objects to occur in the computer and which allows the elaboration 

of a program to involve an arbitrarily large, not necessarily finite, 

number of actions. 

This is not meant to imply that the notation of the objects in the 

computer is that used in ALGOL 68 nor that it has the same possibilities. 

It is, on the contrary, not assumed that the computer can handle 

arbitrary amounts of presented information. It is not assumed that these 

two notations are the same or even that a one-to-one correspondence 

exists between them; in fact, the set of different notations of objects 

of a given category may be finite. It is not assumed that the number of 

objects and relationships that can be established is sufficient to cope 

with the requirements of a given program nor that the speed of the 

computer is sufficient to elaborate a given program within a prescribed 

lapse of time. 

c) A model of the hypothetical computer, using a physical machine, is 

said to be an "implementation" of ALGOL 68, if it does not restrict the 

use of the language in other respects than those mentioned above. 

Furthermore, if a language is defined whose particular-programs are 

all particular-programs of ALGOL 68 and have the same meaning, then 

that language is called a "sublanguage" of ALGOL 68. A model is said 

to be an implementation of a sublanguage if it does not restrict the 

use of the sublanguage in other respects than those mentioned above. 
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{A sequence of symbols which is not a program but can be turned into 

one by a certain number of deletions or insertions of symbols and not by 

a smaller number could be regarded as a program with that number of 

syntactical errors. Any program that can be obtained by performing that 

number of deletions or insertions may be called a "possibly intended" 

program. Whether a program or one of the possibly intended programs describes 

the process its writer in fact intended to describe is a matter which falls 

outside of this Report. } 

{In an implementation, the particular-program may be "compiled", i.e. 

translated into an "object program", written in the code of the physical 

machine. Under circumstances, it may be advantageous to compile parts of 

the particular-program independently, e.g. parts which are common to 

several particular-programs. 

If such a part contains occurrences of identifiers (indications, operators) 

whose defining (indication-defining, operator-defining) occurrences 

(Chapter 4) are not contained in that part, then compilation into an 

efficient object program may be assured by preceding the part by a chain 

of formal-parameters ( 5. 4. 1. e) (mode-declarations ( 7. 2) or priority

declarations (7.3), captions (7.5.1.b)) containing those defining 

(indication-defining, operator-defining) occurrences.} 



3. Basic tokens and general constructions 

3.0. Syntax 

3.0.1. Introduction 

a}• basic token : letter token ; denotation token ; action token ; 

declaration token ; syntactic token ; sequencing token ; 

hip token; extra token; quote symbol; comment symbol. 

b) NOrION option : NOrION ; EMPTY. 

c) chain of NOrIONs separated by SEPARA'IDRETYs : NOTION ; 

NOI'ION, SEPARAmREI'Y, chain of NOTIONS separated by SEPARA'IDRETYs • 

d) NOI'ION list: chain of NOrIONs separated by comna symbols. 

e) NOrION sequence : chain of NCJrIONs separated by EMPI'Ys. 

f) NOrION pack: open symbol, NOI'ION, close symbol. 

{Examples: 

a) a 0 ; + int ; i:.t. ; . niZ ; for " ; £ 
b) 0 ; 

c) o., 1., 2 

d) 0 ; 0., 1., 2 

e) 0 ; 000; 

f) (1., 2., 3) } 

{For letter-tokens see 3.0.2, for denotation-tokens see 3.0.3, for 

action-tokens see 3.0.4, for declaration-tokens see 3.0.5, for syntactic

tokens see 3.0.6, for sequencing-tokens see 3.0.7, for hip-tokens see 

3.0.8 and for extra-tokens see 3.0.9.} 

3.0.2. Letter tokens 

a) letter token : LETI'ER. 

b) LEITER : LEITER symbol. 

{Examples: 

a) a; n (see 1.1.4.a) } 

{Letter-tokens are constituents of identifiers (4.1.1.a), field

selectors (7.1.1.i), format-denotations (5.1.5) and row-of-character

denotations (5.3). } 



3.0.3. Denotation tokens 

a) denotation token: number token; true symbol; false symbol; 

fonnatter symbol; expression symbol; parameter symbol; flipflop; 

comma symbol; space symbol. 

b) number token: digit token; point symbol; 

tirrBs ten to the power symbol. 

c) digit token: DIGIT. 

d) DIGIT: DIGIT symbol. 

e) flipflop: flip symbol ; flop symbol. 

{Examples: 

a) 1 ; true ; false ;t ;~ : ; 7 ; , .!.. 

b) 1 . ; 10 ; 

c) 1 

e) 1 ; 0 } 

{Denotation-tokens are constituents of denotations (Chapter 5). Some 

denotation-tokens may, by themselves, be denotations, e.g. the digit-token 

7, whereas others, e.g. the expression-symbol, serve only to construct 
denotations. } 

3.0.4. Action tokens 

a) action token: 

. operator token ; equals symbol ; value of symbol ; confrontation token. 

b) operator token: or symbol; and symbol; not symbol; 

differs from symbol; is less than symbol; is at mst symbol; 

is at least symbol; is greater than symbol; plusminus; 

times symbol; over symbol; quotient symbol; modulo symbol; 

absolute value of symbol; lengthen symbol; shorten symbol; 

round symbol; sign symbol; entier symbol; odd symbol; 

representation symbol; real part of symbol; 

imaginary part of symbol; conjugate symbol; binal symbol; 

to the power symbol; minus and becomes symbol; plus and becomes symbol; 

times and becomes symbol; over and becomes symbol; 

modulo and becomes symbol; prus and becanes symbol; up symbol; 
down symbol. 

c) plusminus : plus symbol; minus symbol. 

d) confrontation token: becomes symbol; conforms to symbol; 

conforms to and becomes symbol; is symbol; is not symbol. 
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{Examples: 

a)+ = vai :=; 
b) V A ; -, ; 'f ; < ; + ; x ; / ; ..- ; ..- : ; abs ; 'leng ; 

short round ; ~ ; entier ; odd, ; repr ; ~ ; im ; conj 

,t- ; minus ; p'lus ; ~ ; ~ ; modb ; prus ; ~ ; d.oum ; 

c) +; - ; 
d) := ; : : ; : := ; :=: ; :"}: } 

bin 

{Operator-tokens are constituents of formulas ( 8.1). An operator

token may be caused to possess an operation by the elaboration of an 

operation-declaration ( 7. 5) • 

Confrontation-tokens are constituents of confrontations (8.0.1.c). } 

3.0.5. Declaration tokens 

a) declaration token: PRil'IITTIVE symbol; long symbol; 

reference to symbol; procedure symbol; structure symbol; 

union of symbol; local symbol; complex symbol; bits symbol; 

string symbol; mode symbol; priority symbol; operation symbol. 

{Examples: 

a) int ; 'long ; ref ; proa struat ; un-ion ; Zoe 

aomp'l; bits ; string mode ; priority; £E_} 

{Declaration-tokens are constituents of declarers (7.1), which 

specify modes (2.2.4), or of declarations (7.2, 3, 4, 5). } 

3.0.6. Syntactic tokens 

a) syntactic token: open; close; elerrEntary symbol; parallel symbol 

sub symbol; bus symbol; up to symbol; at symbol; if symbol; 

THELSE symbol; fi symbol; of symbol; label symbol. 

b) open: open symbol; begin symbol. 

c) close : close symbol; end symbol; end symbol, TAG. 

{Examples: 

a) ( ; ) ; e'lem ; par ; [ ] : :!:f. then ; ti ; qf ; : 

b) ( begin ; 

c) ) end ; end zero} 

{Syntactic-tokens separate external objects or group them together. } 



3.0.7. Sequencing tokens 

a) sequencing token: go on symbol; completion symbol; go to symbol. 

{Examples: 

a); ; • ; go to} 

{Sequencing-tokens are constituents of phrases, in 'Which they 

specify the order of elaboration (6.1.2.c). } 

3.0.8. Hip tokens 

a) hip token: skip symbol; nil symbol. 

{Examples: 

a) skip ; niZ} 

{Hip-tokens function as skips (6.2.1.e) and nihils (8.3.1.e). } 

3.0.9. Extra tokens and comments 

a) extra token: for symbol; from symbol; by symbol; to symbol; 
while symbol ; do symbol ; then if symbol ; else if syrri>ol ; 
case symbol; 1n syrri>ol; esac symbol; plus i times symbol. 

b) comnent : cOI111rent symbol, comnent item sequence option, comnent symbol. 
c) canment item : character token ; quote symbol ; other comnent item. 
d) character token : letter token ; rrumber token ; plus i times symbol ; 

open symbol; close symbol; space symbol; comma symbol. 

{Examples: 

a) for> ; .f!:5!!!!. ; EJi. ; 1£. ; t,Jhi,Ze ; do the[ ; e'lsf ; ~ in ; f!.!!!!:E. i ; 
b) .£ t,Ji,th r>espect to c 

c) t,J ; " ; ? 

d) a ; 1 ; f:. ( ; ) ; .:. ; ~ } 
{For other-ccmnent-items see 1.1.5. Step 4. } 

{Extra-tokens and corrments may occur in constructions which, by virtue 

of the extensions of Chapter 9, stand for constructions in which no 

extra-tokens or corrments occur. Thus, a program containing an extra-taken 
or a ccmnent is necessarily a program in the extended language, but the 

converse does not hold. } 



3. 1. Symbols 

3.1.1. Representations 

a) Letter tokens 

symbol represent at ion symbol representation 

letter a symbol 

letter b symbol 

letter c symbol 

letter d symbol 

letter e symbol 

letter f symbol 

letter g symbol 

letter h symbol 

letter i symbol 

letter j symbol 

letter k symbol 

letter 1 symbol 

letter m symbol 

b) Denotation tokens 

symbol 

digit zero symbol 

digit one symbol 

digit two symbol 

digit three symbol 

digit four symbol 

digit five symbol 

digit six symbol 

digit seven symbol 

digit eight symbol 

digit nine symbol 

point symbol 

a 

-b 

C 

d 

e 

f 

g 

h 

i 
j 

k 

1, 

m 

tines ten to the power symbol 

letter n symbol n 

letter o symbol o 

letter p symbol p 

letter q symbol q 

letter r symbol P 

letters symbol s 

letter t symbol t 

letter u symbol u 

letter v symbol v 

letter w symbol w 
letter x symbol ~ 

letter y symbol y 

letter z symbol z 

representation 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

E 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 e 
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symbol representation 

true symbol tPUe 

false symbol fa"lse 

formatter symbol i. 
expression symbol !£. 
parameter symbol : !£. 
flip symbol 1 

flop symbol 0 

conma symbol , 
space symbol ..:.. 

c) Action tokens 

symbol representation 

or symbol V or 

and symbol A and 

not symbol --, not 

equals symbol = f!lL 
differs fran symbol =I= ne 

is less than symbol < it 

is at roost symbol !, "le 

is at least symbol ~ f1!!. 

is greater than symbol > al. 
plus symbol + 

minus symbol 

times symbol X * 
over symbol I 
quotient symbol t <J!:!,.Otient 

roodulo symbol t: mod 

absolute value of symbol abs 

lengthen symbol 12!:Jl. 
shorten symbol short 

round symbol round 

sign symbol ~ 
entier symbol entier 
odd symbol odd 
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symbol representation 

representation symbol :repr 

real part of symbol re 

imaginary part of symbol im 

conjugate symbol ~ 
binal symbol bin 

to the power symbol ,t. power •: 
minus and becomes symbol ~ 
plus and becomes symbol plus 

t:imes and becomes symbol times 

over and becanes symbol over 

nxxlulo and becomes symbol modb 

prus and becomes symbol prus 

up symbol 1!E. 
down symbol do1.JYL 

value of symbol val 

becomes symbol := 

confonns to symbol .. ct 

conforms to and becomes symbol : := ctb 

is symbol :=: is 

is not symbol : :f:: is not isnot 

d) Declaration tokens 

symbol representation 

integral symbol int 

real symbol real 

boolean symbol bool 

character symbol char 

fonnat symbol [_o!'TTlat 
long symbol !:£Ea. 
reference to symbol ref 
procedure symbol proc 

structure symbol struct 

union of symbol union 

local symbol Zoe 
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symbol representation 

complex symbol compZ 

bits symbol bits 

string symbol string 

rrode symbol mode 

priority symbol priority 

operation symbol 92. 

e) Syntactic tokens 

symbol representation 

open symbol ( 

begin symbol begin 

close symbol ) 

end symbol end 

elementary symbol e1,em 

parallel symbol par 

sub symbol [ ( 

bus symbol ] ) 

up to symbol : 

at symbol : at 

if symbol ( :!:i. 
then symbol I then 

else symbol I eZae 

fi symbol ) ii 
of symbol £i. 
label symbol : 

f) Sequencing tokens 

symbol representation 

go on symbol ; 

completion symbol exit 
go to symbol go to goto 
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g) Hip tokens 

symbol 

skip symbol 

nil symbol 

h) Extra tokens 

symbol 

for symbol 

from symbol 

by symbol 

to symbol 

while symbol 

do symbol 

then if symbol 

else if symbol 

case symbol 
in symbol 

esac symbol 

plus i times symbol 

i) Special tokens 

symbol 

quote symbol 

comnent symbol 

3.1.2. Remarks 

representation 

skip 

niZ 

repres.entation 

fo:r> 

f:r>om 

Eli. 
to 

whiZe 

do 

I: the[ 

t: eZsf 

( case 

I in 
) esac 

l i 

representation 

II 

corrment 

a)Where more than one representation of a symbol is given, any one 

of them may be chosen. 

{However, discretion should be exercised, since the text 

(a > b then b I a fi, 
though acceptable to an automaton, would be more intelligible to 

a human in either of the two representations 

(a > b I b I a) 

or 
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b) A representation which is a sequence of underlined or bold-faced 

marks or a sequence of marks between apostrophes is.different from the 

sequence of those marks when not underlined, in bold face or between 

apostrophes. 

c) Representations of other letter-tokens {1.1 .4. Step 2}, other

indications { 1. 1. 5. Step 3}, other-camnent-items and other-string-items 

{1.1.5. Step 4} may be added, provided that no two letter-tokens {3.0.2}, 

no two indications {4.2}, no two comnent-it·ems {3.0.9.c} and no two 

string-items {5.3.1.b} have the same representation. 

d) The fact that the representations of the letter-tokens given above 

are usually spoken of as small letters is not meant to imply that the 

so-called corresponding cpaital letters could not serve equally well 

as representations. On the other hand, if both a small letter and the 

corresponding capital letter occur, then one of t~em is the representation 

of an other letter-token {1.1.4. Step 2}. 

{For certain different symbols, one same representation. is given, 

e.g. for the parameter-symbol, up-to-symbol, at-symbol and label-symbol, 

the representation ":" is given. It follows uniquely from the Syntax 

which of these four symbols is represented by an occurrence of":" 

outside corrnrents and row-of-character-denotations. Also, some of the 

given representations appear to be "composite"; e.g. the representation 

":=" of the becomes-symbol appears to consist of":", which looks like 

the representation ":" of the at-symbol, etc., and the representation 

"=" of the equals-symbol. It follows from the Syntax that ":=" or even 

":=" can occur outside corrnrents and row-of-character-denotations as 

representation of the becomes-symbol only (since"=" cannot occur as 

representation of a monadic-operator). Similarly, the other given 

composite representations do not cause ambiguity. } 



4. Identification and context conditions 

4. 1. Identifiers 

4.1.1. Syntax 

a)• identifier : MABEL identifier. 

b) MABEL identifier : TAG. 
c) TAG LEI"IER : TAG, LEITER. 

d) TAG DIGIT : TAG, DIGIT. 

e )• range : COERCETY serial CLAUSE ; PIDCEDURE denotation. 

{Examples: 

b) x; xx; x1 ; amsterdam} 

{Rule b, together with 1.2.2.t and 1.2.1.1 gives rise to an infinity 

of production rules of the strict language, one for each pair of terminal 

productions of 'MABEL' and 'TAG'. For example, 

'real identifier: letter a letter b.' 

is one such production rule. From rule c and 3.0.2.b, one obtains 

'letter a letter b : letter a, letter b.', 
'letter a letter a symbol.' and 

'letter b : letter b symbol.', 

yielding 

'letter a symbol, letter b symbol' 

as a terminal production of 'real. identifier'. 

See also 7.1.1.g and 8.6 for additional insight into the function of 

rules c and d. } 

4.1.2. Identification of identifiers 

a) A given occurrence of an identifier defines if 

i) it follows a formal-declarer {5.4.1.e, 7.4.1.a}, 

ii) within some range, it is the textually first occurrence of that 

identifier in a constituent flexible-lower-bound or flexible-upper

bound {7.1.1.u} of that range, or 

iii) it is contained ~n a label {6.1.1.g}; 

otherwise, it "is applied". 



4.1.2. continued 

b) If' a g:i.ven occurrence of' an identifier is applied, then it may 

identify a defining occurrence found by the following steps: 

Step 1: The given occurrence is called the "home" and Step 2 is taken; 

Step 2: If' there exists a smallest range containing the home, then this 

range, with the exclusion of' all ranges contained within it, is called 

the home and Step 3 is taken{; otherwise, there is no defining occurrence 

which the given occurrence identifies} ; 

step 3: If' the home contains a defining occurrence of' the identifier, 

then the given occurrence identifies it; otherwise, Step 2 is taken. 

{In the closed-expression (bits :,;(101); abs :,;[2] = 0), the first 

occurrence of':,; is a defining occurrence of' a reference-to-row-of

boolean-identifier. The second occurrence of':,; identifies the first and, 

in order to satisfy the identification condition (4.4.1), is also a 

reference-to-row-of-boolean-identifier. } 

{Identifiers have no inherent meaning. The defining occurrence of an 

identifier either is in a label (6.1.1.g) or is made to possess a value 

(2.2.3) by the elaboration of an identity-declaration (7.4). } 

4.2. Indications 

4.2.1. Syntax 

a)• indication: MJDE mode indication; ADIC indication. 

b) MJDE nx:xie indication : mode standard ; other indication. 

c) mode standard: string symbol; 

long symbol sequence option, complex symbol; 

long symbol sequence option., bits symbol. 

d)• priority indication: PRIORITY indication. 

e) PRIORITY indication : long symbol sequence option., operator token ; 

long symbol sequence option, equals symbol; other indication. 

f) monadic indication : long symbol sequence option, operator token ; 

other indication. 

g)• adic indication: ADIC indication. 



4.2.1. continued 

{Examples: 

b) p:r>imitive ; E!!!!f2l ; 
c) st:r>ing ; Zong E.£!!!21. ; ~ 
e) +; =; ? ; 

f) + ; ? ; !:E!!:fl.. abs } 

{For other-indications see 1.1.5. Step 3 and for operator-tokens 

see 3.0.4.b. } 

4.2.2. Identification of indications 

a) A given occurrenc·e of an indication indication-defines if it precedes 

the constituent equals-.symbol in a mode-declaration {7 .2} or priority

declaration {7.3}; otherwise it is "indication-applied". 

b) If a given occurrence of an indication is indication-applied, then it 

may identify an indication-defining occurrence of the indication found 

using the steps of 4.1.2.b with Step 3 replaced by: 

"Step 3: If the home contains an indication-defining occurrence of the 

:indication, then the given occurrence identifies it; otherwise, 

Step 2 is ta.ken.". 

{Indications have no inherent meaning. The indication-defining 

occurrence of an indication establishes that indication as a terminal 

production of 'MODE mode indication' (7 .2) or 'PRIORITY indication' 

(7.3). Ivbnadic-indications have no indication-defining occurrence. } 

4.3. Operators 

4.3.1. Syntax 

a)• operator : procedure with PARJ\MEI'ERS .ADIC operator. 

b} procedure with PARAMEI'ERS DELIVETY .ADIC operator : 

procedure with PARAME'IERS .ADIC operator. 

c) procedure with a IM>DE param:ter and a RMODE parameter PRIORITY operator 

PRIORITY :indication. 

d} procedure with a RMJDE paraneter nonadic operator : monadic indication. 

e)• priority operator procedure with P.ARJ.\ME'lERS PRIORITY operator. 

{Examples: 

C) + ; 

d) abs } 



~.3.2. Identification of operators 

a) A given occurrence of an operator operator-defines if it precedes the 

constituent equals-symbol in an operation-declaration {7•5}; otherwise, 

it is "operator-applied". 

b) If a given occurrence of an operator is operator-applied, then it 

may identify an operator-defining occurrence of the operator found using 

the steps of 4.1.2.b, with Step 3 replaced by: 

"Step 3: If the home contains an operator-defining occurrence of an 

operator which is the same a.die-indication as the given occurrence, 

and which {in view of the identification condition (4.4.1)} could be 

an operator-defining occurrence of that operator, then the given 

occurrence identifies that operator-defining occurrence of the operator; 
otherwise, Step 2 is taken.". 

{Operators have no inherent meaning. The operator-defining occurrence 

of an operator is made to possess a routine (2.2.3.4) by the elaboration 

of an operation-declaration ( 7. 5 ) • 

A given occurrence of an irnication may be both a priority indication 

and a priority-operator. As a priority-indication, it identifies its 

indication-defining occurrence. As a priority-operator, it may identify 

an operator-defining occurrence, which possesses a routine. Since the 

occurrence of an indication in an operation-declaration is an indication

application and an operator-definition (but not an operator-application) 
' it follows that the set of those occurrences which identify a given priority-

operator is a subset of those occurrences which identify the same priority

indication. 
In the closed-statement 

begin Peal, x.,y(7. 5) ; pPioPity min = 6 ; 

£E_ min = (Peal, a., b) Peal, : (a > b I b I a) ; 

x := y min pi I 2 end , 

the first occurrence of min is an indication-defining occurrence of a 

priority-SIX-indication. The second occurrence min is indication-applied 

and identifies the first occurrence, whereas, at the same textual position, 

min is also operator-defined as a [pITrJ-priority-SIX-operator and hence 

is also a (PrTJ-priority-SIX-operator (4.3.1.b; i.e. ignoring the mode of the 



4.3.2. continued 

value, if any, which it delivers), where [prr] stands for procedure

with-a-real-paraneter-and-a-real-paramater, and [prrr_J for [prr]-delivering

a-real. The third occurrence of min is indication-applied and, as such, 

identifies the first occurrence, whereas, at the same textual position, 

min is also operator-applied, and, as such, identifies the second occurrence; 

this makes it (in view of the identification condition, 4.4.1) a [prr]

priority-SIX-operator and hence, also because of the identification 

condition, a [prrr]-priority-SIX-operator. This identification of the 

priority-operator is made because 

i) min occurs in an operation-declaration, 

ii) y could be an adjusted-real-priority-SIX-operand, 

iii) pi/2 could be an adjusted-real-priority-SEVEN-operand 

(since it is a priority-SEVEN-for.mu.la), 

iv) min is a [prr]-priority-SIX-operator, and 

v) this combination of possibilities satisfies the identification 

condition. 

With this identification of the priority-operator accomplished, we know that 

y is an adjusted-real-priority-SIX-operand and that pi/2 is an adjusted

real-priority-SEVEN-operand. If the identification condition were not 

satisfied, then the search for another defining occurrence would be 

continued in the same range, or failing that, in a surrounding range. } 

4.4. Context conditions 

{Though this be madness, yet 

there is method in't. 

Hamlet, William Shakespeare.} 

A "proper" program is any program satisfying the context conditions; 

a "meaningful" program is a proper program whose elaboration is defined 

by this Report. Whether all programs, only proper programs, or only 

meaningful programs are "ALGOL 68 programs" is a matter for individual 

taste. {If one chooses only proper programs, then he must consider the 

context conditions as syntax which is not written as production rules. } 



4.4.1. The identification condition 

In a proper program, each applied occurrence of an identifier (each 

indication-applied occurrence of an indication, each operator-applied 

occurrence of an operator) which is a terminal production of one or 

more notions ending with 'identifier' ('indication', operator') is a 

terminal production of all those same notions at the defining (indication

definj.ng, operator-defining) occurrence, if any, of that identifier 

(ind1.cation, operator). {See the remarks after 4.1.2-and 4.3.2. } 

4.4.2. The mode conditions 

a) No proper program contains a declarer {7.1} specifying a. mode united 

from {2.2.4.1.h} two modes related {2.2.4.1.i} to one another, or.from 

a mode related to that mode. 

{e.g., neither the declarer union(reaZ, ref reaZ) 

nor the Ill)(le-declaration {7.2} mode£= union(reaZ, proa £) 

is contained in any proper program. } 

b) No proper program contains a declarer specifying a mode structured 

from {2.2.4.1.j} itself. 

{e.g., no proper program contains the mode-declaration 

struat £ = (!!fl, reaZ r). } 

c) No proper program contains a declarer the constituent field-selectors 

{7.1.1.h} of two of whose constituent field-declarators {7.1.1.g} are the 

same sequence of symbols. 

{e.g., the declarer struat(int i, booZ i) 

is not contained in any proper program, but 

struat(int i, struat(int i, booZ j) j) may be. } 

4.4.3. The uniqueness conditions 

a) A "reach" is a range {4.1.1.e} with the exclusion of all its constituent 

ranges. 

b) A given mode-indication {4.2.1.b} is "connected to" a second node

indication if the actual-declarer following the equals-symbol following the 

indication-defining occurrence of the given indication ends with an 

indication which identifies the indication-defining occurrence of the second 

indication, or, otherwise is connected to the second indication. 

{e.g., in the context of 

~ £ = ref £_ ; mode £_ = proa .£ , 

the indication a is connected to band hence to a. } 



4.4.3. continued 

c} No proper program contains a reach containing two defining occurrences 

of a given identifier nor two indication-defining occurrences of a given 

indication. 
{e.g., none of the closed-expressions (6.4.1.a} 

(real,:,;; real,:,;; sin(3.74)), 

(real, y; int y; sin(3.14)), 

(r'eal, p ; p : goto p ; sin(3. 74)), 

(mode ~ = real, ; mode ~ = bool, ; sin(3. 74)) and 
(mode £_ = real, ; priority £: = 6 ; sin(3. 74)) 

is contained in a proper program. } 

d} No proper progr-am contains a reach containing two operation-declarations 

whose first constituent operators are the same irrlication and all 

corresponding constituent virtual-declarers {7.1.1.b} of whose first 

constituent tails {7.1.1 .w, x, z} specify related {2.2.4.1.i} modes. 

{e.g, neither the closed-expression 

(£2_ !!!!E = (int a., int b) int : (a > b 1a I bJ; 

£12. !!!EE:. = (int a., int b) int : (a > b la I b); sin(3.14)) 

nor (£12. !!!f!:!E. = (int a., ref int b) int: (a > b la I bJ ; 

£2.~ (ref int a., int b) ~ : (a > b la I bJ ; sin(3.14)) 

is contained in any proper progr-am, but 

(£2.!!!£:E. = (int a., ~ bJ ~ : (a ;, b I a I bJ ; 

£2. !!!f!:!E. = (real, a., real, b) real, : (a > b I a I b) ; sin(3. 74)) 

may be. } 

e) No proper program contains a mode-indication which is connected to 

{4.4.3.b} itself. 

{e.g., neither of the mode-declarations 
mode a= a and --- -
mode J3.. = ref~ nor the pair of declarations 

mode!!_ = ref 4; mode 4 = proc !!_ 

is contained in any proper program. 

f} No proper progr-am contains an applied occurrence of an identifier 
(indication-applied occurrence of a mode-indi?ation or priority-indication, 

operator-applied occurrence of an operator} which does not identify a 

defining (an indication-defining, an operator-defining} occurrence. 



5. Denotations 

5.0.1. Syntax 

a}lll denotation : PLAIN denotation ; BITS denotation ; STRING denotation ; 

PROCEDURE denotation; format denotation. 

{Examples: 

a) 3.14 ; 101 ; "algol-.:: .. .r'epo'l't" ; (bool, a, b) bool, : (a I b I fal,se) ; f.6df. } 

{For plain-denotations see 5. 1 , for row-of-boolean-denotations see 5. 2, 

for row-of-character-denotations see 5.3, for routine-denotations see 5.4 

and for format-denotations see 5.5. } 

5.0.2. Semantics 

a) A denotation possesses a value; a given denotation always possesses the 

same value; its elaboration involves no action. 

b) The mode of the value possessed by a given denotation is obtained by 

deleting 'denotation' from that direct production of the notion 'denotation', 

of which the given denotation is a terminal production. {e.g. The value of 

"al-gol,.::.!'epo'l't", which is a production of 'row of character denotation', 

is of the mode 'row of character'. } 

5.1. Plain denotations 

5.1.0.1. Syntax 

a)• plain denotation: PLAIN denotation. 

b) long INTREAL denotation : long symbol., INl'REAL denotation. 

{Examples: 

a) 4096; 3. 14; true; 

b) 1E!!:fJ.. 4096 ; l,ong l,ong 3. 1416986636897 93 } 

{For integral-denotations see 5. 1 .1, for real-denotations see 5.1. 2 

and for boolean-denotations see 5.1.3. } 

5.1.0.2. Semantics 

a) A plain-denotation possesses a plain value {2.2.3.1}, but plain values 

possessed by different plain-denotations are not necessarily different. 



5.1.0.2. continued 

b) The value of a denotation consisting of a number {possibly zero} of 

long-symbols followed by an integt'al-denotation (real-denotation) is the 

"a priori" value of that integral-denotation (real-denotation) provided 

that it does not exceed the largest integer {10.1.b} (largest real number 

{10.1.d}) of length number one more than that number of long-symbols 

{; otherwise, the value is undefined}. 

5.1.1. Integral denotations 

5. 1. 1. 1. Syntax 

a) integral denotation : digit zero ; natural rn.ureral. 

b) natural numeral : digit FIGURE, digit token sequence option. 

{Examples: 

a) 0; 4096; 

b) 7 ; 2; 3; 123; (Note that 00123 and -7 are not integt'al-denotations.) } 

5.1.1.2. Semantics 

The a priori value of an integral-denotation is the integer which in 

decimal notation is written as that integral-denotation in the representation 

language {1.1.8}. 

{See also 5.1.0.2.b} 

5.1.2. Real denotations 

5.1.2.1. Syntax 

a) real denotation : variable-point numeral ; floating-point nuneral. 

b) variable-point nurreral: integral part option, fractional part; 

integral part, point symbol. 

c) integt'al part : integral denotation. 

d) fractional part : 

point symbol, digit zero sequence option, integral denotation. 

e) floating-point numeral: stagnant part, exponent part. 

f) stagnant part : integral denotation ; variable-point mureral. 

g) exponent part : tines ten to the power symbol, power of ten. 

h) power of ten : plusminus option, integral denotation. 



5.1.2.1. continued 

{Examples 

a) 0.000123 1.23e-4 

C) 7 23 ; 

e) 1.23e-4; 110+5 

g} e-4; 

5.1.2.2. Semantics 

b). 723; 0. 123; 123. 

d) .123; .000123; 

1') 7 ; 7. 23 ; 

h) 3; +45; -678} 

a} The a priori value 01' a fractional-part is the a priori value oi' its 

integr,al-denotation divided by ten as many times as there are digit-tokens 

in the fractional-part. 

b) The a priori value oi' a variable-point-numeral is the sum in the sense 

01' numerical analysis 01' zero, the a priod value 01' its integr,al-part, 

ii' any, and that oi' its fractional-part, ii' any {see also 5.1.0.2.b.}. 

c) The a priori value 01' an exponent-part is ten raised to the a priori 

value 01' the integral-denotation in its power-of-ten ii' that power-of-ten 

does not begin with a ndnus-synbol; otherwise, it is one-tenth raised to 

the a priori value oi' that integr'al-denotation. 

d) The a priori value oi' a floating-point-nuneral is the product in the 

sense 01' numerical analysis oi' the a priori values 01' its stagnant-part 

and exponent-part {see also 5.1.0.2.b.}. 

5.1.3. Boolean denotations 

5.1.3.1. Syntax 

a) boolean denotation true synbol ; false synbol. 

{Examples: 

a)~; fa'lse } 

5.1.3.2. Semantics 

The value 01' a true-synbol (false-synbol) is true (i'alse). 

5.2. Row 01' boolean qenotations 

5.2.1. Syntax 

a) BITS denotation long synbol sequence option, flipflop sequence. 



5.2.1. continued 

{Examples: 

·a) 101 ; 15!!!fJ.. 701 } 

{For flipflops see 3.0.3.e. } 

5.2.2. Semantics 

a) Let m stand for the number of fiipflops in the denotation and n for the 

value of L bits width {10.1.g}, L standing for as many times Zong as there 

are long-symbols in the denotation. 

b) If m ~ n, then tlle value of the row-of-boolean-denotation is a multiple 

value {2.2.3.3} whose descriptor has an offset 1 and one quintuple 

(1, n, 1, 1, 1) and whose element with index i is a new instance of true 

(false) if the i-th constituent flipflop is a flip-symbol (a flop-symbol) 

for i = 1, ••• , m and of false for i = m + 1, ••• , n {; otherwise, the 

value is undefined}. 

{If the value of bits width is, say, 5, then 101 possesses the same 

value as the collateral-expression (faZse., faZse., true., faZse., true), 

but !.21 is. not a collateral-expression. } 

5.3. Row of character denotations 

5.3.1. Syntax 

a) STRING denotation 

quote symbol, string item sequence option, quote symbol. 

b) string item cbaracter token ; quote inage ; other string item. 

c) quote image: quote symbol, quote symbol. 

{Note that, since the Syntax nowhere allows row-of-character-denotations 

to occur following one another, the quote-image can cause no ambiguities. } 

{Examples: 

a) ,,,, . "a" ; "abode" ; 
' 

b) a ; 1111 ; ? 

c) ,,,, } 

{For character-tokens see 3.0.9.d and for other-string-items see 

1.1.5. Step 4. } 



5.3.2. Semantics 

a) Each character-token and other-string-item, as well as the quote-symbol 
{not quote-image} possesses a unique character. 

b) The value of a row-of-character-denotation is a multiple value {2.2.3.3} 

whose descriptor has an offset 1 and one quintuple (1, n, 1, 1, 1), where 

n stands for the number of string-items contained in the denotation. For 

i = 1, ••• , n, the element with index i of that multiple value is a new 

instance of the character possessed by the i-th constituent string-item if 

that string-item is a character-token or other-string-item, and otherwise, 

{if that string-item is a quote-:unage} is a new instance of the character 

possessed by the quote-symbol. 

5.4. Routine denotations 

5.4.1. Syntax 

a)• routine denotation: PROCEDURE denotation. 
b) procedure with PARAMETERS delivering a MODE denotation 

formal PARAMETERS pack, virtual MODE declarer, parameter symbol, 
hip adapted MODE pr:imary. 

c) procedure with PARAMEIT'ERS denotation : 
fo:rnial PARAMETERS pack, paraneter symbol, pr:imary staterrent. 

d) VICTAL PARAMEI'ERS and a P.ARAMEl'ER : 

VIGr.AL PARAMEI'ERS, comna symbol, VIGr.AL PARAME'IER. 
e) formal l\'DDE paraneter : formal l\'DDE declarer, MODE identifier. 
f) procedure delivering a l\'DDE denotation: 

virtual MODE declarer, expression symbol, hip adapted MODE pr:imary. 
g) procedure denotation: expression symbol, primary statement. 

{Examples: 

b) (booZ a., b) booZ : (a I b I faZse) ; 

c) (r>ef int i) : (i > 0 I i := i - 1) 

d) booZ a., b ; r>ef inti; 

[] r>eaZ x ; [7 : 70] r>eaZ y [int m : int n] r>eaZ z 

e) ££El. a ; r>ef int i . ; 

f) ~ ~(p I X I y) 

g) ~(n = 7966 I wczr,saw I zandvoor>t) } 

{For hip-adapted-pr:imaries see 8.3.1.a and for primary-statements see 

6.2.1.c. } 



5.4.2. Semantics 

A routine-denotation possesses that routine which would be obtained from 

it by 
i) placing an open-symbol before it and a close-symbol after it; 

ii) inserting a denotes-symbol followed by a skip-symbol following the 

last identifier in each constituent fonnal-parameter; 

iii) deleting the constituent virtual-declarer, if any, preceding the 

constituent parameter-symbol or expression-symbol; 

iv) replacing the pararreter-symbol, if any, by a go-on-symbol, and 

v) deleting the expression-symbol, if any. 

{For the use of routines, see 8.1 (formulas), 8.2.1 (unaccompanied

calls) and 8.7 (accompanied-calls). } 

5.5. Format denotations 

5. 5. 1. Syntax 

a) format denotation 

formatter symbol, format primary list, fonnatter symbol. 

b) format primary : fonnat item ; insertion option, replicator, 

format primary list pack, insertion option. 

c) fonnat item : MODE pattern, insertion option. 

d) insertion : literal option, insert sequence ; literal. 

e) insert : replicator, alignment, literal option. 

f) replicator : replication option. 

g) replication : dynamic replication ; integral denotation. 

h) dynamic replication : letter n, fitted serial integral expression pack. 

i) alignment : letter k; letter x; letter y; letter 1; letter p. 

j) literal: STRING denotation option, replicated literal sequence; 

SI'RING denotation. 

k) replicated literal: replication, STRING denotation. 

{Examples: 

a) fp"tabZe:..of"x10a,n{Zim-1) (1,6xJzd,3x10 (2:x:+. 12de+2d"+jx "si+.1 0de+2d) )pi 

b) p"tabZe.:._of"x10a ; 3x10(2:x:+.12de+2d"+jx"si+.10de+2d) ; 

c) Z20ka( "mon ".,"-tu.es"., "wednes 11
, "thurs "., "fri·", "satui>", "sun 11

) "day" ; 

d) p"tabZe.:..of"x ; "day" ; 

e) p"tabl,e .:..of" ; 

g) n(Zim-7) ; 10; 
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h) n (lim-7) ; 

j) "+jx II 

k} 20 11
." } 

l} sign mould : loose replicatable zero frame option, sign frame. 

m} loose .ANY frame : insertion option, .ANY frame. 

n) replicatable .ANY frame : replicator, .ANY frame. 

o) zero frame letter z. 

p) sign frame plusminus. 

q} suppressible .ANY frame letters option, .ANY frame. 

r) * frame : .ANY frame. 

{Examples: 

l) "="7 2z+ ; 

m} "="7 2z 

n) 72z ; 

q) si; 70a } 

{Formats (see 5.5.2.a) are used by the formatted transput routines 

(10.5.4,5) to control "transput", i.e. "input" from and "output" to a 

"file" (10.5.1). 

A format-item is used on output to control the "conversion" of a value 

to a "string", i.e. a value of mode 'row of character', and, on input, 

that of a string to a value. 

The mode specified by a format-item is that obtained by deleting 'pattern' 

from that notion ending with 'pattern' whose terminal production is the 

constituent pattern of that format-item. 

Formats have a complementary meaning on input and output; that is, under 

control of one format-item: 

i) it is possible to convert a given value to a string by means of a 

formatted output routine, provided the mode specified by the format

item is "output-compatible" with the mode of the given value, and 

the number of characters specified by the format-item is sufficient 

(10.5.4} ; 

ii} it is possible to convert a given string to a value of a given mode, 

provided the mode specified by the forrrat-item is "input-compatible" 

with the mode of the value, the number of elements of the string is 
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the same as that specified by the format-item, and the individual 

characters of the string "agree" with the frames of the format-item 

specifying them (10.5.5) 

iii) if it is possible to convert a given value to a string and the 

forimt-item does not contain a letter-k or letter-y as alignrrEnt, 

and the forimt-item does not contain any digit-frames or character

frames preceded by letter-s, then it is possible to convert the 

resulting string (under control of the same format-item) into a 

value; the resulting value is equal (approximately equal) to the 

given value if the given value is a string, integer or truth value 

( is a real value.) 

iv) if it is possible to convert a given value into a string and to 

convert that string into a new value, then converting this new value 

to a string yields the same string. } 

{The value of the empty replicator is one; the value of a replication 

that is an integral-denotation is the value of that denotation; the value 

of a dynamic-replication is the value of its constituent fitted-serial

integral-expression if that value is positive, and zero otherwise. 

The number of characters specified by a format-item is the sum of the 

numbers of characters specified by its constituent frames and the number 

specified by a fr~ is equal to the value of its preceding replicator. 

A frame preceded by letter-sis "suppressed", and the characters 

specified by it are also suppressed, i.e.: 

on output, are deleted from the string that is output, and, 

on input, are inserted in the string that is input, viz., by inserting 

the character possessed by a point (times-ten-to-the-power, plus-i-t:l.mes, 

digit-zero, space) -symbol for a suppressed-point (exponent, co:rrplex, 

digit, character) -frame. 

A fornat-primary which is not a format-item can control the transput 

of a numb·er of values; this number is at most the value of the constituent 

replicator times the sum of the numbers of values of which the transput 

can be controlled by the constituent format-primaries of its constituent 

forimt-primary-list-pack. 

An insertion is "performed" by performing its constituent literals 

and/or aligrurents one after the other. 
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On output, a (replicated-) literal is "written" (10.5.4.k) on the file, 

starting from the current position on the line, as many times as the 

value of the replicator. 

On input, a (replicated-) literal is "required" (10.5.5.b) on the file, 

starting from the current position on the line, as many times as the 

value of the replicator. If the string possessed by the literal is present, 

then it is skipped; otherwise, the further elaboration is undefined. 

An alignment may change the current page count, line count and position 

on the line of the file as follows: (let n stand for the value of the 

preceding replicator) 

a) letter-k causes the position on the line to be set ton; 

b) letter-x causes the position to be incremented by n (10.5.1.2.m); 

c) letter-y causes the position to be decremented by n (10.5.1.2.n); 

d) letter-1 causes the line count to be incremented by n and the 

position on the line to be reset to one (10.5.1.2.0); 

e) letter-p causes the page count to be incremented by n and both line 

count and position on the line to be reset to one (10.5.1.2.p). 

A format-item can be used to 11edit" a value as follows: 

i) The value is converted by an appropriate output routine (10.5.2.c, 

d, e) to a string of as many characters as specified by the format

item. If the format-item is an integral-pattern, then this conversion 

takes place to a base equal to the radix, if present, and base ten 

otherwise. 

ii) If the format-item contains a sign-mould, then a character specified 

by the sign-frame will be used to indicate the sign, viz., if the 

sign-mould contains a minus-symbol and the value is positive 

{negative), then a space {minus), and, otherwise, a plus (minus). 

This character is shifted in that part of the string specified by 

the sign-IIDuld as far to the right as possible across any leading 

zeroes and those zeroes are replaced by spaces; 

e.g., under the sign-IIDuld 4z+, the string possessed by "+0003" is 

edited into that possessed by '~+3". If the format-item does not 

contain a sign-mould and the value is negative, then the result is 

undefined. 

iii) Leading zeroes in those parts of the string specified by any 

remaining zero-frames are replaced by spaces; e.g., under the 
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format-item zdzd2d, the integer possessed by 180168 is edited into 

the string possessed by "18.168 11
• 

iv) Suppressed characters are deleted. 

A format-item can be used to "indit" a string into a value of a 

given mode as follows: 

i) If the fonnat-item contains a sign-mould, then the character specified 

by the sign-frame is required as one of the characters specified by 

that sign-mould. Only spaces may appear in front of this character 

and no leading zeroes may appear after it. The leading spaces are 

deleted, and if the character specified by the sign-frame is- a space, 

and the sign frame is a minus-symbol, then that character is replaced 

by a plus. 

ii) Leading spaces in those parts of the string specified by any remaining 

zero-frame are replaced by zeroes. 

iii) For each suppressed digit, a zero is inserted into the string; for 

each other suppressed character, a space is inserted. 

iv} The string is converted by an appropriate input routine (10.5.3.b, 

c, d) into a value of the given mode. 

The insertion, if any, preceding the constituent fonnat-primary-list

pack of a format-primary that is not a format-item is performed before 

the first constituent format-item is used to control the transput of a 

value. The insertion, if any, following that fonnat-prirrEry-list-pack is 

performed after all constituent format-items have been used. } 

5.5.1 .1. Integral patterns 

a) integral pattern radix roould option, sign mould option, 

integral mould integral choice pattern. 

b) radix mould: radix, letter r. 

c) radix: digit two; digit four; digit eight digit one, digit zero; 
digit one, digit six. 

d) integral mould: loose replicatable suppressible digit frame sequence. 

e) digit frame : zero frame; letter d. 

f) integral choice pattern: insertion option, letter c, literal list pack. 



5.5.1 .1. continued 

{Examples: 

a) 2r6d30sd ; 72z+d ; zd"-"zd"-79"2d ; 

Z20kc ( "mon "., "tues"., "wednes "., "th:urs "., "fri "., "satur ".,"sun") 

b) 2r ; 

c) 2; 4; 8; 70 76 

d) zd"- "zd"-7 9 "2d 

f) Z20kc("mon"., "tues"., "wednes", "thurs"., "fri", "satur"., "sun") } 

{If the integr-al-pattern is not an integr>al-choice-pattern, then, 

i) on output, the value to be output is edited into a string and 

"transcribed onto" the file by, for all frames occurring in the 

pattern, first performing the preceding insertion, if any, and then 

outputting to the file (10.5.1.2.k) that part of the string specified 

by the frame; 
ii) on input, a string is "transcribed from" the file, which string is 

obtained by, for all frames occurring in the pattern, first 

performing the preceding insertion, if any, and then, for a frame 

that is not suppressed, inputting (10.5.1.2.j) from the file as many 

characters as are specified by the frame; that string is indited into 

a value; 

iii) finally, the insertion, if any, following the last constituent 

frame is performed. 

If the integr-al-pattern is an integr-al-choice-pattern, then the 

insertion, if any, preceding the letter-c is performed, and, 

i) on output, letting n stand for the integral value to be output, if 

n > 0 and the number of literals in the constituent literal-list

pack is at least n, then then-th literal is written on the file; 

otherwise, the further elaboration is undefined; 

ii) on input, one of the constituent literals of the constituent literal

list-pack is required on the file; if the i-th constituent is the 

first one present, then the value is i; if none of these literals 

is present, then the further elaboration is undefined; 

iii) finally, the insertion, if any, following the constituent literal

list-pack is performed. } 



5.5.1.2. Real patterns 

a) real pattern : sign mould option, real mould ; floating point rrould. 

b) real mould: integral rrould, loose suppressible point frame, 

integral mould option; 
loose suppressible point frame, integral rrould. 

c) point frame: point symbol. 

d) floating point rrould : 

stagnant rrould, loose suppressible exponent frame, 

sign mould option, integral mould. 

e) stagnant mould sign mould option, INl'REAL mould. 

f) exponent frame letter e. 

{Examples: 

a) +72d; +d.77de+2d 

b) d. 11 d ; • 12d 
d) +d.77de+2d 

e) +d. 77d } 

{On output, under control of a real-pattern, a real or integral value 

is edited into a string and transcribed onto the file; 

on input, a string is transcribed from the file and indited into a real 

value. } 

5.5.1.3. Boolean patterns 

a) boolean pattern : 

insertion option, letter b, boolean choice mould option. 

b) boolean choice mould: 

open symbol, literal, comma symbol, literal, close symbol. 

{Examples: 

a) 7,"resuit"7A:x:b ; b("", "error") ; 

b) ("".,"error") } 

{If the boolean-pattern does not contain a choice-mould, then the 

effect of using the pattern is the same as if the letter-b were followed 

by (''J..".,''2_"). 
The insertion, if any, preceding the letter-bis performed. 

On output, if the truth value to be output is true, then the first 

constituent literal of the constituent choice-rrould is performed, and, 

otherwise, the second; 
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On input, one of the constituent literals of the constituent choice

mould is required on the file; if the first literal is present, then 

the value true is found; otherwise, if the second literal is present, 

then the value false is found; otherwise, the further elaboration is 

undefined. 

Finally, the insertion, if any, following the constituent choice-roould 

is performed. } 

5.5.1 .4. Complex patterns 

a) COMPIBX pattern: 

real pattern, loose suppressible complex franB, real pattern. 

b) complex frame letter i. 

{Example: 

a) 2x+. 12de+2d"+jx"si+. 10de+2d } 

{On output, the complex or real or integral value is edited into 

a string and transcribed onto the file; on input, a string is transcribed 

from the file and indited into a complex value. } 

5.5.1 .5. String patterns 

a) STRING pattern : 

loose replicatable suppressible character frame sequence. 

b) character franB: letter a. 

{Example: 

a) p "table.:..of"x7 Oa } 

{On output, a given string is edited into a string and transcribed 

onto the file; 

on input, a string is transcribed from the file and indited into a string. 

If the value to be transput is a character, then a string having one 

element is transput. 

A string to be output must have as many elements as the nl.ll!lber of 

characters specified by the fonnat-item. } 

5.5.1.6. Transformats 

a) structured with a STRING nanBd AIEPH transforma.t 

hip adapted unitary format expression. 

{Example: (x?:.Olf5dflf5d"-"f) } 



5.5.1.6. continued 

{For unitary-expressions see Chapter 8. } 

{Transfornats are used exclusively as actual-parameters of out 

(10.5.4.a) and in (10.5.5.a); for reasons of efficiency, the programmer 

has deliberately been made unable to use them elsewhere by the choice of 

'AIBPH' (1.2.5.d). 

Although transformats are not denotations at all, they are handled 

here because of their close connection to formats. } 

5.5.2. Semantics 

a) The format {2.2.3.4} possessed by a given format-denotation is.the 

same sequence of symbols as the given format-denotation. 

b) A given transformat is elaborated in the following steps: 

Step 1: It is preelaborated {1.1.6.f} ; 

Step 2: It is replaced by the format obtained in Step 1, and the thereby 

resulting format-denotation is considered ; 

Step 3: All constituent dynamic-replications {5.5.1.h} of the considered 

format-denotation are elaborated collaterally {6.3.2.a}, where the 

elaboration of a dynamic-replication is that of its constituent serial

expression; 

Step 4: Each of those dynamic-replications is replaced by that integral

denotation {5.1.1} which possesses the same value as that dynamic

replication if that value is positive, and, otherwise, by a digit-zero 

Step 5: That row-of-character-denotation {5.3} is considered which would 

be obtained by replacing, in the considered format-denotation as 

modified in Step 4, each constituent quote-symbol by a quote-:lmage 

{5.3.1.c} and each formatter-symbol by a quote-symbol; 

Step 6: A new instance of the value of the considered row-of-character

denotation is made to be the {only} field of a new instance of a 

structured value {2.2.3.2} whose mode is that obtained by deleting 

'transformat' from that notion ending with 'transformat' of which the 

given transformat is a terminal production 

Step 7: The considered fonnat-denotation is replaced by the given 

transformat, and that transformat is made to possess the structured 

value obtained in Step 6. 



6. Phrases 

6.0.1. Syntax 

a)• phrase COERCEI'Y SOME PHRASE. 

b)• clause COERCETY SOME CLAUSE. 

c)• expression: COERCEI'Y SOME MODE expression. 

d)• declaration: SOME declaration. 

e)• statement : SOME statement. 

f)* SOME phrase COERCETY SOME PHRASE. 

g)* SOME clause COERCETY SOME CLAUSE. 
h)• SOME expression: COERCETY SOME MODE expression. 

6.0.2. Semantics 

a) The elaboration of a phrase begins when it is initiated, it may be 

"interrupted", "halted" o:i;- "resumed", and it ends by being "terminated" 

or "completed", whereupon, if the phrase "appoints" a unitary-phrase as 

its successor, the elaboration of that unitary-phrase is initiated, 

except in the case mentioned in 7.0.2.a. 

b) The elaboration of a phrase may be interrupted by· an action {e.g. 

overflow} not specified by the phrase but taken by the computer if its 

limitations do not permit satisfactory elaboration. {Whether, af'ter an 

interruption, the elaboration of the phrase is resumed, the elaboration 

of same unitary-phrase is initiated or the elaboration of the program 
ends, is not defined in this Report.} 

c) The elaboration of a phrase may be halted {10.4.b}, i.e. no further 

actions constituting.the elaboration of that phrase take place until the 

elaboration of the phrase is resumed {10.4.a}, if at all. 



6.0.2. continued 

d) A given clause is "protected" in the following steps: 

Step 1 : If an occurrence of an identifier (indication) which is the same 

as some identifier (indication) occurring outside the given clause 

defines {4.1.2.a} (indication-defines {4.2.2.a}) within it, then the 

defining (indication-defining) occurrence and all occurrences identifying 

it are replaced by occurrences of one same ·identifier (indication) which 

does not occur elsewhere in the progam and Step 1 is taken; otherwise, 

Step 2 is taken; 

Step 2: If an occurrence of an indication which is the same as some 

indication occurring outside the given clause is operator-defined within 

it, then the operator-defining occurrence and all occurrences identifying 

it are replaced by occurrences of one same new indication which does not 

occur elsewhere in the progt'am and Step 3 is taken; otherwise, the 

protection of the given clause is complete ; 

Step 3: If the indication is a priority-indication then Step 4 is taken; 

otherwise, Step 2 is taken; 

Step 4: A copy is made of the priority-declaration containing that occurrence 

of the indication which is identified by that operator; the occurrence 

of that indication in the copy is replaced by an occurrence of that new 

indication; the copy, thus modified, preceded by an open-symbol and followed 

by a go-on-symbol, is inserted preceding the given clause, a close-symbol 

is inserted following the given clause, and Step 2 is taken. 

{Clauses are protected in order to allow unhampered definitions of 

identifiers, indications and operators within ranges and to permit a 

meaning:ful call, within a range, of a procedure declared outside it. } 

{What's in a name? that which we call a rose 

By any other name would smell as sweet. 

Romeo and Juliet, William Shakespeare.} 



6.1. Serial phrases 

6. 1 • 1. Syntax 

a) serial declaration 
chain of unitary declarations separated by go on symbols. 

b) COERCEI'Y serial CLAUSE: decl.aration prelude option, 

chain of COERCEI'Y CLAUSE trains separated by completers. 

c) declaration prelude : serial declaration; go on symbol. 

d) COERCEI'Y CLAUSE train: label sequence option, 

staterent prelude option, COERCEI'Y unitary CLAUSE. 

e) statement prelude : 

chain of unitary staterents separated by sequencers, sequencer. 

f) sequencer: go on symbol, label sequence option. 

g) label: label identifier, label symbol. 

h) completer: completion symbol, label. 

{Examples: 

a) r-eaZ. :x: ; r-eaZ. y(7) ; int n = abs j ; 

b) 7,: ~ Z7 : Z.2: :x: :=a+ 7; (:x: > 0 I Z.3 I :x: := 7 - :x:); faZ.se. 

is: y := y + 1; ~; 

c) r-eaZ :x: ; int i ; 

d) Z7 : Z.2: :x: :=a+ 7; (:x: > O I Z.3 I :x: := 7 - :x:J; faZse 

e) :x: := a + 7 ; (x > 0 I Z3 I x := 7 - x) ; ; 

f) ; ; ; i : ; 
g) z : ; 
h) • Z3 : . } 

{For unitary-phrases see 6.2 and Chapters 7 and 8. } 

6.1.2. Semantics 

a) The elaboration of a serial-declaration is initiated by initiating 

the elaboration of its first constituent unitary-declaration. 

b) The elaboration of a serial-clause is initiated by protecting it 

{6.0.2.d} and then initiating the elaboration of its first constituent 

unitary-phrase. 
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c) The completion of the elaboration of a unitary-phrase preceding a 

go-on-symbol initiates the elaboration of the first unitary-phrase 

textually after that go-on-symbol. 

d) The elaboration of a serial-phrase is 

i) interrupted (halted, resumed) upon the interruption (halting, 

resumption) of a constituent unitary-phrase; 

ii) terminated upon the termination of the elaboration of a constituent 

unitary-phrase appointing a successor outside the serial-phrase, 

and that successor {6.2.2.a} is appointed the successor of the 

serial-phrase. 

e) The elaboration of a serial-declaration is completed upon the 

completion of the elaboration of its last constituent unitary-declaration. 

f) The elaboration of a serial-clause is completed upon the completion 

of the elaboration of its last constituent unitary-clause or of that of 

a constituent unitary-clause preceding a completer. 

g) The value of a serial-expression is the value of that constituent 

unitary-constituent the completion of whose elaboration completed the 

elaboration of the serial-expression, provided that the scope {2.e.4.2} 

of that value is larger than the serial-expression{; otherwise, the 

value of the serial-expression is undefined}. 

{In y := (ro := 1.2; 2.3), the value of the serial-expression 

ro := 1.2; 2.3 is the real number possessed by 2.3. In 

roro := (real, r(O. 7) ; r), the value of the serial-expression real, r(O. 7) ; r 

is undefined since the scope of the name possessed by r is the serial

expression itself. } 

6.2. Unitary statements 

6.2.1. Syntax 

a) unitary statenent formary statement ; MODE confrontation. 

b) formary statenent ADIC forrrula; called ADIC formula; 

NONPROC ADIC formula ; called NONPROC ADIC forrrula ; primary statement. 

c ) primary statenent CIDSED statenent ; coh~si ve statenent ; 

called cohesion; called NONPROC cohesion. 

d} cohesive statenent : jump; skip; statenent call; NONPROC cohesion. 

e) skip skip symbol. 

f) jump go to symbol option, label identifier. 



6.2.1. continued 

{Examples: 

a) goto warsaw; ::c := :x; + 1 

b) Y2. i; ::c + y; stop; 
c) (x := 7; y := oJ ; (x := 7, y := OJ ; (p Ix:= 7 I y := OJ 

goto grenobZe; stop; random; 

d) kootwijk ; skip ; setrandom (::c) det(y2, i1 J ; ::c 

e) skip ; 

f) goto amsterdam ; zandvoort } 

{For unitary-declarations see Chapter 7, and for unitary-expressions 

see Chapter 8. 

For confrontations see. 8.0.1.d, for formulas see 8.1, for called-formulas 

and called-cohesions see 8.2.1.1.b, c, for closed-statements see 6.4.1.a, 

for collateral-staterrents see 6.3.1.b, for conditional-staterrents see 

6.5.1.a, for statement-calls see 8.7.1.c and for cohesions see 8.3.1.b. } 

6.2.2. Semantics 

a) The elaboration of a skip involves no action. 

{For the use of skips as statements and expressions see the remarks 

after 8.3.2.d. } 

b) The elaboration of a jl.ll!p terminates the elaboration of the unitary

clause which is that jump, and it appoints as its successor the first 

unitary-clause textually after the defining occurrence {in a label 

(4.1.2)} of the label-identifier occurring in the jl.ll!p. 

{Note that the elaboration of a jl.ll!p may terminate the elaboration of 

other phrases (6.1.2.d, 6.3.2.a). } 

6.3. Collateral :phrases 

6.3.1. Syntax 

a) collateral declaration: collected declaration. 

b) collateral statement : collected staterrent. 

c ) COERCETY collateral row of :tlDDE expression : . 

COERCE.I'Y collected :tlDDE expression. 

d) COERCEI'Y collected PHRASE : parallel symbol option, open symbol, 

COERCEI'Y unitary PHRASE, comma symbol, COERCE.I'Y unitary PHRASE list, 

close symbol. 



6.3.1. continued 

{Examples: 

a) (real, x, real, y) ; (and, by 9.2.c, d) real, x, y ; 

b) (x := O, y := 1) ; (x := 0,. y := 7, z := 2) ; 

c) (x, n) ; (1,. 2.3,. 4.5) } 

{For unitary-phrases see 6.2 and Chapters 7 and 8. } 

6.3.2. Semantics 

a) If a number of constituents of a given terminal production of a notion 

are "elaborated collaterally", then this elaboration is the collateral 

action {2.2.5} consisting of the {merged} elaborations of these constituents, 

and is: 

i) initiated by initiating the elaboration of each of these constituents 

ii) interrupted upon the interruption of the elaboration of any of 

these constituents 

iii) completed upon the completion of the elaboration of all of these 

constituents ; and 

iv) terminated upon the termination of the elaboration of any of these 

constituents, and if that constituent appoints a successor, then this 

is the successor of the given terminal production. 

b) A collateral-phrase is elaborated in the following steps, where 11m11 

stands for the number of its constituent unitary-phrases: 

Step 1: Its constituent unitary-phrases are elaborated collaterally {a}; 

if it is an expression, then step 2 is taken; otherwise, its e~aboration 

is complete; 

Step 2: If the values of the constituent unitary-expressions of the 

collateral-expression are names {2.2.3.5} one or more of which refers 

to an element or subvalue of a multiple value having one or more states 

{2.2.3.3.b} equal to zero, or if the values of those unitary-expressions 

are multiple values {2.2.3.3} not all of whose corresponding upper (lower) 

bounds are equal, then the further elaboration is undefined; otherwise, 

step 3 is taken; 
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step 3: The value of the collateral-expression is a new instance of a 

multiple value whose mode is that obtained by deleting 'collateral', 

'expression' and the terminal production of 'COERCETY' from {the notion 

which is} that direct production of 'collateral expression' of which 

the given collateral-expression is a terminal production; this new 

multiple value is established as follows:. 

if 

the values obtained in Step 1 are not multiple values 

then 

its element with index "i" is a new instance of the value of the 

i-th constituent unitary-expression and its descriptor consists of an 

offset 1 and one quintuple (1, m, 1, 1, 1); 

otherwise, those values are multiple values and the elements with 

indices (i-1) x r + j, j = 1, ••• , r of the new value, where r stands 

for the number of elements in one of those values, are the elements of 

the value of the i-th constituent unitary-expression and the descriptor 

of the new value is a copy of the descriptor of the value of one of 

the constituent unitary-expressions in which an additional quintuple 

(1, m, r, 1, 1) has been inserted in front of the old first quintuple, 

the offset has been set to 1, dn has been set to 1, and, for 

i = n, n - 1, ••• , 2, the stride d. 1 has been set to (u. - 1. + 1) x d •• 
l.- l. l. l. 

{The presence of a parallel-symbol makes it possible to control the 

progress of the elaborations of the constituent unitary-phrases by means 

of the synchronization operations of 10.4. } 

6.4. Closed phrases 

6.4.1. Syntax 

a) COERCEI'Y closed PHRASE 

elementary symbol option, open, COERCETY serial PHRASE, close. 

{Examples: 

a) (r-eaZ :x: = u) ; eZem begin i := i + 7 ; J := J + 7 end incr-ement } 

{For serial-phrases see 6.1 and for opens _and closes see 3.0.6.b, c. } 



6.4.2. Semantics 

a) The elaboration of a closed-phrase is that of its constituent serial

phrase. 

b) The value of a closed-expression is that, if any, of its constituent 

serial-expression. 

c) The elaboration of a closed-phrase which begins with an elementary

symbol is an elementary action {2.2.5}. 

6.5. Conditional clauses 

6.5.1. Syntax 

a) COERCEI'Y conditional CLAUSE 
if symbol, COERCETY choice CLAUSE, fi symbol. 

b) COERCEI'Y choice CLAUSE: 
condition, COERCEI'Y then CLAUSE, COERCETY else CLAUSE option. 

c) condition: fitted serial boolean expression. 

d) COERCEI'Y THELSE CLAUSE : THEIBE symbol, COERCEI'Y serial CLAUSE. 

{Examples: 

a) (:x: > 0 I :x: I 0) ("adapted" in y := (:x: > 0 I :x: I OJ) 

:!:f. overflow then e:dt fi ; 

b) :x: > 0 I :x: I O ; overf'low then e:dt; 
c) :x: > 0 overfl,O'/JJ; 

d) I :x: ; 0 ; ~ e:dt} 

{For serial-clauses see 6.1 .1 .b.} 

6.5.2. Semantics 

a) A conditional-clause is elaborated in the following steps: 

Step 1: Its constituent condition is elaborated ; 

step 2: If the value of that condition is true, then its constituent then

clause and otherwise its constituent else-clause, if any, is considered 

Step 3: The clause following the then-symbol or else-symbol of the 

considered clause, if any, is elaborated; 

Step 4: If the conditional-clause is a conditional-expression, then its 

value is that of the clause elaborated in Step 3, if any; otherwise, 

its value is undefined. 



6.5.2. continued 

b) The elaboration of a conditional-clause is 

i) interrupted (halted, resumed) upon the interruption (halting, 

resumption) of the elaboration of the condition or the considered clause; 

ii) completed upon the completion of the elaboration of the considered 

clause, if any; otherwise, completed upon the completion of the 

elaboration of the condition; and 

iii) terminated upon the termination of the elaboration of the condition 

or considered clause, and, if one of these appoints a successor, then 

this is the successor of the conditional-clause. 



7. Unitary declarations 

7.0.1. Syntax 

a) unitary declaration: mode declaration; 
priority declaration; identity declaration; 
operation declaration; closed declaration; collateral declaration. 

{Examples: 

a) mode bits= [1 : bits 1.IJidth] booi; 

pxii0rity pius = 7 ; 

int m = 4098 ; reai x ; booi compiete(faise) ; 

pxioc sgn = (xieal x) int : (x = 0 I 7 I !!iJE:!:. x) 

EI?. .; = (xieai a,. b) :f:!!:1_ : (round a .; round b) 

(reai x = u) ; reai x,. y } 

7.0.2. Semantics 

a) If,during the elaboration of an expression contained within a unitary
declaration, a jump is elaborated {6.2.2.a} whose successor is a unitary
clause outside that declaration but within the smallest r~ 

containing it, then the further elaboration is undefined. 

b) An external object {2.2.1} ,Illich was caused to possess a va.l~e. 

by the elaboration of a declaration ceases to possess that value 

upon termination or completion of the elaboration of the smallest range 

containing that declaration. 

{For mode-declarations see 7.2, for priority-declarations see 7.3, 

for identity-declarations see 7.4, for operation-declarations see _7.5, 
for closed-declarations see 6.4 and for collateral-declarations see 6.3.} 

{The elaboration of the closed-expression, 
begin[] : (go to e ; 5)] int a; e : a[7] := 1 end 

is undefined, according to a. } 



7.1. Declarers 

7. 1 • 1.. Syntax 

a)* declarer: VICTAL MODE declarer. 

b) VICTAL MJDE declarer : 

VICTAL MJDE declarator ; MODE mode indication. 

c) VICTAL PRIMITIVE declarator : PRIMITIVE symbol. 

d) VICTAL long INTREAL declarator : 

long symbol, VICTAL INTREAL declarator. 

{Examples: 

b) real, ; bits ; 

c) int ; reJ.i ; booi ; cha:l' ; format ; 

d) ~ int ; 1-onf[ ~ real, } 

e) VIRACT structured with FIELDS declarator 

structure symbol, VIRACT FIELDS declarator pack. 

f') VIRACT FIELDS and a FIELD declarator : 

VIRACT FIELDS declarator, conma symbol, VIRACT ~ declarator. 

g) VIRACT MODE named TAG declarator : 

VIRACT MODE declarer, MODE naned TAG selector. 

h) MODE named TAG selector : TAG. 

i)• field SEIERA'IDR: FIELD SELERATOR; VIRACT FIELD SEIERA'IDR. 

{Examples: 

e) struct(etrirt(J name, real, val,ue) ; 

f) etrina name, real, vaiue ; 

g) strirt(J name 

h) name } 

j ) virtual reference to MODE declarator 

reference to symbol, virtual MODE declarer. 

k) actual reference to MODE declarator : 

reference to symbol, virtual MODE declarer. 

1) formal reference to NONREF declarator : 

reference to symbol, formal NONREF declarer. 

m) formal reference to reference to MJDE declarator 

reference to symbol, virtual reference to MODE declarer. 



7.1.1. continued 

{Examples: 

j) ref[] real, 

k) ref [] real, ; 

1) '!:!:ff-1 : int n] rea 1, 

m) ref ref [] real, } 

n) VICI'AL ROWS NONROW declarator : sub symbol, VICTAL ROWS rower, 

bus symbol, virtual NONROW declarer. 

o) VICTAL row of ROWS rower : 

VICTAL row of rower option1 canma. symbol, VICTAL ROWS rower. 

p) VICTAL row of rower : 

VICTAL lower bound, up to symbol, VICTAL upper bound. 

q) fonnal IDWPER bound : 

flexible IDWPER bound ; strict IDWPER bound ; virtual IDWPER bound. 

r) actual IDWPER bound : strict IDWPER bound ; virtual IDWPER bound. 

s) virtual IDWPER bound : EMPTY. 

t) strict IDWPER bound : hip fitted integr>al fonna.ry. 

u) flexible IDWPER bound : integr>al symbol, integr>al identifier .. 

{Exa.mples: 

n) [7 : m., 1 : n] real, ; 

o) 7 : m., 1 : n ; ., 1 : n ; 

p) 7 : m 

q) int n i + J ; 

r) i + J 
t) i + J ; 

u) int n } 

v) VICTAL PROCEDURE declarator : procedure symbol, PROCEDURE tail. 
w} procedure tail: EMPTY. 

x) procedure with PARAME'IERS tail : virtual PARAME'IERS pack. 

y) virtual IDDE parareter : virtual MODE de~larer. 

z) procedure P.ARAMEI'Y delivering a IDDE tail : 

procedure P.ARAMETY tail, virtual MODE declarer. 



7.1.1. continued 2 

{Examples: 

v) proa; proa(real, int) ; proa(real, int) bool 

w) 

x) (real, int) 

y) real ; 

z) (real, int) bool } 

aa) VICTAL union of MODES mode declarator 

union of symbol, virtual MODES declarer pack. 

ab) virtual J.VK)DES and MODE declarer 

virtual J.VK)DES declarer, corona symbol, virtual MODE declarer·. 

{Examples: 

aa) union(int., bool) 

ab) int., bool } 

{Rule g, together with 1.2.1.k, 1, m, .n, o, p and 4.1.1.c, d, leads to 

an infinity of production rules of the strict language, thereby enabling 

the Syntax to "transfer" the field-selectors (i) into the mode of 

structured values, and making it ungranmatical to use an "unknown" field

selector in a field-selection (8.6). Concerning the occurrence of a given 

field-selector more than once in a declarer, see 4.4.2, which implies 

that struat(real x, int x) is not a (correct) declarer, whereas 

struat(real x, struat(int x, bool p)p) is. 

Notice, however, that the use of a given field-selector in two different 

declarers within a given range does not cause any ambiguity. Thus, 

~ aeU = struat(string name, -ref aeU next ) and 

mode link = struat(ref link next, ref aeU value) 

may both be present in some range. 

Rules j, k, 1 and m imply that, for instance, ref[1 : int n] real x 

may be a forrral-paraneter (5.4.1.e), whereas ref ref[1 int n] real, x 

may not. } 



7.1.2. Semantics 

a) A given declarer specifies that mode which is obtained by deleting 

'declarer' and the terminal production of the metanotion 'VICTAL' from 

that direct production {1.2.2.b} of the notion 'declarer' of which the 

given declarer is a production. 

b) A given declarer is "developed" as follows: 

Step: If it is, or contains, a mode-indication which is either an actual

declarer not preceded by a reference-to-symbol, or a formal-declarer 

not preceded by two reference-to-symbols, then that indication is 

replaced by a copy of the constituent actual-declarer of that mode

declaration {7.2} which contains its indication-defining occurr.ence 

{4.2.2.b}, and the Step is taken again; otherwise, the development 

of the declarer is complete. 

{A declarer is developed during the elaboration of an actual

declarer (c) or identity-declaration (7.4.2. Step 1). The exceptions 

concerning reference-to-symbols are made in order that the development 

of the actual-declarer in constructions like 

etl>uct person = (int age., ref person father) 

may be finite. } 

c) A given actual-declarer is elaborated in the following steps: 

Step 1: It is developed {b} ; 

Step 2: If it now begins with a structure-symbol, then Step 4 is taken; 

otherwise, if it now begins with a sub-symbol, then Step 5 is taken; 

otherwise, if it now begins with a union-of-symbol, then Step 3 is taken; 

otherwise, a n·ew instance of a value of the mode specified {a} by the 

given actual-declarer is considered, and Step 8 is taken; 

Step 3: Some mode is considered which does not begin with 'union of' and 

from which the mode specified by the given actual-declarer is united 

{2.2.4.1.h}, a new instance of a value of the considered mode is 
considered, and Step 8 is taken; 

Step 4: All its constituent actual-declarers are elaborated collaterally 

{6.3.2.a}; the values referred to by the values {names} of these actual

declarers are made, in the given order, to be the fields of a new 

instance of a structured value of the mode specified by the given 

actual-declarer, this structured value is considered, and Step 8 is 

taken; 



7.1.2. continued 

Step 5: All its constituent strict-lower-bounds and strict-upper-bounds 

are elaborated collaterally; 

Step 6: A descriptor {2.2.3.3} is established consisting of an offset 1 

and as many quintuples as there are constituent actual-row-of-rowers 

in the given declarer; if the i-th of these actual-row-of-rowers 

contains a constituent strict-lower-bound (strict-upper-bound), then 

1.(u.) is set equal to its value and s.(t.) to 1, and otherwise s.(t.) 
J.J. J.J. J.J. 

is set to O {and l.(u.) is undefined}; 
J. J. 

Step 7: The descriptor is made to be the descriptor of a multiple value 

of the mode specified by the given actual-declarer; each of its . 

elements is a new instance of some value of some mode {not beginning 

with 'union of' and} such that the mode specified by the last 

constituent virtual-declarer is or is united from {2.2.4.1.h} it; 

this multiple value is considered; 

Step 8: A name {2.2.3.5} different from all other names and whose mode 

is 'reference to' followed by the mode specified by the actual

declarer, is created and made to refer to the considered value; this 

name is then the value of the given actual-declarer upon the compl"Eition, 

if any, of its elaboration. 

7.2. Mode declarations 

7 .2.1. Syntax 

a) mode declaration : n:ode symbol, MODE mode indication, equals symbol, 

actual J.VDDE declarer. 

{Examples: 

a) mode bits = [1 : bits uJidth] booZ ; 

struct compZ = (r>eaZ r>e, im) (see 9.2. b, c.) ; 

union pnmitive = (int., r>eaZ, booZ, char>., for>mat) (see 9.2b) } 

7.2.2. Semantics 

The elaboration of a n:ode-declaration involves no action. 

{See 4.4.2. concerning certain n:ode-declarations which are not 

contained in proper programs. } 



7.3. Priority declarations 

7.3.1. Syntax 

a) priority declaration : priority symbol, priority NUMBER indication, 

equals symbol, NUMBER token. 

b) one token: digit one symbol. 

c) TWO token : digit two symbol. 

d) THREE token: digit three symbol. 

e) FOUR token : digit four symbol. 

f) FIVE token : digit f1 ve symbol. 

g) SIX token: digi:t six symbol. 

h) SEVEN token: digit seven symbol. 

i) EIGHI' token : digit· eight symbol. 

j ) NINE token : digit nine symbol. 

{Example: 

a) priority+= 6} 

7.3.2. Semantics 

The elaboration of a priority-declaration involves no action. 

{For a summary of the standard priority-declarations, see the remarks 

in 8. 1.2. } 

7.4. Identity declarations 

7.4.1. Syntax 

a) identity declaration 

formal IDDE paraI!Bter, equals symbol, actual MODE parameter. 

b} actual IDDE para.meter : MODE transfonna.t ; 

hip adapted unitary MODE expression ; local IDDE generator. 

{Examples: 

a) !:!:f!:!:.. e = 2. 718281828459045 ; int e = ,abs i ; 

real, d = !f!.(Z x EE!!:J.. z) ; !:!!JJ,] real, al, = a[, :k] 

ref real, :i:1k = :i:1[k] ; compZ, W1,it = 1 ; 

proc int time= cl,ock + cycl,es ; 

(The following declarations a.re given firs'!; without, and then with, 

the extensions of 9.2.) 



7.4.1. continued 

ref real x = loa real ; real x ; 

ref int sum = Zoa int (0) ; int sum (0) ; 

ref[.,] real a= Zoa[7:m., 1:n] reaUx2); [1:m., 1:n] real a(x2) 

proa(real) real vers = (real x) real : (1 - aos(x)) ; 

proa vers = (real x) real : (1 - aos (x)) ; 

ref proa(real) real p = Zoa proa(real) real ; proa(real) real p ; 

ref proa(real) real q = Zoa proa(real) reaU(real x) real : (x > 0 I x I 1)); 

proa q((real x) real : (x > 0 I x I 1)) ; 

b) 7 ; Zoa real } 

{For formal-pararreters see 5.4.1.e, for hip-adapted-unitary-expressions 
see 8.0.1.a, for local-generators see 8.5.1 ,band for transformats see 5,5.1 .6.} 

7.4.2. Semantics 

An identity-declaration is elaborated in the following steps: 

step 1: Its textually first constituent formal-declarer {in the formal

pararreter} is developed {7.1.2.b} ; 

Step 2: Its textually last constituent actual-parameter, and all 

strict-lower-bounds and strict-upper-bounds contained in that formal

declarer, as possibly modified by Step 1, but not contained in any 

constituent strict-lower-bound or strict-upper-bound of that formal

declarer, are elaborated collaterally {6,3.2,a} ; 

Step 3: If the value of that actual-parameter refers to· an element or 

subvalue of a multiple value {2.2.3.3} having one or more states equal 

to O, then the further elaboration is undefined; 

step 4: Each defining occurrence {4.1.2.a}, if any, of an identifier 

in a constituent flexible-lower-bound or flexible-upper-bound of that 

formal-declarer is made to possess a new instance of the value of the 

corresponding bound in the {multiple} value of that actual-pararreter; 

Step 5: If the value of any constituent strict-lower-bound or strict

upper-bound, or the value of any identifier {8.3.2.a} in a constituent 

flexible-lower-bound or flexible-upper-bound of that formal-declarer 

is not the same as that of the corresponding bound in the value of 

that actual-parameter, then the further elaboration is undefinedi 

otherwise, the identifier following that formal-declarer is made to 

possess a new instance of the value of that actual-pararreter. 



7.4.2. continued 

{According to Step 5, the elaboration of the declaration 
[1 : 2] real x = (1.2., 3.4, 5.6) 

is undefined, as is that of 

[ 7 : int n, 1 : int n] real x = ( (1. 1, 1. 2), (2. 1., 2. 2), 

(3. 1., 3.2)). } 

7.5. Operation declarations 

7.5.1. Syntax 

a) operation declaration 
OPERATIVE caption, equals symbol, actual OPERATIVE param:iter~ 

b) OPERATIVE caption : . 
operation symbol, OPERATIVE tail, OPERATIVE ADIC operator. 

{Examples: 

a) EE. abs = (real a) real : (a < 0 I -a I a) (see 9.2.f) ; 

EE. A = (booi a, b) booi : (a I b I false) 

b) EE. (real) r-eai abs ; EJ?..(booi, boot) booi A } 

{For actual-parameters see 7.4.1.b, for tails see 7.1.1.w, x, z and 

for operators see 4.3. } 

7.5.2. Semantics 

An operation-declaration is elaborated in the following steps: 

Step 1: Its constituent expression is elaborated; 

step 2: The operator preceding its constituent equals-symbol is made 

to possess the {routine which is the} value obtained in step 1. 

{The rorrrula (8.1) p A q, where A identifies the operator-defi~ing 

occurrence of A in the operation-declaration 

EE. A = (booi john., proc booi macarthy) booi : (john I mccarthy I false), 

possesses the same value as it would if A identifi~d the operator-

defining occurrence of A in the operation-declaration 

EE. A == (booi a, b) booi : (a I b I false), 

except, possibly, when the elaboration of q involves side effects on that 

of p.} 



8. Unitary expressions 

8.0.1. Syntax 

a) COERCEI'Y unitary MODE expression 
COERCEI'Y MODE formary ; COERCEI'Y MODE confrontation. 

b) COERCETY :tJDDE formary: 
COERCEI'Y MODE ADIC formula ; COERCETY MODE pr:iroary. 

c) hip FORCED MODE ADIC formula: FORCED MODE ADIC formula. 

d) hip FORCED MODE confrontation : FORCED MODE ADIC formula. 

e) MODE confrontation : MODE assignation ; 

MODE conformity relation; mDE identity relation. 

{Examples: 

a) k + 1; x := 3.14 

b) k + 1 ; x ; niZ ; 

c) i + j (in x := i + j) 
e) x := 3.14 ; ec :: e (see 11.11.4) ; val :xx:=: x or y} 

{For formulas see 8.1, for pr:iJnaries see 8.3, for assignations see 8.8, 

for conformity-relations see 8.9 and for identity-relations see 8.10. } 

8.1. Formulas 

8. 1. 1. Syntax 

a)• COERCEI'Y formula: COERCEI'Y ADIC formula DELIVETY. 

b) MODE ADIC formula : ADIC formula delivering a MODE. 

c) PRIORITY formula DELIVEI'Y : IMODE PRIORITY operand, procedure with a 

LMJDE parameter and a RIVDDE pararreter DELIVEI'Y PRIORITY operator, 

RMODE PRIORITY plus one operand. 

d)ilE operand: IDDE ADIC operand. 

e) IDDE PRIORITY operand : 

adjusted IDDE PRIORITY formula; MJDE PRIORITY plus one operand. 

f) MODE priority NINE plus one operand : IDDE rronadic operand. 

g) MODE monadic operand : 

adjusted IDDE rronadic fornn.1la ; hip adjusted IDDE pr:iroary. 

h) rronadic formula DELIVETY : dep DELIVETY ; procedure with a RIVDDE 

parameter DELIVETY monadic operator, RMODE monadic operand. 

i) dep delivering a IDDE : 

value of s;ymbol, peeled reference to IDDE monadic forrrula; 

value of symbol, hip peeled reference to IDDE pr:iroary. 

j)• depression: dep DELIVETY. 



8.1.1. continued 

{Examples: 

c) x + y; a+ bi -2; (priority 6, 6) 

e) bx (a> 0 I a I goto exit) ; bi -2; (priority 7,8) 

f) 2 ; 

g) (a > 0 a I goto exit) ; 2 ; 

h) val- :x:x -2 ; 

i) val- a:x } 

{For adjusted-forrrulas see 8.2.0.1.d, for hip-adjusted-pr:imaries and 

peeled-primaries see 8.3.1.a and for peeled-formulas see 8.2.1.1.e.'} 

8. 1.2. Semantics 

a) A formula other than a depression is elaborated in the following steps: 

Step 1: The formula is replaced by a copy of the routine possessed by the 

constituent operator at its operator-defining occurrence {7.5.2, 4.3.2.b} 

Step 2: The copy {which is now a closed-expression} is protected {6.0.2.d} 

Step 3: The skip-symbol {5.4.2.ii} following the equals-symbol following 

the textually first constituent formal-parameter of the copy is 

replaced by a copy of the textually first constituent operand of the 

formula, and if the constituent operator is not a monadic-operator 

then the skip-symbol following the equals-symbol following the 

textually second constituent formal-parameter of the copy is replaced 

by a copy of the textually second constituent operand of the forrrula; 

Step 4: The elaboration of the copy is initiated; if this elaboration 

is completed or terminated then the copy is replaced by the forrrula 

before the elaboration of a successor is initiated. 

b) A depression is elaborated in the following steps: 

Step 1: Its constituent peeled-formula or hip-peeled-primary is elaborated; 

step 2: The value of the depression is a new instance of the value referred 

to by the name obtained in Step 1. 



8.1.2. continued 

{The following table summarizes the operator-tokens as declared in 

the standard-declarations (10.2.0). 

priority monadic 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

minus V A = < - X ,t. -, - + down -- --
pl.us 'f !, + ... abs bin repr 

times ~ ¼: ~ short -- ---
over > I odd sign -- --
modb round entier -- --
prus £2_ im conj !:!E. 

Observe that the value of (- 1 ,t. 2 + 4 = 5) and that of (4 - 1 ,t. 2 = 3) 

both are true, since the first rrdnus-symbol is a ronadic-operator 

whereas the second is dyadic. 

Although the Syntax defines the order in which formulas are elaborated, 

parentheses may well be used to improve readability; e.g. 

(a " b) v (-,a " -,b) instead of a "b v-, a 11-, b. } 

8.2. Coercends 

8.2.0.1. Syntax 

a)• coercend: FORCETY COER.CEND. 
b )• FORCED coercend : FDRCED COERCEND. 

c ) adapted COERCEND : 

adjusted COERCEND ; widened COERCEND ; arTayed COERCEND. 

d) adjusted COERCEND : 

fitted COERCEND ; expressed COERCEND ; united COERCEND. 

e) fitted COERCEND: COERCEND; called COERCEND; depressed COERCEND. 



8.2.0.1. continued 

{Examples: 

c) m; n := m; x := n := m (in[] reai x1 = (x := n := m)) 

d) x ; x ; x (in union(booi, proc reai) bp-P = x) ; 

e) 3. 14 ; random; x (in 3.14 +random+ x) } 

{For called-coercends see 8.2.1, for expressed-coercends see 8.2.2, 

for depressed-coercends see 8.2.3, for united-coercends see 8.2.4, for 

widened-coercends see 8.2.5 and for a.rTayed-coercends see 8.2.6.} 

{The coercion process may be illustrated by considering the analysis 

of random in random+ x. According to 10.2.3.i, 10.2.0.a and 8.1.i.b, 

random+ xis a real-priority-SIX-formula and random must therefore be 

a real-priority-SIX-operand, which may be produced as a procedure

delivermg-a-real-identifier (see 10.3.k and 7.4.1.a.) as follows: 

real-priority-SIX-operand, 

real-priority-SEVEN-operand (8.1.1.c), 

real-priority-EIGHT-operand (8.1.1.c), 

real-priority-NINE-operand (8.1.1.c), 

real-priority-NINE-plus-one-operand (8.1.1.c), 

real-nonadic-operand (8.1.1.d), 

hip-adjusted-real-primary (8.1.1.e), 

hip-adjusted-real-cohesion (8.3.1.a), 

adjusted-real-cohesion (8.3.1.c), 

fitted-real-cohesion (8.2.0.1.d), 

called-real-cohesion (8.2.0.1.e), 

fitted-procedure-delivering-a-real-cohesion (8.2.1.1.b), 

procedure-delivermg-a-real-cohesion (8.2.0.1.e), 

procedure-delivering-a-real-identifier (8.3.1.c). 

A coercion is derived from the context and is passed on by the Syntax 

until it meets a coercend ( i • e • , formula, cohesion or confrontation) , 

where it is activated (i.e., stripped, called, expressed, depressed, united, 

widened or arrayed). In the above example, the coercion was activated 

by a called-cohesion which resulted in an unaccompanied-call (8.2.1). 

The relevant Semantics appears in 8.2.1.2, where it is explained that 

the routine denoted by random must be elaborated and deliver a real value 

as the value of the left operand of the operator+. } 



8.2.1. Unaccompanied calls 

8.2.1 .1. Syntax 

a)* unaccompanied call: called COERCEND; stripped COERCEND. 

b) called MODE FORM : fitted procedure delivering a MODE FORM. 

c) called FORM : fitted procedure FORM. 

d) stripped COERCEND : peeled procedure delivering a COERCEND. 

e) peeled COERCEND : COERCEND ; stripped COERCEND. 

{Examples: 

b) random (in random< .5) ; 

c) stop (in; stop;) ; 
d) X 01' y (in X 01' y. := a) ; 

e) X; X 01' y (in X :=:. X 01' y) } 

8.2.1.2. Semantics 

An unaccanpanied-call is elaborated in the following steps: 

Step 1: It is preelaborated {1.1.6.f} and a copy is made of {the routine 

which is} the resulting value; 

Step 2: The unacconpanied-call is replaced by the copy obtained in Step 1, 

and the elaboration of the copy is initiated; if this elaboration is 

completed or terminated, then the copy is replaced by the unacconpanied

call before the elaboration of a successor is initiated. 

{See also 8.7.2, acconpanied-calls. } 

8.2.2. Expressed coercends 

8.2.2.1. Syntax 

a) expressed procedure delivering a COERCEND 

COERCEND ; hip expressed COERCEND ; depressed COERCEND. 

b) expressed procedure cohesion: cohesive statement. 

{Examples: 

a) 2 x ro:ndom - 7 (in pi>oc i>eaZ i>1 (2 x i>andom - 7)) 

b) zandvooi>t (in pi>oc go to= zandvooi>t) } 

{For cohesive-statements see 6.2.1.d. } 

8.2.2.2. Semantics 

An expressed-coercend is elaborated in the following steps: 

Step 1: A copy is made of it {itself, not its value} 



8.2.2.2. continued 

Step 2: That routine {5.4.2} which is obtained from the copy by placing 

an open-symbol before it and a close-symbol after it is the value of 

the expressed-coercend; its mode is that obtained by deleting 'expressed' 

and the terminal production of 'FORM.' from that notion as terminal 

production of which the expressed-coercend is elaborated. 

{If e1, e2 and e3 are label-identifiers, then the reader might 

recognise the effect of the declaration [] proo switch = (e1,, e2, e3) 

and the unitary-statement switoh[ i] ; 

however, the declaration [1:3] proo switoh(e1, e2, e3) 

is perhaps more powerful, since the assignation switoh[2] := e1 

is possible. 

The elaboration of reai ~(p Ix I -x) yields the routine ((p Ix I -x)), 

whereas that of the expressed-coercend (p Ix I -x) yields either (x) or 

(-x), depending on the value of p. Similarly, the elaboration of 

reai ~(x := x + 1; y) yields the routine ((x := x + 1; y)), whereas 

that of the expressed-coercend (x := x + 1; y) yields, apart from a change 

in the value of x, the routine (y). On the other hand, if C stands for 

e.g. a fo:rnru.la (8.1) or cohesion (8.3.1.b), then the elaboration of 

reai ~ C and that of the expressed-coercend C both yield the routine 

(C) • } 

8.2.3. Depressed coercends 

8.2.3.1. Syntax 

{"I ca'n't go no lower", said the 

Hatter, "I'm on the floor as it is 11
• 

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland, 

Lewis Carroll.} 

a) depressed COERCEND fitted reference to COERCEND. 

{Example: 

a) x (in x 4 2) } 

8.2.3.2. Semantics 

A depressed-coercend is elaborated in the following steps: 

Step 1: It is preelaborated {1.1.6.f} 

Step 2: The value of the depressed-coercend is a new instance of the 

value referred to by the name obtained in Step 1. 



8.2.4. United coercends 

8.2.4.1. Syntax 

a) united union of IMODESETY MODE RMODESETY mode FORM 

adjusted MODE FORM. 

{Examples: 

a) one (inf+ one, see 11.11.bb) ; b (in b + x, ibid.) 

caii (fdash, g) (in 11.11.af) } 

{In a range containing 

union ib = (int~ booZ), rb = (reai, booZ) ; 
union rib= (reai, ib); 

as declarations , 

ib ib1(1), ib2(t:r,ue} ; rb rb(true) ; 

rib rib7(7), rib2(ib2), rib3(1.5), rib4(p I 7 I true) 

are initialised declarations, but 

rib rib5(rb) 

is not. } 

8.2.5. Widened coercends 

8.2.5.1. Syntax 

a) widened IDNGSETY real FORM : fitted IDNGSETY integral FORM. 

b) widened structured with a REAL narred letter r letter e and a REAL 

narred letter i letter m FORM: fitted REAL FORM; widened REAL FORM. 

{Examples: 

a, b) 7 (in compU1)) } 

8.2.5.2. Semantics 

A widened-coercend is elaborated in the following steps: 

Step 1: It is :preelaborated {1.1.6.f} ; 

step 2: If the value yielded by Step 1 is an integer, then the value of 

the widened-coercend is a new instance of that real number which is 

equivalent to that.integer {2.2.3.1.d}; otherwise, it is a new instance 

of that structured {complex (10.2.5)} value composed of two fields, 

whose field-selectors are letter-r-letter-e. and letter-i-letter-m, whose 

modes are the same as that of the value yielded in step 1 and which 

are new instances of that value and zero respectively; its mode is that 

obtained by deleting 'widened' and the terminal :production of 'FORM' 

from that notion as terminal :production of which the widened-coercend 

is elaborated. 



8.2.6. Arrayed coercends 

8.2.6.1. Syntax 

a) arrayed REFETY row of MODE confrontation 

adapted REFETY MODE confrontation. 
b) arrayed REFETY row of MODE ADIC formula 

adapted REFETY MODE ADIC formula. 
c) arTayed REFETY row of MODE cohesion adapted REFETY MODE cohesion option. 

{Examples: 

a) x := 3. 14 (in [7 : int n] r,ea"l a = x := 3. 74) ; 

b) x + y (in [7: int n] r,ea"l a= x + y) ; 

c) 7.2 ; (3.4, 5.6) 

(in [ 7 : int m, 1 : int n] r,ea"l :r:7 = case i in , 1.2, (3.4, 5.6) ~) 

8.2.6.2. Semantics 

An arrayed-coercend is elaborated in the following steps: 

Step 1: If it is not empty, then it is preelaborated, and Step 3 is 

taken ; 

Step 2: A new instance of a multiple value {2.2.3.3} composed of zero 

elements and a descriptor consisting of an offset 1 and one quintuple 

(1, O, 1, 1, 1) is considered, and Step 6 is taken ; 

Step 3: If the value obtained in Step 1 is a name, then the value 

referred to by this name, and, otherwise, the value itself obtained 

in Step 1 is considered; if the considered value is a multiple value, 

then Step 5 is taken; 

Step 4: A new instance of a multiple value composed of the considered 

value as only element, and a descriptor consisting of an offset 1 

and one quintuple (1, 1, 1, 1, 1) is considered instead, and Step 6 
is taken ; 

Step 5: A new instance of a multiple value is created, composed of 

the elements of the considered value and a descriptor which is a 

copy of the descriptor of the considered value into which the 

additional quintuple (1, 1, 1, 1, 1) {the value of the stride is 

irrelevant} is inserted before the first quintuple, and in which 

all states have been set to 1, and this new multiple value is 

considered instead; 
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Step 6: The mode of the considered value is that obtained by deleting 

'arrayed', the initial 'reference to', if any, and the terminal 

production of 'FORM' from that notion as terminal production of 

which the arTayed-coercend is elaborated; if that notion begins with 

'arrayed row of', then the value of the arrayed-coercend is the 

considered value; otherwise, a name different from all other names 

and whose mode is 'reference to' followed by the mode of the considered 

value is created and made to refer to the considered value, and this 

name is then the_value of the arrayed-coercend. 

8.3. Primaries 

8.3.1. Syntax 

a) COERCETY IVDDE pr1ma.ry 

COERCETY CLOSED MODE expression ; COERCETY MODE cohesion. 
b) IVDDE cohesion : MODE denotation ; MODE identifier ; MODE slice ; 

nonlocal MODE generator ; MODE named TAG selection ; MODE expression call. 
c) hip FORCED MODE cohesion : 

FORCED IVDDE cohesion ; .MODE hop ; -MODE nihil. 
d) NONPROC hop: skip; jump. 
e) reference-to MODE nihil: nil symbol. 

{Examples: 

a) (a I b I faZse) ; sin(b - a) ; 

b) ~ ; :x: ; :x:2[i., JJ ; ~(7., 0) father rd. a Zgo Z sin (b - a) 
c) :x: (in y := :x:) ; skip ; nit 

d) skip; goto grenobZe 
e) nit} 

{For collateral-expressions see 6.3.1.c, for closed-expressions see 6.4, 

for conditional-expressions see 6.5, for denotations see 5, for identifiers 
see 4.1, for slices see 8.4, for generators see 8.5, for field-selections 
see 8.6, for express~on-calls see 8.7, for skips see 6.2.1.d and for jumps 
see 6.2.1.e. } 



8.3.2. Semantics 

a) The value of an identifier is the value, if any, possessed by its 

defining occurrence {4.1.2, 7.4.2. Step 5}. 

{The identifier pi as declared in the standard declaration 10.3.a 

is a real-identifier ( and not a reference-to-real-identifier). Its 

value cannot be changed by assignment. In fact, in this context, 

pi := 3 is not a production of 'assignation' (8.8). Similarly, the 

identifier sin as declared in 10.3.g is a procedure-with-a-real

paraireter-delivering-a-real-identifier (5.4.1.b) and 

sin := (l'eaZ ::c) !!:5!::. : (::c - x d- 3/6) is also not an assignation. The 

initialised declaration l'eaZ ppi(pi) creates a name possessed by the 

reference-to-real-identifier ppi, which name refers to the value of 

pi; moreover, another value may be assigned to that name. } 

b) The value of a skip is· a new instance of some value whose mode is 

that obtained in the following steps: 

Step 1: The mode obtained by deleting 'hop' from that notion ending 

with 'hop' of which the skip is a terminal production is considered; 

Step 2: If the considered mode begins with 'union of' then some mode 

which does not begin with 'union of' and from which the considered 

mode is united {2.2.4.1.h} is considered instead; the considered 

mode is the mode of the value of the skip. 

c) A junp {see also 6.2.2.b} does not possess a value. 

d) The elaboration of a nihil involves no action; its value is a new 

instance of nil {2.2.3.5.a} whose mode is that obtained by deleting 

'nihil' from that notion ending with 'nihil' of which the nihil is a 

terminal production. 

{Skips play a role in the Semantics of routine-denotations (5.4.2.ii,), 

fornru.las (8.1.2. Step 3) and accompanied-calls (8.7.2. Step 4). 

Moreover, they are useful in a number of programming situations, like e.g. 

i) Supplying an actual-paraireter (7.4.1.b) or structure (8.5.1.f) 

whose value is irrelevant or is to be calculated later; e.g. 

f(3, skip) where f does not use its second actual-parameter if the 

value ©fits first actual-paraneter is positive; see also 11.11.ax; 

ii) Supplying a constituent unitary-expression of a collateral-expression, 

e.g. p.-J l'eaZ :x:1(3.14, skip,. 1.88, skip) ; 
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iii) as a "dummy" statement (6.2.1.d) in those rare situations where the 

use of' a completer is inappropriate, e.g. 7,: skip) in 10.4.b; 

A jump is useful as expression to terminate the elaboration of' another 

expression when certain requirements are not met, e.g. 

exit in y := :f:i. x <!: 0 then sqrt(x) el,se goto exit fi, 
f in (j > a If I j) from 10.2.3.r. 

A n1hil is usef'Ul particularly where structured values are connected to 

one another in that a f'ield of' each structured value ref'ers to another 

one except for one or more structured values where that field does not 

ref'er to anything at all; the value of such a f'ield must then be nil, e.g. 

Zangua.ge(14, nil,) in the examples of 8.6.1. 

Since the value of a n1hil, nil, is unique, an identity-relation, like 

father Ef. father Ef. a"lgol, :=: nil, 

can be used to determine whether a field is nil or not. } 

8.4. Slices 

8.4.1. Syntax 

a) REFEI'Y ROWSETY ROWWSETY NONROW slice : REFETY ROWS ROWSETY NONROW whole, 

sub symbol, ROWS leaving ROWWSETY indexer, bus symbol. 

b) NONREF whole : NONREF primary ; called NONREF primary. 

c) reference to NONREF whole : fitted reference to NONREF primary. 

d) row of ROWS leaving row of ROWSETY indexer : 

tr:lnmer option, comna symbol, ROWS leaving ROWSETY indexer; 

subscript, comna symbol, ROWS leaving row of ROWSETY indexer. 

e) row of ROWS leaving EMPI'Y indexer : 

subscript, comna symbol, ROWS leaving EMPI'Y indexer. 

f') row of leaving row of indexer : trirrmer option. 

g) row of leaving EMPI'Y indexer : subscript. 

h) tr:lnmer: actual lower bound, up to symbol, 

actual upper bound, new lower part option. 

i) new lower part :_ at symbol, new lower bound. 

j ) new lower bound : hip fitted integr>al formary. 

k) subscript : hip fitted integr>al formary •. 

1)• trimscript : trinmer option; subscript. 
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{Exampl.es: 

a) x1[i] ; x2[i, J]; x2[i] ; x1[2:n:1] ; 

b) (1, 2., 3) (in (1, 2, 3)[i]) ; 

c) x1 ; x2; 

d) 2:n:1., J; i., 2:n:1 ; 

e) i, J ; 
f) 2:n:1 ; 

g) i ; 

h) 2:n:1 

i) :1 ; 

j) 7 

k) i } 

{For pr:imaries see 8.3 and for hip-fitted-formaries see 8.0.1.b. } 

{In ruJ.e a, 'ROWS' refl.ects the number of tr:l.mscripts in the slice, 
'ROWWSEI'Y.' the number of these which are trimmer-options and 'ROWSEI'Y' 

the number of 'row of' not invol.ved in the indexer. In the slices 
x2[i., J], x2[i, 2:], x2[i], these numbers are (2,0,0), (2,1,0) and (1,0,1) 

respectivel.y. Because of ruJ.es hand 7.1.1.r, s, 2:3:1 ; 2:n; 2: ; :5 

and ::2 are trimmers, whil.e ruJ.es d and f al.l.ow trimners to be omitted. } 

8.4.2. Semantics 

A slice is el.aborated in the fol.l.owing steps: 

Step 1: Its constituent whole, and all constituent subscripts, strict
lower-bounds, strict-upper-bounds and new-lower-bounds of the constituent 

indexer of the slice are el.aborated col.l.aterall.y {6.3.2.a} ; 

Step 2: That muJ.tipl.e value which is, or is referred to by, the value of 

the whole, is considered, a copy is made of its descriptor, and al.l. 

the states {2.2.3.3.b} in the copy are set to 1 

Step 3: The tr:l.mscript fol.l.owing the sub-symbol is considered, and a 

pointer, "i", is set to 1 ; 

Step 4: If the consid_ered trimscript is not a subscript, then Step 5 is 

taken; otherwise, l.etting "k" stand for its value, if L s k s u., then 
1 1 

the offset in the copy is increased by (k - .J..) x d., the i-th quintupl.e 
1 1 · 

is "marked", and Step 6 is taken; otherwise, the further el.aboration 

is undefined; 
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Step 5: The values 111 11
, "u" and 111 111 are determined f'rom the considered 

trim:lcript {trimner-option} as follows: 

if the considered trjmscript contains a strict-lower-bound (strict

upper-bound), then l (u) is its value, and otherwise l (u) is l.(u.) 
l. l. 

if it contains a new-lower-bound then 1 1 is its value, and otherwise 

1 1 isl; 

if now l. $land u $ u., then the offset in the copy is increased by 
l. l. 

(1 - 1.) x d., and then l. is replaced by 1 1 and u. by (1 1 - 1) + u; 
l. l. l. l. 

otherwise, the f:urther elaboration is undefined; 

Step 6: If the considered trjmscript is followed by a ccmma.-symb9l, then 

the trimscript following that conma-symbol is considered instead, i is 

increased by 1, and Step 4 is taken; otherwise, all quintuples in the 

copy which were marked by Step 4 are removed, and Step 7 is taken 

Step 7: If the copy now contains at least one quintuple, then the 

multiple value composed of the copy and those elements of the considered 

value which it describes and whose mode is that obtained by deleting 

'slice' and the initial 'reference to', if any, from that notion ending. 

with 'slice' of which the slice is a terminal production, is considered 

instead; otherwise, the element of the considered value selected by 

that index equal to the offset in the copy is considered instead 

Step 8: If the value of the whole is a name, then the value of the slice 

is a new instance of the name which refers to the considered value, 

and, otherwise, is a new instance of the considered value itself. 

{A tr1Inrrer restricts the possible values of a subscript and changes 

its notation: first, the value of the subscript is restricted to run 

from the value of the strict-lower-bound up to that of the strict-upper

bound, both given in the old notation; next, all. remaining values of 

that subscript are changed by adding the same a.mount to each of them, 

such that the lowest value then equals the value of the new-lower

bound. Thus, the assignations 

y1[1: n - 1] := x1[2: n: 1]; y7[n] := x7[7]; x1 := y1 

effect a cyclic permutation of the elements of x1. } 



8.5. Generators 

8.5.1. Syntax 

{And as imagination bodies forth 

The forms of things unknown, the poet's pen 

Turns them to shapes, and gives to airy nothing 

A local habitation and a name. 

A Midsummer-night's Dream, William Shakespeare.} 

a)• generator: local MJDE generator; nonlocal MODE generator. 
b) local MODE generator : local symbol, nonlocal MODE generator. 
c) nonlocal reference to MODE generator : 

actual MODE declarer, MODE initialisation option. 

d) MODE initialisation: 
bip adapted CIDSED MODE expression; MODE structure pack. 

e) structured with FIELDS and a FIELD structure : 
structured with FIELDS structure, comma symbol, 
structured with a FIELD structure. 

f) structured with a MODE named TAG structure : 
bip adapted unitary MJDE expression ; MODE structure pack. 

{Examples: 

b) 'loc[7 : 3] rieaZ. (7.2., 3.4., 5.6) 

c) person ; f!!!!!!Pl(7., 0) ; compUz) 

(and in the context of 

a triing ( "abs ") ; 

striuct ~ = (int a., stru.ct(rieaZ. b., booZ. c) d) ) 

~(7., (2.3., true)) ; 

d) (z) ; (7., 0) ; 

e) 7., 0 ; 

f) 7 ; (2. 3., true) } 

8.5.2. Semantics 

a) A given structure is elaborated in the following steps: 

Step 1 : All constituent expressions and structures of the given structure 

are elaborated collaterally {6.3.2.a} ; 

Step 2: The values obtained in Step 1 are made, in the given order, 

to be the fields of a new instance of a structured value {2.2.3.2} whose 

mode is obtained by deleting 'structure' from that notion ending with 

'structure' of which the given structure is a terminal production, and 
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this structured value is the value of the given structure. 

b) A generator is elaborated in the following steps: 

Step 1: Its constituent actual-declarer {7.1.2.c} and initialisation, 

if any, are elaborated collaterally, the elaboration of a structure

pack being that of its constituent structure ; 

Step 2: If there is an initialisation, then its value is assigned 

{8.8.2.c} to the value {name} of the actual-declarer; 

Step 3: The value of the generator is the value {name} of the actual-

declarer. 

c) The scope {2.2.4.2} of the value of a local-generator is the smallest 

range containing that generator; that of a nonlocal-generator is the 

program. 

{Extension 9.2.a allows 

'l'ef 'l'eaZ x = Zoe reaZ 

to be written 

'l'eaZ x. 

The closed-expression 

('l'ef 'l'eaZ xx ; ('l'ef 'l'eaZ x = 'l'eaZ(pi) ; xx := x) ; xx = pi) 

possesses the vaJ:ue true, but the closed-expression 

('l'ef 'l'eaZ xx ; ('l'eaZ x(pi) ; xx := x) ; xx = pi) 

possesses an undefined value since the assignation xx:=~ 

in this latter case violates the condition on scopes (8.8.2.a. Step 1). 

The closed-expression 

(('l'ef 'l'eaZ xx ; 'l'eaZ x(pi) ; xx := x) = pi) 

however, has the value true. } 

{Though the value of the offset in the descriptor of a multiple 

value is always initially 1, this may be changed by the action of a 

tr:immar (see 8.4.2. Step 5). 
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The generator 

[-2:3, 7:, 0:4] reai 

would result in the name of a multiple value, with undefined elements, 

whose descriptor quintuples have the values 

i 1. u. d. s. t. 
l. l. l. l. l. 

-2 3 ? 

2 ? ? 1 .Q 

3 0 4 ? 1 1 

The fact that t 2 = 0 means that the second upper bound is virtual and 

its value in the descriptor may be changed by assignment (8.8.2.a). } 

8.6. Field selections 

8.6.1. Syntax 

a) REFETY FIELD selection : FIELD selector, of symbol, 

REFETY structured with LFIELDSA FIELD RFIELDSETY whole. 

{Examples: The following examples are assumed in a range with the 

declarations 

struct 'language = (int age, ref Zanguage father) ; 

Zanguage aZgoZ(10, Zanguage(74, niZ)) ; 

Zanguage pZ1 = Zanguage(4, aZgoZ); 

a) age Et pU father Et aZgoZ } 

{Rule a ensures that the value of the whole has a field selected by 

the field-selector in the field-selection (see 7.1.1.e, f, g, h, and the 

remarks below 7.1.1. and 8.6.2). The use of an identifier which is the 

same sequence of symbols as a field-selector in the same range creates 

no ambiguity. 
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Thus age Ef. aZgoZ := age is a (possibly confusing to the human) 

assignation if the second occurrence of age is also an adapted-unitary

integr-al-expression. } 

8.6.2. Semantics 

A field-selection is elaborated in the following steps 

Step 1: Its constituent whole is elaborated, and the structured value 

which is, or is referred to by, the value of that whole is considered 

Step 2: If the value of the whole is a name, then the value of the 

field-selection is a new instance of the name which refers to that field 

of the considered structured value selected by the constituent field

selector; otherwise, it is a new instance of the value which is that 

field itself. 

{In the examples of 8.6.1, age Et. aZgoZ is a reference-to-integr-al

named-[age]-selection, and, by 8.3.1.a, b, c, a reference-to-integr-al

primary, but age Et. pZ1 is an integr-al-named-[age]-selection and an 

integr-al-pr:imary. (Certain pieces of text within a notion have a 

prolixity out of proportion to the information they convey. 

Thus [age] stands for 'letter-a-letter-g-letter-e' and 

[language] is likewise short for 1structured-with-a-integr-al-named

[age]-and-a-reference-to-[language]-named-[father]1. That certain notions 

have infinite length is clear; however, the computer can recognise them 

without full examination (see 7.1.2.b.).) 

It follows that age Et. aZgoZ may appear as a destination (8.8.1.b) in 

an assignation but age Ef. pZ1 may not. Similarly, aZgoZ is a reference

to-[languageJ-pr:imary but pZ7 is a [language]-primary and no assignment 

may be made to pZ7. 

The selection father Et. pZ1, however, is a reference-to-[language]

named-[father]-selection, and thus a reference-to-[languageJ-pr:imary 

whose value is the name denoted by aZgoZ. It follows that the identity

relation father Et. pZ1 :=: aZgoZ possesses the value true. If father 

Et. pZ1 is used as a destination in an assignation, there is no change in 

the name which is a field of the structured value denoted by pZ7, but 

there may well be a change in the [language] referred to by that name. 
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By similar reasoning and because the operators!!:.. and im denote routines 

(10.2.5.b, c) which deliver values whose mode is •real' and not 'reference

to-real' , re Ef. z : = im w is an assignation, but re z : = im w is not. } 

8.7. Accompanied calls 

8.7.1. Syntax 

a)* accompanied call: CLAUSE call. 

b) J.VDDE expression call : 

fitted procedure with PARAfl/JE'lli.'ill delivering a MODE pr:imary., 

actual PARAMETERS pack. 

c) statement call : fitted procedure with PARAMfil'ERS primary., 

actual PARAMEI'ERS pack. 

{Examples: 

b) sameZaon(m., (int j) real, : x1[j]) (in the scope of 

proc sameZson = (int n., proc(int) real, f) real, : 

begin 1£!!iL real, s(lE:Efl 0) ; 

for i 1£ n do s p7,us :l:E!fJ_ f(i) ,t- 2 ; 

short 1,ong sqrt(s) end) ; 

c) set random(x) ; (see 10.3.1.) } 

{For actual-parameters see 7.4.1.b and for fitted-primaries see 

8.3.1.a. See also unaccompanied-calls, 8.2.1. } 

8.7.2. Semantics 

An accompanied-call is elaborated in the following steps: 

Step 1 : Its constituent fitted-primary is elaborated and a copy is made 

of {the routine which is} its value; 

Step 2: The accompanied-call is replaced by_that copy; 
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Step 3: That copy {which is now a closed-clause} is protected {6.0.2.d} ; 

Step 4: The copy as modified by Step 3 is further modified by replacing the 

skip-symbols following the equals-symbol following the constituent 

formal-parameters of the copy {5.4.2.ii} in the textual order by the 

constituent actual-parameters of the accompanied-call taken in the 

same order; 

Step 5: The elaboration of the copy is initiated; if this elaboration is 

completed or terminated, then the copy is replaced by the accompanied

call before the elaboration of a successor is initiated. 

{The expression-call sameZson(m, (int j) r>eaZ: re1[j]) as given in the 

examples of 8. 7. 1 , is ·elaborated by first considering ( Step 1 ) the closed

expression 

((int n = skip, pr>oc(int) real, f =skip); 

begin 12!:!:JJ.. real, s (long 0) ; 

tor> i E_ n do s pZus !::E!1J.. f(i) ,t. 2 ; 

shor>t Zong sqr>t(s) end). 

Supposing that n., f, s and i do not occur elsewhere, this closed

expression is protected (Step 3) without f'urther alteration. The actual

parameters are now inserted (Step 4) yielding the closed-expression 

((int n = m, proc(int) real, f = (int j) real, : re7[j]) ; 

begin Zong real, s(12!:!:JJ.. 0) ; 

for i E_ n do s pl,us ~ f(i) ,t. 2 ; 

s hor>t Zong sqr>t ( s) end) , 

and this closed-expression is elaborated ( Step 5). Note that, for the 

duration of this elaboration, n possesses the same integer as that referred 

to by the name possessed by m, and f possesses the same routine as that 

possessed by .. tha routine-denotation (int j) r>eaZ : re1[j]. During the elaboration 

of this and its inner nested closed-clauses (9.3), the elaboration 

of f(i) itself involves the elaboration of the closed-expression 

((int j = i) ; re7[j]), and, within this inner closed-expression, the first 

occurrence of j possesses the same integer as that referred to by the name 

possessed by i. } 



8.8. Assignations 

8. 8.1. Syntax 

a) MODE assignation 

reference to J.VDDE dest:ination, becones symbol, MODE source. 

b) reference to MODE destination : peeled reference to MODE forrnary. 

c) MODE source : hip adapted unitary MODE expression. 

{Examples: 

a) x := 0; x := y; x :=random; xx := x; val, xx :=.1.2; 
x1[i] := y1[i] := (i = j I 7 I 0) ; (random< .5 Ix I y) := 7 

x or y := 3.4} · 

{For peeled-formaries see 8.0.1.b and for hip-adapted-unitary

expressions see 8.0.1.a} 

8.8.2. Semantics 

a) When a given instance of a value is superseded by another instance of 

a value, then the name which refers to the given instance is caused to 

refer to that other instance, and, moreover, each name which refers to an 

instance of a multiple or structured value of which the given instance is 

a component {2.2.2.k} is caused to refer to the instance of the multiple 

or structured value which is established by replacing that component by 

that other instance. 

b) When an element (a field) of a given multiple (structured) value is 

superseded by another instance of a value, then the mode of the thereby 

established multiple (structured) value is that of the given value. 

c) A value is assigned to a name in the following steps: 

Step 1: If the given value does not refer to an element or subvalue of a 

multiple value having one or more states equal to zero {2.2.3.3.b}, 

if the outer scope of the given name is not larger than the inner 

scope of the given value {2.2.4.2.c, d}, and if the given name is not 

nil, then Step 2 is taken; {otherwise, the further elaboration is 

undefined ; } 

Step 2: The value referred to by the given name is considered; if the 

mode of the given name does not begin with -treference to union of' and 

the considered value is a multiple value or a structured value, then 

Step 3 is taken; otherwise, the considered value is superseded by a new 

instance of the given value and the assignment is complete; 



8.8.2. continued 

Step 3: If the considered value is a structured value, then Step 5 is 

taken; otherwise, applying the notation of 2.2.3.3.b to its descriptor, 

then for i = 1, ••• , n, ifs.= 0 (t1 = 0), then l. (u.) is set to the 
J. J. J. 

value of the i-th lower bound (i-th upper bound) in the descriptor of 

the given value; moreover, for i = n, n-1, ••• , 2, the stride d. 1 is 
J.-

set to (u.-1.+1) x d.; finally, if some s. = 0 or t. = 
J.J. J. J. J. 

0, then the 

descriptor of the considered value, as modified above, is made to be 

the descriptor of a new instance of a multiple value which is of the 

same mode as the considered value, and this new instance is considered 

instead; 

Step 4: If for all i, -i = 1, ••• , n the bound l. ( u. ) in the descriptor of 
J. J. 

the considered value, as possibly modified in Step 3, is equal to l. (u.) 
J. J. 

in the descriptor of the given value, then Step 5 is taken{; otherwise, 

the further elaboration is undefined} 

Step 5: Each element (field) of the considered value is superseded by a new 

instance of the corresponding element (field) of the given value and the 

assignment is complete. {The order in which these elements (fields) are 

superseded is undefined.} 

d) An assignation is elaborated in the following steps: 

Step 1: Its constituent source and destination are elaborated collaterally 

{6.3.2.a} 

Step 2: The value of the source is assigned to the value {name} of the 

destination; 

Step 3: The value of the assignation is a nev instance of the value of the 

source. 

{Observe that (x, y) := (7.2, 3.4) is not an assignation, since (x, y) 

is not a destination; indeed, the mode of the value of a collateral

expression (6.3.1.c) does not begin with 'reference to' but with 'row of'. } 

8.9. Conformity relations 

8.9.1. Syntax 

a) boolean conformity relation 

{I would to God they would either 

conform, or be more wise, and not 

be catchedJ 

Di&ry, 7 Aug. 1664, Samuel Pepys.} 

peeled reference to LM)DE fonnary, conformity relator, RMODE formary. 

b) conformity re~ator: 

conforrrs to symbol; conforms to and beconEs symbol. 



8.9.1. continued 

{Examples: 

a) ea :: e (see 11.11.q) 

b) . • ::= } 

ev ::= e (see 11.11.r) 

{For peeled-fonnaries and formaries see 8.0.1.b. } 

8.9.2. Semantics 

A conformity-relation is elaborated in the following steps: 

Step 1: Its constituent peeled-fonnary and fonnary are elaborated 

collaterally {6.3.2.a} and the value of that forrrary is considered 

Step 2: If the mode of the value of the peeled-formary is 'reference to' 

followed by a mode which is or is united from {2.2.4.1.h} the mode of 

the considered value, then the value of the confo:rnd.ty-relation is true 

and Step 4 is taken; otherwise, Step 3 is taken 

step 3 : If the considered value refers to another value, then this other 

value is considered instead and Step 2 is taken; otherwise, the value 

of the confo:rnd.ty-relation is false and step 4 is taken ; 

Step 4: If the constituent confo:rnd.ty-relator is a conforms-to-and

becomes-symbol and the value of the conformity-relation is true, then 

the considered value is assigned {8.8.2.c} to the value of the peeled

formary. 

{Observe that if the considered value is an integer and the mode of the 

value of the peeled-fonnary is 'reference to' followed by a mode which is 

or is united from the mode 'real' but not from 'integral', then the value 

of the conformity-relation is false. Thus, in contrast with the assignation, 

no automatic widening from integral to real takes place. } 

8.10. Identity relations 

8.10.1. Syntax 

a) boolean identity relation : peeled reference to IDDE forma.ry, 

identity relater, hip peeled reference to IDDE fonnary. 

b) identity relater: is symbol; is not symbol. 



8.10.1. continued 

{Examples: 

a) xx:=: yy val xx.-. x OP y; 

b) :=: ; ::/: } 

{For peeled-fonnaries and hip-peeled-forrnaries see 8.0.1.b. } 

8.10.2. Semantics 

An identity-relation is elaborated in the following steps: 

Step 1: Its constituent peeled-fonnary and hip-peeled-fonnary are elaborated 

collaterally {6.3.2.a} ; 

Step 2: If the constituent identity-relator is an is-symbol (is-n~t-symbol), 

then the value of the identity-relation is true (false) if the values 

{names} obtained in Step 1 are the same and false (true) otherwise. 

{Assuming the assignation xx:= yy := x, the value of the identity

relation xx :=: yy is false because xx and yy, though of the same mode, 

do not possess the same name. The value of the identity-relation 

val xx:=: x OP y has a 1/2 probability of being true because the value 

possessed by val xx is the name possessed by x, and the routine possessed 

by x OP y (see 1.3), when elaborated, yields either the name possessed 

by x or, with equal probability, the name possessed by y. In the identity

relation, the programmer is usually asking a specific question concerning 

names and thus the level of reference is of crucial importance. Since no 

automatic depressing of the formaries is provided, it must be explicitly 

specified, if necessary, through the use of val or an equivalent device. 

Thus, xx :=: x is not an identity-relation but vai xx :=: x and 

(xx:= xx) :=: x are. On the other hand, unaccompanied procedures will be 

called automatically so that x :=: x OP y is also an identity-relation. 

Observe that the value of the formula 7 = 2 is false, whereas 7 :=: 2 

is not an identity-relation, since the values of its formaries are not 

names. Also, 

f2d3df : =: f5df 

is not an identity-relation, whereas 

f2d3df = f5d[ 

is a formula, but involves an operation which is not included in the 

standard-declarations. } 



9. Extensions 

a) An extension is the insertion of a conment between two symbols or the 

replacement of a certain sequence of symbols, possibly satisfying certain 

requirements, by another sequence of symbols. 

b) No extension may be performed within a conment {3.0.9.b} or a row-of

character-denotation {5 .3}. 

c) Some extensions are described in the representation language, except 

that 

A stands for a unitary-expression {Chapter 8}, 

B for a unitary-expression, 

c7 and c2 for unitary-clauses {6.2.1.a, 8}, 

D for the standard-declarations {2.1.b, 10} if the extension is performed 

outside the standard-declarations and otherwise for the empty sequence 

of symbols, 

E for a serial-expression {6.1.1.b}, 

F for a unitary-expression, 

G for two or more unitary-clauses separated by comma-symbols, 

H for a declarer {7.1}, 

I, J, Kand L for identifiers {4.1}, 

L for zero or more long-symbols, 

M for an identifier, 

N for an indication {4.2}, 

0 for zero or one identifiers, 

P for a tail {7.1.1.w, x, z}, 

Q for a choice-clause {6.5.1 .b}, 

R for a routine-denotation { 5. 4}, 

S for a unitary-statement {6.2.1 .a}, 

T for a unitary-expression, 

U for zero or one virtual-declarers {7.1.1.b}, 

V for a virtual-declarer, 

W for a unitary-expression, and 

Z for a fonna.1-declarer {7.1.1.b} all of whose fonna.1-row-of-rower-options 
{7.1.1.0} are empty. 



9. 1. Comments {A source of innocent merriment. 

Mikado, w.s. Gilbert.} 

A comment {3.0.9.b} may be inserted between any two symbols {but see 9.b.}. 

{e.g. (m > n m In) may be written 

(m > n m ~ the targer of the two e In). } 

9.2. Contracted declarations 

a) ref ZI = Zoe H where Zand H specify the same mode {7.1.2.a} may be 

replaced by HI. 

{e.g. ref reat x = Zoe reat may be written reat x and 

ref boot p = Zoe booUtrue) may be written boot p(true). } 

b) mode N = struet may be replaced by struet N = and mode N = union may 

be replaced by union N =. 
{e.g. mode :!E!!!EJ:. = struet(reat re, im) (see also 9.2.c) may be written 

struet !!E!!!E!:. = (reat re., im). } 

c) If a given unitary-declaration (formal-parameter {5.4.1.e}, field

declarator {7.1.1.g}} and another unitary-declaration (formal-parameter, 

field-declarator) following a cormna-symbol following the given unitary

declaration (formal-parameter, field-declarator) both begin with an 

occurrence of the mode-symbol, of the structure-symbol, of the union-of

symbol, of the priority-symbol, of the operation-symbol, of one same actual

declarer, or of one same formal-declarer, then the second of these 

occurrences may be omitted. 

{e.g. reat x., reat y(7.2) may be written real x, y(7.2), but 

reat x., reat y = 7.2 may not be written reat x., y = 7.2, since the first 

occurrence of reat is an actual-declarer whereas the second is a forma.1-

declarer. 

Note also that mode 'J?.. = boot, mode E_ = reat may be written 

mode 'J?.. = bool,. E. = real, etc. } 

d) If a collateral-declaration {6.3.1.a} does not begin with a parallel

symbol, is not a constituent unitary-declaration of another collateral

declaration, none of its constituent unitary-declarations is a collateral

declaration, and only its first constituent unitary-declaration {after 

application of 9.2.c} begins with an occurrence of a rode-symbol, 

structure-symbol, union-of-symbol, priority-symbol, operation-symbol or 

declarer, then its first open-symbol and last close-symbol may be omitted. 

{e.g. (reat x., y, z) may be m::itten real x, y, z. } 



9.2. continued 

e) proa PI= R may be replaced by proa I= R. 

f) EE.. PN = R may be replaced by E£ N = R. 

g) proa PO(R) may be replaced by proa O(R). 

{e.g. proa(ref int) inar = (ref int i) : (i := i + 1) may be written 

proa inar = (ref int i) : (i := i + 1), 

EJ2_(ref int) int dear = (ref int i) int : (i := i - 1) may be written 

EE. dear = (ref int i) int : (i := i - 1) and 

proa (reaiJ int p ( (real x) int : (round x)) , obtained from 

ref proa(reaZ) int p = Zoe proa(reaZ) int((reaZ x) int: (round x)) 

by 9.2.a, may be written proa p((reaZ x) int : (round x)). } 

9.3. Repetitive statements 

a) The unitary-staterrent 

begin(int J(F), int K = B, L = T) ; 

M : i:f.. D(K > O I J s; L I : K < o I J 2: L I true) then 

int I = J ; (W I S ; (DJ := J + K) ; goto M) 

ii 
end 

where J, K, Land M do not occur in D, W or S, and where I differs from 

J and K, may be replaced by for I f!:E!!l. F EJJ_ B 1£. T while W do S , 

and if, moreover, I does not occur in W or S, then for I from may be 

replaced by from. 

b) The unitary-statement 

begin(int J(F), int K =BJ; 
M : (int I = J ; (W I S ; (DJ := J + K) ; goto M)) 

end 

where J, K and M do not occur in D, W or S, and where I differs from J 

and K, may be replaced by for I f!:E!!l. F EJL B while W do S , 

and if, moreover, I does not occur in W or S, then for I f!:E!!l. may be 

replaced by from. 

c) from 7 EJJ_ may be replaced by EJL• 
d) EJJ_ 7 to may be replaced by to, and EJJ_ 1 while may be replaced by while. 

e) while true do may be replaced by do. 

{e.g. for i f!:E!!l. 1 EJJ_ 7 to n while ~ do x := x + a may be written 

ton do x := x + a. 



9.3. continued 

Note that to Odo Sand liJhi"le false do S do not cause S to be elaborated 

at all, whereas do S causes S to be elaborated repeatedly until it is 

terminated or interrupted. } 

9.4. Contracted conditional clauses {The flowers that bloom in the spring, 

Tra la, 

Have nothing to do with the case. 

Mikado, 

a) else if. Q ti ti may be replaced by e"lsf Q ti and 

then if. Q ti ti may be replaced by thef Q ti• 

W.S. Gilbert.} 

{e.g. if. p then prince ton e "lse if. q then gz>enob "le e ise zandvooz>t · ti fi 
may be written 

if. p then princeton 

e"lsf q then gz,enob"le else zandvooz>t fi 
or (p I pz>inceton I: q I grenob"le I za:ndvooz>t). 

Many more examples are given in 10.5. } 

b) (int I = A ; if. DI = 7 then c
7 

e"lsf D(I = 2 I true) then c2 f:!:), 
where I does not occur in c7, c2 or D, may be replaced by 

~ A in C 7., C 2 f!i!E£. 

c) (int I = A ; if. DI = 7 then c1 else ~(DI - 7) in G !!.!!E£ ii), 
where I does not occur in c1 , Dor G, may be replaced by 

~ A in c7., G !!.!!E£• 

{Examples of the use of such "case" clauses are given 11.11.w, ap. } 

9.5. Complex values 

vaUI:_ real I= A., J = B; (DI:_f!E!!!2l.(I., J))), 

where I and J do not occur in D, may be replaced by 

(Al B). 



10. Standard declarations 

a) A "standard declaration" is one of the constituent declarations of the 

standard-declarations {2.1.b} {; it is either an "environment enquiry" 

supplying information concerning a specific property of the implementation 

(2.3.c), a "standard priority" or "standard operation", a "standard 

mathematical constant or function", a "synchronization operation" or a 

"transput declaration"} • 

b) A representation of the standard-declarations is obtained by altering 

each form in 10.1, 10.2, 10.3, 10.4 and 10.5 in the following steps: 

Step 1: Each sequence of symbols between f and} in a given form is 

altered in the following steps: 

Step 1.1: If p_ occurs in the given sequence of symbols, then the given 

sequence is replaced by a chain of a sufficient number of sequences 

separated by comna-symbols; the first new sequence is a cow of the 

given sequence in which copy P.. is deleted; then-th new sequence, 

n > 1, is a copy of the given sequence in which copy p_ is replaced 

by a sub-symbol followea by n-2 corrrna-symbols followed by a bus

symbol; 

Step 1.2: If, in the given sequence of symbols, as possibly modified 

in Step 1. 1 , !:_ int (!:_ real, or !:_ aompl,) occurs, then that sequence 

is replaced by a chain of int l,engths {10.1 .a} (real, 7,engths {l0.1.c}) 

sequences separated by conma-symbols, then-th new sequence being a 

cow of the given sequence in which cow each occurrence of L(!:_) 

has been replaced by (n-1) times 7,ong(l,ong) ; 

Step 2: Each occurrence of { and tin a given form, as possibly 

modified in Step 1, is deleted; 

Step 3: If, in a given form, as possibly modified in Steps 1 and 2, 

!:_ int (!:_ real, or !:_ ~. !:_ bits or !:_ abs, both !:_ int 8.lld !:_ real, or 

both!:_ int and!:_~) occurs, then the form is replaced by a sequence 

of int 7,engths {10.1.a} (real, 7,engths {10.1.c}, bits widths {10.l,f}, 

the minimum of int 7,engths and real, 7,enghts) new forms; the n-th new 

form is a copy of the given form in which copy each occurrence of 

L(!:_, .!f., §) is replaced by (n-1) times 7,ong(l,ong, 7,eng, short) ; 

Step 4: If p occurs in a given form, as possibly modified or made in the 

Steps above, then the form is replaced by four new forms obtained by 

replacing E_ consistently throughout the form by either - or+ or x or/ 



10. continued 

Step 5: If g occurs in a given form, as possibly mo~ified or made in 

the Steps above, then the form is replaced by four new forms obtained 

by replacing g consistently throughout the form by either minus or 

p l,us or times or ~ ; 

Step 6: If!!_ occurs in a given form, as possibly modified or made in the 

Steps above, then the form is replaced by six new forms obtained by 

replacing!!_ consistently throughout the form by either< or~ or= or 

'f or ;,.: or > ; 

Step 7: Each occurrence of Fin any form, as possibly modified or made 

in the Steps above, is replaced by a representation of one same 

terminal production of a terminal production of '.ALEPH' {1.2.5.d, 

5.5.1.6.a} ; 

Step 8: If, in some form, as possibly modified or :ma.de in the Steps 

above,% occurs followed by the representation of an identifier (field

selector, indication), then that occurrence of % is deleted and each 

occurrence of the representation of that identifier (field-selector, 

indication) in any form is replaced by the representation of one same 

identifier (field-selector, indication) which does not occur elsewhere 

in a form, and Step 8 is taken; 

Step 9: If a representation of a corrment occurs in any form, as possibly 

modified or nade in the Steps above, then this representation is 

replaced by a representation of an actual-declarer or closed-clause 

suggested by the comment ; 

Step 10: If, in any form, as possibly modified or made in the Steps 

above, a representation of a routine-denotation occurs whose elaboration 

involves the manipulation of real numbers, then this denotation may 

be replaced by any other denotation whose elaboration has approximately 

the same effect {The degree of approximation is not defined in this 

Report (see also 2.2.3.1.c).} ; 

Step 11: The standard-declarations are that serial-declaration followed 

by a go-on-symbol whose representation is the same as the sequence of 

all the forms, as possibly modified or made in the Steps above. 

{The declarations in this Chapter are intended to describe their 

effect clearly. The effect may very well be obtained by a more efficient 

method. } 



10.1. Environment enquiries 

a) int int lengths = £ the number of different lengths of integers£; 

b) f_ int L max int = £ the largest L integral value £ ; 

c) int real lengths= 

£ the number of different lengths of real numbers£; 

d) f. real L max real, = £ the Zargest L real, vaZue £ ; 
e) f_ real, L smaU real = £ the smaUest L real, vaZue suah that both 

f.1 + L smaU real, > l!._1 o:nd f.1 - L smaU real, < f.1 £ ; 

f) int bits widths = 

£ the number of different widths of sto:ndard bit rows£; 

g) int L bits width= 

£ the number of bits in a sto:ndard L bit row £ ; { 1 O. 2. 6. a} 

h) EE. abs = ( ahar a) int : 

£ the integral equivaZent of the aharaater 'a' £ ; 
i) £E_ re2,r = (int a) ahar : 

£ that aharaater 'x', if it exists, for whiah abs x = a£; 

10.2. Standard priorities and operations 

10.2.0. Standard priorities 

a) priority minus = 1, plus = 1, times = 1, ~ = 1, modb = 1, prus = 7, 

v = 2, A= 3, - - 4, # = 4, < = 5, ~ = 5, ~ = 5, > = P, - = 6, 
+ = 6, x = 7, t = 7, ¼: = 7, / = 7, 4 = 8; 

10.2.1. Operations on boolean operands 

a) EE. v = (boo7, a, b) boo7, : (a true I b) ; 

b) £E. A = (boo7, a, b) bool : (a I b I fal,se) ; 

c) EE. -, = (boo 7, a) boo 7, : (a I false I true) ; 

d) EE.= = (boo7, a, b) bool ((a Ab) v (-ia A-i b)J ; 

e) EE. 'f = (bool a., b) boo7, : (-,(a= b)J ; 

f) EE. abs = (boo7, a) int : (a I 7 I OJ ; 

10.2.2. Operations on integral operands 

a) EE. < = (f. int a, b) boo 7, : £ true if the vaZue of 'a' is smaUer them 

that of 'b' o:nd false otherwise £ ; 

b) EE.~= (f. int a, b) boo7, : (-i(b < a)) ; 

c) EE.= = (f. int a, b) boo7, (a ~ b A b ~ a) ; 

d) EE.#= (l!._ int a, b) boo7, (-i (a = b)J ; 



10.2.2. continued 

e) EE. 2: = (f int a., b) booi : (b :,; a) ; 

f') EE. > = (f int a., b) booZ. : (b < a) ; 

g) EE - = (f int a., b) Lint : 

_£ the vaZ.ue of 'a' minus that of 'b' _£; 

h) EE. - = (f int a) f int : (fO - a) ; 

i) EE. + = (f int a, b) f int : (a - - b) ; 

j ) EE. + = (f int a) f int : a ; 

k) EE abs = (f int a) f int : (a < fO I -a I a) ; 

1) EE. x = (f int a., b) f int : (f int s(fO)., i(abs b) ; 

whiie i 2: f7 do(s := s + a ; i := i - f1) ; (b < LO I -s I s}) ; 

m) EE. .,. = (f int a., b) _f int : 

(b 'f fO I f int q (fO)., ri(abs a} ; 

whiie(ri := ri - abs b) 2: fO do q := q + f1 ; 

(a < fO A b 2: fO v a 2: fO A b < fO I -q I q)) ; 

n) EE. t: = (f int a., b) f int : (a - a -;- b x b} ; 

o) EE I = (f int a., b) f rieai : (f rieaZ. ( a) I f rieaZ. (b}} ; 

p) EE ,t. = (f int a., int b) f int : 

(b 2: 0 I f int p(f7} ; to b do p := p x a ; p) ; 

q) EE Zeng = (f int a) Z.ong f int : _£ the Zong L inte{JT'aZ. vaZ.ue equivaZ.ent 

to the vaZ.ue of 'a' .£; 

r) EE. shorit = (Zong f int a) f int : .£ the L integriaZ. vaiue., if it exists., 

equivaZent to the vaZ.ue of 'a' .£; 

s) EE odd= (f int a) booZ. : (abs a t: f2 = f1) ; 

t ) EE !!i:fJ!!:. = ( f int a) int : ( a > f fJ I 7 I : a < LO I -7 I o J ; 

10.2.3. Operations on real operands 

a) EE < = (f rieal, a., b) bool, : .£ tl'ue if the vaZ.ue of 'a' is 

smaUeri than that of 'b' and faZ.se otheT'1.,Ji,se .£ ; 

b) £E_ ~ = (f rieai a., b) booi : (-i(b < a)) ; 

c) EE.= = (f rieai a., 

d) £E_ ,; = (f rieai a., 

e) EE. 2: = (f rieaZ a., 

f') EE. > = (!:_ rieai a., 

b) booZ.: 

b) booi 

b) booZ, : 

b) booi : 

(a:,;bAb:,;a) 

{-i(a = b)) ; 

(b :,; a) ; 

(b < a) ; 

; 

g) EE. - = (!:_ rieai a., b) f rieaZ. : a the vaZ.ue of 'a' minus that of 'b' c 

{2.2.3.1.c} 

h) EE. - = (!!._ reaZ a) I!_ PeaZ : (LO - a) ; 



10.2.3. continued 

i) EE. + = (!!_ real a, b) f real : ( a - - b) ; 

j ) EE. + = (!!_ real a) f real : a ; 

k) EE. abs = (!!_ real a) f real : ( a < !!_0 I -a I a) ; 

l.) EE. x = (!!_ real a, b) f real : a the vaiue of 'a' times that of 'b' .£ ; 

{2.2.3.1.c} 

m) EE. I = (!!_ real a, b) f real : a the value of 'a' divided by that of 

'b' .£; {2.2.3. 1.c} 

n) EE. Zeng = (!!_ real a) "!::E!1a.. f real : 

.£ the Zong L real value equivalent to the value of 'a 1 .£ ; 

o) EE. short = (Zong f real a) f real : .£ the L real value, if it 

e:x:ists, equivalent to the value of 'a' .£ ; 

p) EE. round = (!!_ real a) f int : .£ a L integral value, if one e:x:ists, 

equivalent to a L real value differing'by not more than one-half 

from the value of 'a' .£; 

q) EE.~= (!!_ real a) int : (a > !!_0 I 7 I: a < !!_0 I -7 I 0) ; 

r) EE. entier =(!!_real a) f int: (!!_ int j(!!_0); 

(j ~ a I e : j := j + f7 ; (j ~ a I e I j - f7J 
f: j := j - !!_7; (j > a If I jJJJ; 

10.2.4. Operations on arithmetic operands 

a) £E_ E, = (!!_ real a, f int b) f real : ( a E, f reaUb)) ; 

b) £E_ I:. = (!!_ int a, f real b) f real : (!!_ reaUa) E, b) ; 

c) £12.!l. =(!!_real a, f int b) booZ: (a !if reaUb)); 

d) £12. !l. = (!!_ int a., f real b) boo Z : (!!_ reaU a) !l. b) ; 

e) EE. ,t. = (!!_ real a, int b) f real : (!!_ real p(!!_1) ; 

to abs b do p := p x a ; (b ;?; 0 I p I f7 / p)) ; 

10.2.5. Complex structures and associated operations 

a) struct f canpl,. = (!!_ real re, im) ; 

b) £E_ re. = (!!_ EE!!!El. a) f real, : re £i. a ; 

c) EE. im = (!!_ EE!!!El. a) f r-eaZ : im £i. a ; 

d) EE. abs = (!!_ compZ a) f r-eaZ : L sqr-t(r-e a ,t. 2 + im a ,t. 2) ; 

e) EE. !!.E!Ji = (!!_ Ef!!!.!R1. a) f ~ : (r-e a l - im a) ; 

f) EE. = = (!!_ E2!!!f21. a, b) booZ : (r-e a = ~ b A im a = im b) ; 

g) £12. =) = (!!_ S!E!!!J2l a, b) booZ : (-,(a= b)) ; 

h ) £12. + = ( f S!E!!!J2l a) f !!E!!!£!:. : a ; 



10.2.5. continued 

i) 91!.. - = (!!_~a) !!_ ~ : (-~al - im a) ; 

j) 91!.. + = (!!_ ~ a., b) !:_ !::E!!!EJ:.. : (re a + ~ b l im a + im b) ; 

k) 91!.. - = (!:_ ~ a., b) !:_ !!E!!!El : (re a - ~ b l im a - im b) ; 

1) 91!.. x = (!:_~a., b) !:_ aompl, : 

(re a x ~ b - im a x im b .1 ~ a x im b + im a x ~ b) ; 

m) 91!.. I = (!!_ ~ a., b) !:_ !::E!!!EJ:.. : 
(!:_ real, d = ~(b x aonj b) ; !:_ aompl, n = a .x aonj b ; 

(re n I d l im n I d)) ; 

n) 91!.. Zeng = (!!_ !::E!!!EJ:.. a) long !:.. !::E!!!EJ:.. : (~ ~ a l Zeng im a) ; 

o) 91!.. short = (l,ong .f_ !::E!!!EJ:.. a) !:_ aomp l, : ( short ~ a l short im a) ; 

p ) 91!.. ?_ = ( !:_ f!E!!!E1 a., f:_ int b) !:_ !::E!!!EJ:.. : ( a ?_ !:_ !::E!!!EJ:.. (b) ) ; 

q) 91!.. f. = (!:_ !::E!!!EJ:.. a., !:_ real, b) !:_ aompl, : ( a f.. !:_ !!!?.!!!2!:.. (b)) ; 

r) 91!.. ?_ = (!:_ int a., !:_ aompl, b) !:_ !!!?.!!!2!:.. : (!:_ !!!?.!!!2!:..(a) ?_ b) ; 

s) 91!.. ?_ = (!:_ real, a., !:_ aompl, b) !:_ aompl, ·: (!:_ !::E!!!EJ:..( a) ?_ b) ; 

t) 91!.. ,t. = ( !:_ !::E!!!EJ:.. a., int b) !:_ ~ : ( !:_ !::E!!!EJ:.. p ( !:_7) ; 

to abs b d,o p := p x a ; (b :2: 0 I p I !:_1 I p)) ; 

10.2.6. Bit rows and associated operations 

a) mode L bits= [1: L bits width] bool,; {10.1.g} 

b) 91!.. = = ([ 1 : int n] bool, a., b) booZ : 

(for i to n d,o(a[i] :# b[i] I l,) ; ~- l, : false) ; 

c) £2_ :/, = ([] bool, a, b) boql, : (-,(a= b)) ; 

d) 91!.. v = ([ 1 : int n] boo 1, a., b) [] boo 7, : ([7 : n] bool a ; 

for i ton d,o a[i] := a[i] v b[i]; a); 

e) 91!.. A = ([ 1 : int n] boo 7, a., b) [ J boo 7, : ([ 1 : n] boo 7, a ; 

for i ton d,o a[i] := a[i] " b[i] ; a) ; 

f) 91!.. :s; = ([] bool, a., b) booZ : (a v b = b) ; 

g} £2_ :2: = ([] bool, a., b) booZ : (b s a) ; 

h) 91!.. ,t. = ([1: int n] bool, a., int b) [] booZ: ([1 : nJ bool, a(a); 

e : (b > 0 I b := b - 1 ; for i from 2 to n d,o 

a[i - 7] := a[i] ; a[n] := false ; e 

I f : (b < 0 I b := b + 1 ; for i from n E1I. - 1 :!?2,. 2 d,o 

a[i] := a[i - 1] ; a[J] := false ; f)) ; a) ; 

i) 91!.. Labs= (L bits a) Lint: (Lint a(LO}; 

for i to L bits width do a := !:_2 x a + abs a[i] ; a) ; 

j) 91!.. bin = (!:_ int a) !!_ bits : :!:.t. a :2: !!_0 then !:_ int aa(a) ; !:_ bits a(E) ; 

for i to L bits width d,o(a := a ,t. -1 ; a[1] := odd(aa ¼: !!_2) ; 

aa := aa ¼ L2) ; a fi ; 



10.2.7. Operations on character operands 

a) EE. < = (ahar a., b) bool, : (abs a < abs b) ; {10.1.h} 

b) EE. $ = (ahar a., b) bool,: (-. (b < a)) ; 

c)EE.== (ahar a., b) bool, : (a 5 b" b 5 a) ; 

d) EE. 'f = (ahar a., b) booZ : (-. (a = b)) ; 

e) EE. ~ = (ahar a., b) bool, : (b $ a) ; 

f) EE. > = (ahar a., b) bool, : (b < a) ; 

10.2.8. String mode and associated operations 

a) mode string = [ 7: ] ahar ; 

b) EE. < = ([1 : int m] ahar a., [7 : int n] ahar b) bool, : 

( int i (1) ; int p = (m < n I m I n) ; boo l, a ; 

(p < 1 In~ 1 I e: (a := a[i] = b[i] I: (i := i + 1) 5 p I e) ; 

(a m < n I a[i] < b[i]))) ; 

c) EI!. 5 = (string a., b) bool, (-. (b < a)) ; 

d) EI!. = = (string a., b) bool, (a 5 b " b 5 a) ; 

e) EE. # = (string a, b) booZ : (-. (a = b)) ; 

f) .92. ~ = ( st:r>ing a., b) EE£l_ : (b 5 a) ; 

g) EI!. > = (st:r>ing a., b) bool, : (b < a) ; 

h) EI!. !I_ = ([1 : int n] ahar a., ahar b) bool, (n = 1 " a[ i] !I_ b) ; 

i) EE. !i = (ahar a., [7 : int n] ahar b) bool, : (n = 1 " a R b[1J) ; 

j) EI!.+= ([1 : int m] ahar a., [7 : int n] ahar b) string: 

([ 7 : m + n] ahar a ; 

a[1 : m] :=a; a[m + 1: m + n: 1] := b; a) ; 

k) EE.+= (string a., ahar b) string: (strings= b; a+ s); 

1) EE. + = ( aha:r> a., st:r>ing b) string ( string s = a ; s + b) ; 

{The operation defined in b implies that if "a"[ 7] < ''b ''[ 7] , then 

"" < "a" ; "a 11 < ''b 11 
; "aa" < "ab" ; "aa" < ''ba" ; "ab" < ''b ". } 

10.2.9. Operations combined with assignations 

a) EE. minus = {ref!!_ int a., ]!_ int b) !!_ int : (a := a - b) ; 

b) .92. minus = (:r>ef !!_ :r>eaZ a., !!_ :r>eaZ b) !!_ real, : ( a := a - b) ; 

c) EE. minus = (:r>ef !!_ EE!!!2J:. a., I:_ ~ b) !:_ EE!!!2J:. : ( a := a - b) ; 

d) EI!. pl-us = (ref L_ int a., !:_ int b) !:_ int : (a := a + b) ; 

e) 91!. pl-us = (ref L_ :r>eaZ a., !:_ real, b) ;;_ real, : (a := a + b) ; 

f) 9J!_ pl-us = (ref L_ aompZ a., !:_ ~ b) f aompZ : (a := a + b) ; 

g) EE. times = (ref f. int a., ;;_ int b) f. int : (a := a x b) ; 



10.2.9. continued 

h) EE.. times = (ref f. real, a, f. real, b) f. real, : ( a := a x b) ; 

i) EE.. times = (ref f. compl, a., f. ~ b) f. ~ : (a := a x b) ; 

j) EE.. ~ = (ref f. int a., f. int b) f. int : (a := a .,_ b) ; 

k) EE.. modb = (reff. int a., f. int b) f. int: (a:= at: b); 

1) EE..~= (ref f. real, a, f. real, b) f. real, : (a := a I b) ; 

m) EE..~ = (ref f. !!E!!!Pl a, f. compl, b) f. !:!E!!!2J:.. : (a := a I b) ; 

n) EE.. g = (ref f. real, a, f. int b) f. real, : ( a g f. reaUb)) ; 

o) EE. g = (ref f. ~ a., f. int b) f. ~ : (a g f. ~(b}) ; 

p) EE.. g = (ref f. :!£!!!El. a., f. real, b) f. ccmpl, : (a g f. £E!!!El(b)) ; 

q) EE. plus = (ref string a, string b) ref string (a := a + b ; a) ; 

r) EE. prus = (ref string a, string b) ref string : ( a := b + a ; a) ; 

s) EE. plus = (ref string a., char b) ref string : (a := a + b ; a) ; 

t) EE. prus = (ref string a., char b) ref string : (a := b + a ; a) ; 

10.3. Standard mathematical constants and functions 

a) f. real, L pi = £ a L real, value cl,ose to 1r ; see Math. of Comp. 

v. 76., 7962., pp. 80-99 £; 
b) proc L sqrt = (f. real, x) f. real, : £ if x ~ O., a L real, value 

close to the square root of 'x' £ ; 

c) proc L e:x:p = (f_ real, x) f. real, : £ a L real, value., if one exists., 

close to the exponential, function of 'x' £; 

d) proc L Zn = (f. real, x) f. real, : £_ a L real, value., if one exists., 

cl,ose to the natural, Zogarithm of 'x' £; 

e) proc L cos = (f_ real x) f. real, : £ a L real, value cZose to the 

cosine of 'x' £; 

f) proc L arccos = (f_ real, x) f. real, : £ if abs x :s; f.7., a L real, 

value close to the inverse cosine of 'x'., f.O :s; L arccos(x) :s; L pi£; 

g) proc L sin = (f_ :r>eal, x) f. real, : .£ a L real, value cfose to the 

sine of 'x' _£; 

h) proc L arcsin = (£ real, x) f. real, : .£ if abs x :s; f.7., a L real, value 

c Zose to the inverse sine of 'x '., abs L arcsin ( x) :s; L pi / f.2 £ ; 

i) proc L tan = (£ real, x) £ real, : 

.£ a L real, value, if one exists, cfose to the tangent of 'x' .£; 

j) proc L arctan = (£ real, x) f. real, : 

ca L real, value close to the inverse tangent of 'x'., 

abs L arctan(x) :s; L pi I £2 .£ ; 



10.3. continued 

k) proc L random = .f. real, !=2!:. E.. the next pseudo-random I:. real, vaZue 

from a uniforml,y distributed sequence on the interval, [f_O, f..1) E..; 
1) proc L set random= (f_ real, x) : (E_ the next caU of L random is 

made to deUver the val,ue of 'x' E..; L random) ; 

10.4. Synchronization operations 

a) EE. down = (ref int dijkstra) : (do el,em(f:t dijkstra 2! 7 then 

dijkstra minus 1 ; 7, el,se E.. if the cZosed-statement repZacing this 

corrment is contained in a unitary-phrase which is a constituent 

unitary-phrase·of the smaZZest coZZateraZ-phrase, if any, beginning 

with a paral,7,el,-syrrd:Jol, and containing this cZosed-statement, then 

the eZaboration of that unitary-phrase is haZted {6.0.2.c}; otherwise, 

the further eZaboration is undefined E.. fi ; 7, : skip) ; 

b) 92. !:!:E. = (ref int dijkstra) : el,em(dijkstra pl,us 1 ; E.. the eZaboration 

is resumed of al,7, phrases whose eZaboration is not terminated but 

is haited because the name possessed by 'dijkstra' referred to a 

vaZue smaZZer than one E_); 

{For insight into the use of down and !:!:E., see E.W. Dijkstra, 

Cooperating Sequential Processes, EWD123, Tech. Univ. Eindhov.en, 1965. } 



10.5. Transput declarations {"So it does!" said Pooh. "It goes in!" 

"So it does!" said Piglet. "And it come·s out!" 

"Doesn't it? said Eeyore. "It goes in 

and out like anything." 

Winnie-the-Pooh, 

10.5.0. Transput modes and straightening 

10.5.0.1. Transput modes 

a) mode % simpfout = union(i: !!_ int :I-., i: !:,_ real :I-., i: !!_ compl :I-., 
bool, char., string) ; 

b) mode % outtype =. union(i: p_ I:.. int t., i: p_ I:.. real t., i: p_ bool :I-., 
i: E. char :I-., i: p_ outstruct t) ; 

A.A. Milne.} 

c) mode % outstruct = _£ an actual-declarer specifying a mode united 

from {2.2.4.1.h} all modes structured from {2.2.4.1.j} only modes 

from which the mode specified by outtype is united_£; 

d) mode % intype = union({ ref p_ I:.. int t., i: ref~ I:.. real t., 
i: ref p_ bool t., i: ref D_ char t., i: ref p_ outstruct t) ; 

e) mode % tamrof = struct(string F) ; {See the remarks under 5.5.1.6.} 

10.5.0.2. Straightening 

a) £E. straightout = (out-ty_pe x) [] simplout : 

_£ the result of "straightening" 'x' _£; 

b) £E. straightin = (intype x) [] ref simpl,out : 

_£ the result of straightening 'x' _£ ; 

The result of straightening a given value is obtained in the following 

steps: 

Step 1: If the given value is (refers to) a value from whose mode that 

specified by simplout is united, then the result is a new instance of 

a multiple value composed of a descriptor (1, 1, 1, 1, 1) and the (the 

name of the given value as its only element, and Step 4 is taken; 

Step 2: If the given value is (refers to) a multiple value, then, letting 

n stand for the number of elements of the given value, and y. for the 
1 

result of straightening its i-th element, Step 3 is taken; otherwise, 

letting n stand for the number of fields of the (of the value referred 

to by the) given value, and y. for the result of straightening its i-th 
J. 

field, Step 3 is taken; 



10,5,0.2. continued 

Step 3: If the given value is not (is) a name, then, letting m. stand for 
l. 

the number of elements of y., the result is a new instance 
l. 

of a multiple 

value composed of a descriptor (1, m1 + ••• + mn, 1, 1, 1) and elements, 

the 1-th of -which, where 1 = m1 + ••• + ~-l + j, is the {is the name 

referring to the) j-th element of yk fork= 1, ••• , n and j = 1, ••• , ~-

Step 4: If the given value is not {is) a name, then the mode of the result 

is 'row of' ('row of reference to') followed by the mode specified by 

simpl-out. 

10.5.1. Channels and files 

{"Channels", "backfiles" and files model the transput devices of the 

physical machine used in the implementation. 

A channel corresponds to a device, e.g. a card reader or punch, a 

magnetic drum or disc, a piece of core memory, a tape unit or even a 

set-up in nuclear physics the results of -which are collected by the 

computer. A channel has certain properties (10.5.1.1.d: 10,5,1,1.m), 

Some devices may be seen as channels with properties in more than one 

wa:y. The choice mode in an implementation is a matter for individual 

taste. Some possible choices are given in Table I. 

All information on a given channel is to be found in a number of 

backfiles. A backfile (10.5.1,b) comprises a reference to a three

dimensional array of integers (bytes of information), the book of the 

backfile, indexed by page, Zine and char; the lower bounds of the book 

are all one and the upper bounds are the ma:x:page, ma:x:Une and ma:x:char 

of the channel; furthermore, the backfile comprises the position of the 

"end of file", i.e. the page number, line number and character number 

up to which the backfile is filled with information. 

On a given channel, a certain maximum number (10.5.1.1.m) of files 

(10.5.1.2.a) may be "opened" at any stage of the elaboration of the 

progt>am. A file contains a reference to a backfile, to a current page 

number, line number and character number, and to the channel on which 

it has been opened. 

After the elaboration of the declaration of nextbfiZe ( 10. 5. 1 • 1. c) , 

all backfiles are part of the chains of backfiles referred to by 

nextbfiZe. 



10.5.1. continued 

Examples: 

i) In a certain implementation, channel six is a line printer. It has 

no input information, nextbfiZe[6] is initialized to refer to a 

backfile the book of which is an integer array with upper bounds 

2000, 60 and 144 (2000 pages of continuous stationery), with the 

end of file at position (1, 1, 1), and next equal to nil. All 

elements of the book are undefined. 

ii) Channel four is a drum, divided into 32 segments each being one 

page of 256 lines of 256 bytes. It has 32 backfiles of input 

information (the previous contents of the drum), so nextbfiZ~[4] 

is initialized to refer to the first element of a chain of 32 

backfiles, each referencing the next, the last one having next 

equal to nil. Each of those backfiles has an end of file at position 

(2, 1, 1). 

iii) Channel twenty is a tape unit, it can accommodate one tape at a time, 

one input tape is mounted, and another tape laid in readiness. Here, 

nextbfiZe[20] is initialized to refer to a chain of two backfiles. 

Since it is part of the standard-declarations, all input is part of 

the progr'am, though not of the particular-progr'am. 

In opening (10.5.1.2.c) a given file on a given channel, the 

first backfile is taken from the chain referenced by nextbfiZe of the 

channel and is made to be referred to by bfiZe of the file, obliterating 

The previous backfile, if any, of the file. 

Apart from the possibility of being obliterated, at any stage in the 

elaboration of the particular-progr'am, all backfiles are either part of 

the nextbfiZe chain of the channel, or referenced by a file opened on 

that channel, or part of the cioaedbfiZe chain (10.5.1.1.0) of that 

channel. 

This models the part of a magnetic tape that, apart from the 

possibility of being left as a scratch tape, is either ready to be 

mounted on, in use on, or saved from the tape unit. 

When a file is "closed" {10.5. 1.2.q}, its backfile is attached to 

the chain referenced by cZoaedbfiZe of the channel; all files referencing 

the same backfile as that file are then unavailable for further transput. 



10.5.1. continued 2 

Example: 

begin .tf!:!!. tape7, tape2 ; 

end 

open(tape7, 20); tape2 := tape7; 

out(tape2, [d.2df,, pi); new paee(tape7); 

aZose (tape2) 

The aonv of a given file is used in conversion; if aonv of the 

file is nil, then stand aonv of the channel on which the file was 

opened is used as "conversion key", and, otherwise, the string to which 

aonv of the file refers. 

On output, if a character to be converted is not the same as some 

element of the conversion key, then the further elaboration is undefined; 

otherwise, the character is converted to an integer, viz. the lowest 

among the ordinal numbers of those elements of the key which are the 

same as that character. 

On input·, if an integer to be converted is larger than the number of 

elements of the conversion key, then the further elaboration is undefined; 

otherwise, the integer is converted to that character in the key whose 

ordinal number is that integer. 

On all files opened on a channel for which set possibZe is.false, 

and put possibZe and get possibZe both true, input and output may not 

be "alternated", i.e. after opening or resetting {10.5.1 .2.e} such a 

file, either is possible, but, once one has taken place on the file, the 

other may not until the file has been reset again. Before the first 

output takes place on such a file, its book is filled with spaces. If, 

af'ter output, such a file is reset, then an end of file is positioned 

at the current page, line and character number. (Such a file might be 

implemented with a buffer that holds one line.) 

On all files opened on a channel for which set possibZe is false, 

binary and nonbinary transput may not be alternated. } 



properties 

r-eset possibZ.e 

set possibZ.e 

get possibZ.e 

put possibZ-e 

bin possibZ.e 

ma:c page 

max Une 

max char-

sta:nd conv 

max nmb fi Z.es 

properties 

r-eset possibZ.e 

set possibZ.e 

get possibZ.e 

put possibZ.e 

bin possibZ.e 

max page 

ma:c Une 

ma:c char-

sta:nd conv 

ma:c nmb fi Z.es 

card reader 

false 

false 

true 

false 

false 

1 

large 

72 

card punch 

false 

false 

false 

true 

true 

very large 

80 

a 48- or 64-character code 

1 I 1 

magnetic disc 

true 

true 

true 

true 

true 

200 

16 

128 

some code 

10 

magnetic 

true 

false 

true 

true 

true 

1 

1 

524288 

some code 

4 

magnetic tape 

true true 

false false 

true true 

false true 

false true 

very large 

16 

84 

64-char code 

1 

drum 

true 

true 

true 

true 

true 

1 

256 

256 

some code 

32 

very large 

large 

large 

some code 

paper 

false 

false 

true 

false 

false 

1 

very large 

80 

5-hole code 

1 

unit 

true 

false 

false 

true 

false 

very large 
. 60 

144 

line-pr code 

1 

tape reader 

false 

false 

true 

false 

t·rue 

very large 

150 

7-hole code 

1 

TABLE I: Properties of some possible channels 

line printer 

false 

false 

false 

true 

false 

very large 

60 

144 

line-pr code 

1 

tape punch 

false 

.false 

false 

true 

false 

very large 

4 

lathe code 



10.5.1.1. Channels 

a) int nmb ahannels = E. an integral-expression indiaating the number of 

transput deviaes in the implementation E.; 
b) strauat % bfile = ([.03 ] int book,. int lpage,. Uine,. lahara,. 

raef bfile next); 

c) [7 : nmb ahannels] raef bfile % nextbfiZe(5:. some appraopraiate 

initialization!!); 

d) [7 : nmb ahannels] bool raeset possible= E. a raow-of-boolean-e:x:praession, 

indiaating whiah of the physiaal deviaes aoraraesponding to the 

ahannels allow resetting {e.g. raewinding of a magnetia tape}£; 

e) [7 : nmb ahanneis] bool set possible= E. a raow-of-boolean-e:x:pra~ssion,. 

indiaating whiah.deviaes aan be aaaessed at raandom £; 
f) [7 : nmb ahannels] bool get possible = E. a raow-of-boolean-e:x:praession 

indiaating whiah devices can be used fora input E.; 
g) [7 : nmb channels] bool put possible= E. a raow-of-boolean-e:x:pression 

indicating whiah devices can be used fora output E.; 
h) [7 : nmb channels] bool bin possible= E. a raow-of-boolean-e:x:praession 

indicating which devices aan be used fora binaray transput £; 
i) [7 : nmb channels] int max page= E. a row-of-integral-e:x:praession 

giving the maximum number of pages pera file fora the ahannels E.; 
j) [7 : nmb ahannels] int max line = E. a raow-of-integraal-e:x:praession 

giving the maximum numbera of lines per page£; 

k) [7 : nmb channels] int max chara = E. a raow-of-integraal-e:x:praession 

giving the maximum number of characteras pera line E.; 
1) [7 : nmb ahannels] raef straing % stand conv = £ a row-of-:l'eference-to

raow~of-charactera-e:x:pression giving the standard converasion keys fora 

the channels E. ; 
m) [7 : nmb channels] int max nmb fiZes = E. a row-of-integral-e:x:praession 

giving the maximum numberas of files the channels aan acaommodate E.; 

n) [7 : nmb channels] int% nmb opened files 

([1 : nmb channels] int zerao; fora i to nmb channels do zerao[i] = 0; 

zerao) ; 

o) [7 : nmb channels] raef bfiZe % closedbfile 

([ 1 : nmb channels J raef bfiZe nil, ; for _i to nmb channels do 

nil,[ i] = nil ; nil,) ; 



10.5.1.1. continued 

p) int stand in channel=.£ an integral-expression whose value does not 

exceed nmb channels, such that get possible [stand in channel] is 

true, and stand conv [stand in channel] canp'Pises, in some order, 

all character-tokens.£; 

q) int stand out channel=.£ an integral-expression whose value does not 

exceed nmb channels, such that put possible [stand out channel] is 

true, and stand conv [stand out channel] comprises, in some order, 

all character-tokens.£; 

r) int stand back channel=.£ an integral-expression whose value does 

not exaeed nmb "<Jhannels, such that reset possible [stand back channel], 

set possible [stand back channel], get possible [stand back channel], 

put possible [stand back channel] and bin possible [stand back 

channel] are true and stand conv [stand back channe7,J comprises, 

in some order, all character tokens.£; 

s) proc file available = (int channel) bool : 

(nmb opened files [channel]< max nmb files [channel]); 

10.5.1.2. Files 

a) struct file= (ref bfile % bfile, 

ref int % page, % "line, % char, % chan, 

ref bool % state def, % state get, % state bin, % opened, 

ref string conv); 

b) proc % undefined = ~((false I ~ I skip) ; 

c) proc open = (ref file file, int ch) : 

:!:f. file avai "lab le ( ch) 

then file := file(nextbfile[ch], 7., 7, 7, ch, false, false., false,. 

true, nil) ; nextbfile[ch] := next £l. nextbfile[ch] ; 

nmb opened files[ch] plus 7 

else undefined 

ii.; 
d) proc set = (file file, int p, i, c) : 

:!:f. set possible[chan £[_ file] A opened £l. file 

then page Et. file := p ; Une £[_ file := l ; char £l. file := 

(outside(file) I undefined) 

else undefined 

ii. ; 

C • , 



10,5,1 .2. continued 

e) proe reset= (fiZe fiZe) 

:!:i. reset possibZe[ehan Ef. fiZe] A opened Ef. fiZe 

then :!:i. state def Ef. fiZe A -, state get Ei. fiZe A 

-, set possibZe[ehan Ef. fiZe] 

then Zpage Ef. bfiZe Ei. fiZe := page Ef. fiZe ; 

Uine Ef. bfiZe f:!i. fiZe := Zine Ei. fiZe ; 

Zahar Ei. bfiZe Ei. fiZe : = ehar Ei. fiZe 

ti. ; 
page Ef. fiZe : = Zine Ei. fiZe : = char Ei. fiZe : = 7 ; 

state def £i fiZe := faZse 

eZse undefined 

ti. ; 
f) proc % outside = (fiZe fiZe) booZ : (opened Ef. fiZe I 

Zine ended(fiZe) v page ended(fiZe) v fiZe ended(fiZe)); 

g) proc fiZe ended = (fiZe fiZe) booZ : (opened Ef. fiZe I 
int p = page Ef. fiZe, Zp = Zpage Ei. bfiZe Ei. fiZe, 

Z = Une Ef. fiZe, U = Uine Ef. bfiZe Ei. fiZe., 

a = char Ef. fiZe, Zc = Zahar Ef. bfiZe Ef. fiZe ; 

(p < Zp I faZse I : p > Zp l true I : Z < U I faZse 

I : z > u I E:!!:!!. I C ~ Zc)) ; 

h) proc Une ended = (fiZe fiZe) booZ : 

(opened Ef. fiZe I char Ef. fiZe > max ehar[ehan El. fiZe]) ; 

i) proc page ended = (fiZe fiZe) booZ : 

(opened Ef. fiZe I Zine Ef. fiZe > max Zine[ehan Ef. fiZe]) ; 

j) proc % get string = (fiZe fiZe., ~ 7 : int n] ehar s) : 

:!:f_ get possibZe[ehan Ef. fiZe] A opened Ef. fiZe 

then string eonv = (conv Ef. fiZe :=: niZ I stand eonv[chan Ef. fiZe] 

conv Ef. fi Ze) ; 

int p = page Ef. fiZe, Z = Zine Ef. fiZe ; ref int c = ehar Ei. fiZe ; 

:!:f.-, set possibZe[ehan Ef. fiZe] the[ state def Ef. fiZe 

then(-,state get Ef. fiZe v state bin Ef. fiZe I undefined) 

eZse state def Ef. fiZe := state get f:!i. fiZe := true ; 

state bin £i. fiZe : = f aZse 

ti. ; 
for i :EE. n do(outside(fiZe) I undefined 

s[i] := eonv[book Ef. bfiZe Ef. fiZe[p., Z, c]J; c pZus 1) 

eZse undefined 

ti. ; 



10.5.1.2. continued 2 

k) pro.a % put string = (file file, [1 : int n] ahar s) : 

if. put possibl.e [chan Et file] A opened Et file 

then int ch = chan Et file, p = page El. file, l = Une Et file ; 

string conv = ( conv Et file :=: nil I stand conv [ch J I 
conv Et file) ; int spaae, h ; ref int c = char Ei file ; 

if.-, set possible[ch] the[ state def Et file 

then ( state get Et file v state bin Et file I undefined) 

else state def Et file := ti:>ue ; state get Ei file := 

state bin !:f. file := false ; 

(-, char in string(''.:..", space, conv) I undefined) ; . 

for i to max page [ch J do for j to max line [ch J do 

for k to max char [ch] do 

book Ei bfile Et file[i, j, k] := space 

ii ; 
for i 'J:.E. n do(-, char in string(s[i], h, conv) v outside(file) 

undefined I book £1 bfile Ei file[p, l, a J := h ; c plus 7) 

else undefined 

ii ; 
1) proc char in string = {[1 

(for k to 1.u do(c = s[k] 

m) proa space = (file file) : 

: 7] char c, ref inti, [7 : int 1.u]char s)bool: 

i := k ; Z) ; false. l : true) ; 

(char £1 file plus 7; outside(file) I undefined) ; 

n) proa backspace = (file file) : 

( char .Ef. file minus 7 ; outside (file) I undefined) ; 

0 ) proa neuJ line = ( file file) : 

(line £1 file plus 7 ; char Et file := 7 ; outside(file) I undefined) ; 

p) proa ne1.u page = ( file file) : 

(page Et file pl.us 7 ; line £1 file := char Ei file := 7 ; 

outside(file) I undefined); 

q) proa close = (file file) : 

if. opened Et file 

then int ah = ahan £1 file ; (res~t possible[ah] I reset(file)) ; 

next Et bfile Et file := alosedbfile.[ah] ; 

if:.; 

closedbfilefoh] := bfile Et file ; opened £t. file := false ; 

nmb opened files[ch] minus 7 



10.5.1.2. continued 3 

r) file stand in = (file f; open(f, stand in ahannel,) ; f) ; 

s) file stand out = (file f; open(f, stand out ahannel,} ; f) ; 

t) file stand baak = (file f; open(f, stand baak ahannel,) ; f) ; 

{Certain "standard files" (r, s, t) need not be opened by the 

progranmer, but are opened for him in the standard-declarations. 

The procedure print (10.5.2.a) can be used for output on stand out, 

read (10.5.3.a) for input from stand in, and 1JJX'ite bin {10.5.6.a} and 

read bin {10.5.7.a} for transput involving stand baak. } 

u) proa ahar number.= (file f) int : (opened Et f I ahar !:!f. f) ; 

v) '2!.EE.. Une number- = ( file f) int : ( opened Et f I Une !:!f. f) ; 

w) pr-oa page number = ·(file f) int : (opened Et f I page Et f) ; 

10.5.2. Formatless output 

a) pr-oa pr-int={[] outtype x) : put(standout, x); 

b) pr-oa put= (file file, [1 : int n] outtype x) : (for- i ton do 

([7 : int 7,] aimpfout y = straightout x[ i] ; 

for JEE. 7, do 

(string s ; bool, b ; ahar a ; 

(i (.f. int i ; (i : := y[JJ I 

s. :=Lint string(i, Lint width+ 1, 10); 

sign supp zero(s[1 : w - 1])}} }) ; 

(4 (f rea1, x; (x : := y[J] I s := L real, string 

(x, L real width + L exp width + 4, L real, width, L exp width) ; 

sign supp zero(s))) }) ; 

(i (f aompl, z ; (z : := y[J] 

put(file., (re z., '1 :-.", WI z)) ; end)) }) ; 

(b : := y[JJ I s := (b I "J.." I ''Q."J J ; 
(a ::= y[J] I nextp7,a(fi7,e); put string(fil,e, a); end); 

(s : := y[J] I ref[ : int n] ahar t = s ; 

for i EE. n do put(file., s[i]} ; end) ; 

(ref[.1 : int n) ahar t = s ; int a1 = ahar Et file ; 

ahar Et fil,e := a1 + n; (7,ine ended(fil,e} I nextp7,a(fi7,e) 

ahar Et file := a1) ; put string(file, s) ; 

(-,7,ine ended(file) I spaae(file))) ; 

end: skip))); 



10.5.2. continued 

c) proe Lint string= (!:_ int x, int w, r) string: 

(string e("") ; !:_ int n(abs x) ; !:_ int Zr = "!f' ; 

for i to w - 7 do(e prus dig ehar(§;_(n t: Zr-)) ; n Ol)e-P Zr-) ; 

(n=!:_0 I (x~f!J I 11+ 11 I "-"J +e)); 
d) proe L reaZ string=(!:_ real, x, int w, d, e) st"Ping: 

(d ~ O A e > 0 A d + e + 4 $ w I 
!:_ r-eaZ g = !:_70 4 (w - d - e - 4) ; !:_ real, h = g x L.7; 

!:_ real, y(abs x) ; int p(O) ; 

whiZe y ~ g do(y times !:_. 7 ; p pZus 7) ; 

(y > !:_0 I whi'le y < h do(y times !:_70 ; p minus 7)) ; 

(y + I:_.5 x f_. 7 4_ d ~ g I y := h ; p p7,us 7) ; 

L dee str-ing((x ~ 0 I y I -y), w - e - 2, d) + 

"10" + int str-ing(p, e + 7, 70)); 

e) proe L dee string= (f_ reaZ x, int w, d) string: 

(abs x < f..10 4 (w - d - 2) A d ~ O A d + 2 $ w I string s("") ; 

!:_ reaZ y((abs x + !:_.5 x !:_.7 4 d) x f_.7 4 (w - d - 2)); 

for i tow - 2 do s pZus dig ehar((:f:!!:! e = entier §_(y ~ f..10) ; 

y minus !f.e; e)); 

(x ~ 0 I "+" I 11
-

11
) + s[7 : w - d - 2] + "· 11 + s[w - d - 7 •• 7]) ; 

f') proe % dig ehar = (int x) ehar : ("012J456789abedef"[x + 7]) ; 

{In connection with 10.5.2.c, d, e, see Table II. } 

g) P!££ % sign supp zero = (!2ff.7 int w] i!:f!:!:.. c) 

for i from 2 to w whiZe c[ i] = "O" do 

(c[i] := c[i - 7] ; c[i - 7] := 'i.."[7]) ; 

h) int L int width = (int e(1J ; 

whiZe !:_70 4 (e - 1) < f..· 7 x L max int do c pZus 7 ; c) ; 

i) int L real width = - entier §_(L Zn(L smaU real,) I L Zn(f..10)) ; 

j) int L exp width= 7 + entier §_(L Zn(L max reaZ) IL Zn(f..10)); 

k) proc % nextpZc = (fiZe fiZe) : 

((Zine ended(fiZe) I new Zine(fiZe)) ; 

(page ended(fiZe) new page(fiZe)) ; 

(fiZe ended(fiZe) undefined)) ; 



w-7 ----------Lint string +DDDDDDDDDDD ------I,) 

l,)-d-2 d ,,_,___,,,_.,,._ 
L dee string +DDDDDD.DDDDDDDD ----I,) 

w-d-e-4 d e _..__ ,,_.._._ ~ 
L reaZ string +DDDDDDDD.DDDDDD10-DDD 

l,) 

TABLE II: Display of the values of 

L int string, L dee string and L reaZ string 

frame 

[7] type (1 = integer, 2 = real fixed, 3 = real floating, 

4 = complex fixed, 5 = complex floating, 6 = string, 

7 = integer choice, 8 = boolean) 

[2] radix (2, 4, 8, 10 or 16) 

[3] sign (0 = no sign frame, 1 = sign frame '+', 2 = sign frame '-') 

[4] number of digits before point; if type= 1 then w-7, else if 

type= 2 or 4 then w-d-2 else if type= 3 or 5 then l,)-d-e-4, or, 

if type= 6, then number of characters in string 

[5] number of digits after point; if type= 2, 3, 4 or 5 then d 

[6] sign of exponent; if type= 3 or 5 then as [3] 

[7] number of digits of exponent; if type = 3 or 5 then e 

[BJ, ••• , [14] as [7], ••• ; [7] when frame[1] = 4 or 5 

TABLE III: Significance of the elements of frame 



10.5.3. Formatless Input 

a) proc read = ([] intype x) : get(stand in, x) ; 

b) proc get= (file file, [7 : int w] intype x) 

begin char k; 

EI?_ ? = (string s) bool, : 

(outside(file) I false I: get string(fite, k) ; 

char in string(k, loc int, s) I 
true I backspaae(file); false); 

proc read num =string~ 

(skip spaces ; ? 11+ -'' I k + (skip spaces ; raead dig) I 

"+" + read dig) ; 

praoc skip spaces = ~ while(nextpla(file) ; ? "· ") do skip ; 

proc read dig = string !!E2!.. 
(string t('"') ; while ? "0123456789" do t plus k ; t) ; 

pr-oc read real= string !!E2!.. 

(r-ead num + (? "· " I "·" + r-ead dig I "") + 

(? 1110" I "10" + (? "+ -" I k I "+"J + r-ead dig I 1111
)) ; 

fora i to w do 

([7 : int l,] ref aimplout y = atraightin x[i] ; 

fora j to 7, do 

(r-ef bool, bb ; raef string BB ; raef char cc ; 

(j: (r-ef f int ii ; (ii : := y[j] I 
val ii := L string int(read num, 10))) t); 

( { (r-ef £. real xx ; (xx : := y[j] I 
val xx := L string real(read real))) }) ; 

(.j: (r-ef £. ~ zz ; (zz : := y[j] I get(file, r-e Ef. zz) ; 

(skip spaces ; ? ''.l." I get(file, im £1 zz) I undefined))) V ; 
(bb : := y[j] I skip apaqea ; val bb := (? "10" I k = ''J_")) ; 
(cc ::= y[j] nextpl,c(file); get straing(file, cc); end); 

(ss : := y[j] ref[ : int n] char t = as ; 

for i to n do get(file, ss[i]) ; end) ; 

{-il,ine ended(file) I: get(file, cc) ; cc :f-

end: skip end ; 

c) proc L string int= ([1 : int w] char x, intra)£. int: 

(!:_ int n(!:_0) ; !:_ int Zr = !!!' ; for i fr-om 2 to w do 

I undefined) ; 

n := n x 7,ra + !!:_(int d = char dig(x[i]) ; (d < r I d)) ; 

(x[7J ="+"In I: x[7J = 11
-

11 I -n}}; 



10.5.3. continued 

d) proa L string real = (string x) f.. real : 

(int e ; (ahar in string("10"., e., x) I 
L string dea(x[7 : e - 7]) x f..10 + string int(x[e + 7 •• 7]., 70) I 

L string dea(x))); 

e) proa L string dea = ([7 : int w] ahar x) f.. real: 

(f._ real r(f._0) ; int p ; (ahar in string("."., p., x) 

[7 : w - 2] ahar s = x[2: p - 7: 7] + x [p + 7 .. 7]; 

for i to w - 2 do r : = f_ w x r + 

'Jf_(int d = ahar dig(x[iJJ ; (d < 70 I d)J ; 

(x[J] = "+" I· 1' I: x[ 7J = ,,_,, I -rJ x L. 7 4 (w - p) 

L string dea(x + 11• "))) ; 

f) proa % aha:e. dig = ( aha:r> x) int : 

(int i ; (ahar in string(x., i., "0723456789abadef") I i - 7)) ; 

10.5.4. Formatted output 

a) proa out= (file file, ta,mr,of tamrof,. [7 : int n] outtyPe x) 

begin st:r>ing format = format primary list paak 

("("+ F Et. tamrof +") ", Zoa int(7)) ; int p(7) ; 

fo:r> k ton do 

([7 : int l] si-rrwlout y = st:r>aightout x[k]; 

for j :!i£_ l do 

([7: 74] .int frame; int q(p); pattem(fo:r>mat, p, frame); 

(f:r>ame[J] I int., :r>eal., :r>eal., aompl., aompl., string., intah., bool); 

int: ({ (f._ int i ; (i : := y[j] 

t:r>ans. edit L int(file., i., format, q., frame) ; end)) *) ; 
undefined. 

real: ({ (f._ real x; (x : := y[j] I 
trane edit L real(file., x., fo:r>mat., q., frame); end))}); 

({ (f._ int i ; (i : := y[jJ I 
trans edit L :r>eal(file., i., format., q., frame); end)) *); 
undefined. 

aompl: ({ (f._ :!E!!!2J:.. z ; (z : := y[j] I 
trans edit L aompUfile., z., format., q., frame) ; end)) *) ; 
({ (f._ real x ; (x : := y[j] I 

trans edit L aompUfiZe., x., format., q, frame) ; end)) *) ; 
({ (!!_ int i ; (i : := y[jJ I 
t:r>ans edit L aompl(file., i., fo:r>mat, q., frame); end))}); 

undefined. 



10.5.4. continued 

swing: ([1 : frame[4]] char s ; char c ; 

(s ::= y[jJ I 
trans edit swing(file., s., format., q., frame) ; end) ; 

(c ::= y[jJ I 
wans edit swing(file., c., format., q., frame) ; end)) ; 

undefined. 

intch: (int i ; (i : := y[j] I 
trans edit choice(file., i., format., q) ; end)) ; undefined. 

bool: (bool b ; (b : := y[jJ I 
trans edit booUfile, b., format., q) ; end)) ; undefined. 

end: do insertion(file., format, q); p plus 1 

)) 

end; 

b) proc % format primary list pack = (swing s, ref int p) swing : 

(swing t(format primary(s, p)); 

while s[p] = 11, 
11 do t plus "., 11 + format primary(s, p) ; p plus 1 ; t) ; 

c) proc % format primary = (string s., ref int p) swing : 

(int n, q; swing f(p plus 1 ; insertion(s., p)) ; 

q := p; replicator(s, p., n); 
(s[p] = 11 ( 11 I string t = format primary list pack(s, p) ; 

to n do f plus t I p := q ; f plus pattern(s, p, Zoc[1 : 14] i:!!::!J) ; 
f + insertion(s, p)); 

d) proc % insertion = (string s., ref int p) swing : 

(int q = p ; skip insertion(s, p) ; s[q : p - 1 : 1]) ; 

e) p:r>oc % skip inse:r>tion = ([7 : int l] chars., :r>ef int p) : 

while(p > 7, I false I: skip align(s., p) I E:!!:!!.. I 
skip Zit(s,. p)) do skip ; 

r) p:r>oc % skip align = (swing s., :r>ef int p) bool : 

(int q = p ; :r>eplicato:r>(s, p, Zoe int) ; 

(char in swing(s[p]., Zoe int, "x y p Z k") I 
p plus 7 ; E:!!:!!. I p := q ; false)) ; 

g) p:r>oc % :r>eplicator = (st:l'ing s., :r>ef int p., n) : 

(st:r>ing t("") ; while char in st:l'ing 

(s[p]., Zoe int., "0123456789 11
) do t plus s[p] ; 

n := (t = "" I 7 I swing int("+" + t., 10))) ; 



10.5.4. continued 2 

h) proa % skip Ut = (string s., ref int p) boo?, : 

(int q = p ; repUaator(s., p., 1,oa int) ; 

(s[p] = ,,,,,,,, I whi7,e(s[p p7,us 7] = 11111111 I s[p p7,us 7] = 11111111 I 

true) do skip ; ~ I p := q ; fafae)) ; 

i) proa % pattern = ([7 : int m] ahca> format., ref int p., 

ref[] int frame) string: 

begin int n; 

!22.? =(strings) boo?,: 

(skip insertion(format., p) ; p > m I fal,se I 
int q = p ; rep Uaator (format., p., n) ; 

(format[p] = "s" I p p7,us 7J ; 

(ahar in string(format[p]., 1,oc int., s) I ~ I p := q ; fal,se)) ; 

proc intreal, pattern = (x>ef[1 : ?] int frame) boo?, : 

( (num mou7,d(fx>ame[2 : 4 : 1 ]} I fx>ame[1] := 7 ; 7,) ; 

(? 11." I: num mouU(fx>ame[3 : 5 : 7]) I fx>ame[7] := 2 ; 7,) ; 

(? "e" I: num mouU(frame[5 : ? : 7 ]) I frame[1] := 3 ; 7,) ; 

fal,se. 7, : tx>ue) ; 

px>oc num moul,d = (ref[7 : 3] int fx>ame) ££El. : 
((? 11X' 11 I frame[7] := n) ; (? 112 11 I fx>ame[3] pius n) ; 

(? 11+11 I fx>ame[2] := 7 I: ? 11-
11 I fx>ame[2] := 2) ; 

whiie ? "dz II do fx>ame [ 3] p 1-us n ; 

fox>mat[p] = 11., 11 v format[p] = "i") ; 

px>oc string mou 7,d = ( x>e f[ ] int fx>ame) boo 7, : 

(whiie ? "a" do fx>ame[4] p7,us n ; fox>mat[p] = 11., 11) ; 

for i E?_ 14 do frame[i] := 0 ; 

(intx>eal- pattern(fx>ame[7 : ?]) I (? "i" I p p7,us 7 ; 

fx>ame[7] pius 2; intx>eai pattern(frame[B: 14: 1])); end); 

(string moul,d(fx>ame) I frame[]] := 6 ; end) ; 

(? ''b" I fx>ame[7] := 8 I p p7,us 7; fx>ame[7] := ?) ; 

(format[p] = 11 ( 11 I 

whiie ? "(., 11 do skip Ut(format., p) ; p pl-us 7) ; 

end:.skip insex>tion(fox>mat., p) 

end; 



10.5.4. continued 3 

j) proa % trans edit Lint= (file f., f.. inti., string fol'ITlat., 

ref int p., [] int fr) : 

trans edit string(f, Lint string(i, fr[4] + 7., fr[2])., format., p., fr); 

k) proa % trans edit L reaZ = (fiZe f., f.. reaZ x., string format., 

ref int p, [] int fr) : 

trans edit string(f, stringed L reaUx, fr), format., p, fr) ; 

l.) proa % stringed L real,= (f.. reaZ x, [] int fr) string: 

(fr[7] = 2 I L dea string(x., fr[4] + fr[5] + 2, fr[5]} 

L reaZ string(x., fr[4] + fr[5] +fr[?]+ 4, fr[5], fr[?])); 

m) proa % trans edit L aompZ = (fiZe f., f.. aompZ z, [] int frame) : 

trans edit string(f, ([7 : 74] int g(fr) ; g[ 7] minus 2 ; · 

stringed L reaUre z, g[ 7 : 7]) + "l" + stringed L reaZ 

(im z, f[B: 14: 7]))., format, p, fr); 

n) proa % trans edit string = (fiZe f., string x, [7 : int m] ahar fol'ITlat., 

ref int p., [] int frame) : 

begin int p7 (7), n ; booZ supp, string s(x) ; 

£2. ? = (string s) booZ : 

(do insertion(fiZe., format, p) ; p > m I faZse I 
int q = p ; repZiaator(fol'ITlat, p, n) ; 

(supp := format[p] = "s" I p pl,us 7) ; 

(char in string(fol'ITlat[p], l,oc int., s) I true I p := q ; faZse)) ; 

proc copy = ~((--isup I put string(f., s[p1])) ; p7 pZus 7) ; 

proc intreaZ mouZd = ~ 

(? "r"; sign mouZd(frame[3]); int mouZd; 

(? "·" I copy ; int mouZd I: s[p7J = "· 11 I p7 pZus 7) ; 

(? "e" I copy ; sign mou1,d(frame[6]) ; int mouZd)) ; 

proc sign mouZd = (int sign) : (sign = 0 I p7 pZus 7 I 

s[p7] := (s[p7] = "+" I (sign I "+"., "!..") I "-") ; 
(? "z" I sign supp zero(s[p7 : p7 + n : 7]) I n := 0) ; 

put string(fiZe., s[p7 : p1 + n : 7]) ; p pZus 7) ; 

proc int mouZd = ~ 

(Z : (? "z" I booZ zs (true) ; to n do 

(s[p7] = "O" A zs I put string(fiZe,. ''.!._") ; 

p7 pZus 7 I zs := faZse ; aopy) ; Z) ; 

(? "d" I to n do copy; 1,)) ; 



10.5.4. continued 4 

proa string mould = ~ while ? "a" do to n do aopy ; 

tes: (frame[1] = 6 I string mould I: intreal mould; 

frame[ 7J > 3 I p plus 1 ; aopy ; intreal mould) 

end; 

o) proa % trans edit ahoiae = (file f .. int a, string format, ref int p) : 

(a > 0 I do insertion(f,. format., p) ; p plus 2 ; 

to a - 1 do(skip Zit(format,. p) ; format[p] = " .. " 

p plus 1 I undefined) ; 

do lit(f,. format, p); 

while format[p] :f ")"do(p plus 1; skip Zit(format., p)); 

p plus 1 I undefined) ; 

p) proa % trans edit bool = (file f, bool b,. string format., ref int p); 

(do insertion(f,. format, p) ; (format[p] = "(" I 
p plus 2 ; (b I do Zit(f., format, p) ; p plus 1 ; skip Zit 

(format, p) I skip Zit(format,. p) ; p plus 1 ; do Zit(f,. format, p)) I 
put string(f, (b I ''J_" I "£"))) ; p plus 1) ; 

q) proc % do insertion = (file f., [1 : int l] ahar s., ref int p) : 

white(p > l I false I: do align(f., s., p) I true I 
do Zit(f., s., p)) do skip ; 

r) proc % do align = (file f., string s., ref int p) bool : 

(int q = p ; int n ; repliaator(s., p., n) ; 

(s[p] = "x" I :E?,_ n do space(f) ; l I: 
s(p] = "y" I to n do backspace{f) ; l I: 
s[p] = "p" I :E?,_ n do new page (f) ; l I : 

s[p] = "l" I to n do new Zine(f) ; l I: 
s(p] = ''k" I char Ef. f := n ; l) ; p := q ; false. 

l : p plus 1 ; true) ; 

s) proc % do Zit = (file.f., string s., ref int p) bool : 

(int q = p ; int n ; repZicator(s., p., n) ; (s[p] = """" l 
while ( s[p plus 7J = '"""' I s[p plus 1] = """" I true) do 

put string(f, s[p]) ; ~ I p := q ; false)) ; 



10.5.5. Formatted input 

a) proa in= (fiZe fiZe, tamrof tamrof, [1 : int n] intype x) : 

begin string format= 

format primary Ust paak( 11
(

11+ F £i. tamrof + 11
) 

11
, loa int(J)) ; 

int p(J} ; 

fork ton do 

([7 : int l] simplout y = straightout x[k]; 

for j to l do 

([1 : 14] int frame ; int q(p) ; pattern(forrnat, p, frame) ; 

(frame[]] I int, real, real, aompl, aompl, string, intah, bool); 

int: (,: (ref L_ int ii ; (ii : := y[j] I 

trans indit L int(file, ii, format, q, frame); end)) }) ; 

undefined. 

Peal: (f fref L_ real xx ; (xx : := y[j] I 
tx>ans indit L x>eal(file, xx, fox>mat, q, frame); end)) }) ; 

undefined. 

aompl: (,: (x>ef L_ ~ zz ; (zz : := y[j] I 

tx>ans indit L aompl(file, zz, format, q, fx>ame) ; end)) }) ; 

undefined. 

swing: (x>ef stPing ss ; x>ef ahar aa ; [1 : frame[4]] f!!l:E!:_ t ; 

tx>ans indit stx>ing(file, t, format, q, fx>ame) ; 

(ss : := y[j] I val ss := t ; end I: aa : := y[j] I 
val aa := t[1]; end)); 

undefined. 

intah: (x>ef int ii ; (ii : := y[j] 

tr>ans indit ahoiae(file, ii, fox>mat, q); end)); 

undefined. 

bool: (x>ef bool bb ; (bb : := y[jJ I 
tx>ans indit bool(file, bb, fox>mat, q); end)); 

undefined. 

end: x>eq~insex>tion(file, format, q); p plus 1)) 

end; 



10.5.5. continued 

b) proc % trans indit Lint= 

(fil,e f, ref f int i, string format, ref int p, [] int fr) 

(string t ; trans indit string(/, t, format, p, fr) ; 

i := L string int(t, 70)); 

c) proc % trans indit L real,= 

(fiZe f, ref~ real, x, string format, ref int p, [] int fr) : 

(string t ; trans indit string(/, t, format, p, fr) ; 

x := L string real,(t}); 

d) proc % trans indit L comp?,= 

(fil,e f, ref f comp?, z, string format, ref int p, [] int fr) : 

(string t ; int i ; trans indit string(/, t, format, p, fr) ; 

z := (char in string("l", i, t) I 
(L string rea7,(t[7 : i - 7]) l L string real,(t[i + 7 :: 7])))}; 

e) proc % trans indit string = 

(f,iZe f, ref, string t, [ 7 : int m] char format, 

ref int p, [] int frame) : 

begin int n ; boo?, supp ; char k ; string x('"') ; 

EE. ? = (string s) boo?, : 

(req insertion(format, p); p > m I f,aZse I 
int q = p ; rep Ucator (format, p, n) ; 

(supp := format[p] = 11s 11 I p pZus 7) ; 

(char in string(format[p], 7,oc int., s) true 

p := q; fal,se)) ; 

92. .' = (char c) : (x pZus(supp I c I: next = c c)) ; 

proc next = char f!.::!P.!_(get string(/, k) ; k) ; 

proc intreal, mou7,d = fE:!P.!_ 

(? ''r"; sign mou7,d(frame[3]); int moul,d; 

(? 11
• 

11 I ! "· 11 
; int moul,d) ; 

(? "~" ·I ! "10''; sign mou7,d(frame[6]) ; int mou7,d}) ; 

proc sign moul,d = (int sign) : (sign > 0 I 

(? "z" I boo?, zs(true), sk(fal,se) ; string t("") ; 

1£.n +7 do(next = 1
'.:_

11 I sk :=~; (-,zs I undefined) 

zs := fal,se ; t pl,us k) ; 

x pZus(sign = 2 " sk " t[7] 1' 11
-

11 I 11+ 11 + t I t) I 

x pZus(sign = 2 " next = 
p pl,us 7) ; 

II II I II +11 I k)) ; 



10.5.5. continued 2 

pT'oe int mould = f!EE!:._ 

(l : (? "z" I bool zs (tT'ue} ; to n do x plus 

(supp I 11011 I: next = '':..." A zs I 110 11 I zs := false ; k) ; i I: 
? "d" I to n do x plus(supp I 110 11 I next) ; 'l)) ; 

p:r'oe stT'ing mould = f!EE!:._ while ? "a" do to n do x plus 

(supp I '':..." I next) ; 

tis: (fT'ame[ 1] = 6 I stT'ing mould I: int:r'eal mould; frame[]] > 3 I 
.' '1" ; intreal mould) ; 

t := X 

end; 

f) proe % tT'ans indit ehoiee = 

(file f, T'ef int e, string format, T'ef int p} : 

(req inseT'tion(f, format, p} ; p plus 2; o := 7; 

while-, ask lit(f, format, p} do 

(e plus 1 ; format[p] = ", 11 I p plus 7 undefined) ; 

whiZe forrnat[p] ::f, 11
)

11 do(p pZus 7 ; skip Zit(foT'mat, p)} ; 

p p'lus 7 ; req inseT'tion(f, format, p)) ; 

g) proo % trans indit booZ = 

(file f, ref booZ b, stT'ing format, ref int p) : 

(req insertion(f, format, p) ; (format[p + 7] = 11
(

11 

p pZus 2 ; (b := ask lit(f, format, p) I 
p p'lus 1 ; skip lit(format, p) I: -, ask Zit(f, format, p) 

undefined) I 
ohaT' k ; get s·tring ( f, k) ; b : = (k = 117 11 I tT'ue I : 

· k = ''2_11 I fa'lse)) ; 

p p'lus 1; req insertion(f, format, p)); 

h) proo % req insertion = (.fi:!:.!:. f, [ 7 : int Z] ohaT' s, ref i,!!! p) : 

while(p > i I fa'lse I: do align(f, s, p) I ~ I 
req lit(f, s, p)) do skip ; 

i) proo % req lit = (file f, stT'ing s, ref int p) booi : 

(int q = p ; int n ; replieator(s, p., n) ; 

(s[p] = 11111111 I int r = p ; to n do(p := T' ; 

whi'le(s[p_ p'lus 7] = 11111111 I s[p p'lus 7] = 11111111 I true) do 

(oha:r' k ; get string(f, k) ; k ::f, s[pJ I undefined)) ; true 

p := q ; faZse)) ; 



10.5.5. continued 3 

j) proa % ask lit = (file f., strina s., ref int p) boo 1, : 

(int a = ahar Et f; int n ; repliaator(s., p., n) ; 

(s[p] = "'111
" I int r = p ; to n do(p := r ; 

while(s[p plus 7] = 11111111 I s[p plus 7] = """" I true) do 

(ahar k; get string(f., k) ; k :f= s{p] I 1,)) ; true. 

1,: whil,e(s[p plus 7] = """" I s[p plus 7] = 11111111 I true) do skip; 

ahar Et f := a ; false)) ; 

10.5.6. Binary output 

a) proa Wl'ite bin=([] outtype x) : put bin(etand baak., x); 

b) proa put bin = (file file., [7 : int n] outtype x) : 

:ft. bin possibl,e[aha:n Et file] A opened Et file 

then :ft.-, set possibl,e[aha:n Et file] thef state def £i. file 

then ( state get £i. file v -, state bin Et file I undefined) 

else state def £i. file := state bin Et file := true ; 

state get £i. file := false 

ti. ; 
fork ton do 

([1 : int 1,] simplout y = straightout x[k] ; 

for J to 1, do 

([7 : int m] int bin = to bin(file., y[J]) ; 

for i :!3!1. m do(next pfo(file) ; 

book £i. bfile £i. file[page £i. file., line £i. file., 

ahar £i. file] := bin[i]))) 

else undefined 

ti.; 
c) proc % to bin= (file f., simpl,out x) []int: 

£_ a value of mode 'r01il of integral,' whose ZOliler bound is one., 

and whose uwer bound depends on the va Zue of 'f' and on the 

mode of the value of 'x'; furthermore., 

x = from bin(f., to bin(f, x)) £; 
d) proc % from bin= (file f., [] int y) eimplout 

£ a value., if one exists, of a mode from whiah that specified by 

simplout is united, suah that y = to bin(f., from bin(f, y)) £; 



10.5.7. Binary input 

a) proa read bin=([] intype x) : get bin(stand baak, x); 

b) proa get bin = (file file, [7 : int n] intype x) : 

:!:f. bin possible[ahan Et. file] A opened Et. file 

then :!:f.-, set possible [ahan Et. file] thef state def Et. file 

then(-istate get Et. file v-, s.tate bin Et. fiZe I undefined) 

eZse state def 91. fiZe := state bin 91. file := 

state get 91. file := true 

ti ; 
fork E!_ n do 

([ 7 : int Z] ref simpZout y = straightin x[k] ; 

for j to i do 

([7: int m] int bin= to bin(fiZe, y[j]); simpZout r; 

foP i tom do(next pZa(fiZe) ; 

bin[i] := book £1 bfile 91. file[page 91. fiZe, Une £1 fiZe, 

ahaP Et. fiZe]) ; 

P := f:t1om bin(fiZe, bin); 

(f (Pef L_ int ii ; (ii : := y[j] I: 
val ii : := P I Z I undefined)) }) ; 

(f (pef L_ PeaZ xx ; (xx : := y[j] I: 
vai xx::= P I Z l undefined)) }) ; 

(f (pef L_ :!E!!fEl zz ; (zz : := y[j] I: 
vai zz : := P I Z I undefined)) t) ; 

(Pef stPing ss ; ( ss : := y[j] I : 
vaZ ss : := P I Z I undefined)) ; 

(Pef a!E!:.. aa ; (aa : := y[j] I: vaZ aa : := P Z undefined)) ; 

(pef booZ bb ; (bb : := y[j] I : vaZ bb : := P i undefined)) ; 

Z: skip)) 

else undefined 

ti ; 
{But Eeyore wasn't listening. He was 

taking the balloon out, and putting it 

back again, as happy as could be •••• 

Winnie-the-Pooh, A.A. Milne.} 



11. Examples 

11.1. Complex s~uare root 

A declaration in which aompsqrt is a procedure-with-a-[cornplex]

parameter-delivering-a-[cornplex]-identifier (Here [complex] stands for 

structured-with-a-real-nrured-letter~r-l~tter-e-and-a-real-nam:d
letter-i-letter-m.) 

a) proa aompsqr>t = (aompZ. z) aompZ. : _£ t'fte sq_ua:t'e root whose real. part 

is nonnegative of the aompZ.ex number z .£ 
b) begin r-eaZ. x = .£!:. z, y = im z ; 
c) real, rp = sqrt((abs x + sqrt(x t 2 + y t 2))/2) ; 

d) real. ip = (rp = 0 I O I y/(2 x rp)}; 

e) (x ~ o I (rp l ipJ I (abs ip l (y ~ o I rp I -rpJJJ 

f) end aorrrpsqrt 

[cornplex]-expression-calls {8.7.1.b} using aompsqrt 

g} aompsqrt(w) 

h) aompaqrt(-3.14) 

i) aompsqrt(-1) 



11.2. Innerproduct1 

A declaration in which innerproduct1 is a procedure-with-a-integt'al

parameter-and-a-procedure-with-a-integt'al-parameter-deliver1ng-a-real

parameter-and-a-procedure-with-a-integt'al-parameter-delivering-a-real

parameter-delivering-a-real-identifier: 

a) proc innerproduct1 = (int n, proc(int) real, x, y) -x>eaZ: 

comment the inner-product of tuJo vectors, each with n components, 

x(i), y(i), i = _1, ••• , n, where x and y are arbitrary mappings 

from integer to real, nwnber comment 

b) begin Zang real, s(long 0); 

c) for i to n do s pZus l:!!1-Jl x(i) x Ze_na y(i) ; 
d) shorts 

e) end innerproduct1 

Real-expression-calls {8.7.1.b} using innerproduct1: 

f) innerproduct1(m, (int ;j) : xJ[j], (int j) : y1[j]) 

g) innerproduct1(n, nsin, ncos) 

11.3. Innerproduct2 

A declaration in which innerproduct2 is a procedure-with-a-reference

to-row-of-real-parameter-and-a-reference-to-row-of-real-parameter

delivering-a-real-identifier: 

a) proc innerproduct2 = (ref[1 : int n] real, a, b) real,: 

_£ the inner-product of two vectors a and b with n eZements !!. 

b) begin 125i. real, s(Zong 0) ; 

c) for i ton do s pZus Zeng a[i] x 'leng b[i] ; 

d) shor,t s 

e) end innerpr,oduct2 

Real-expression-calls using inner,pr,oduct2: 

f) innerproduct2(x1, y7) 

g) innerpr,oduct2(y2[2], y2[, 3]) 



11.4. Innerproduct3 

A declaration in which innerproductJ is a procedure-with-a-reference

to-integral-parameter-and-a-integral-parameter-and-a-procedure

delivering-a-real-parameter-and-a-procedure-delivering-a-real-parameter

delivering-a-real-identifier: 

a) proc innerproductJ = (ref 'fr:! i., :f:!!:1. n., proc real xi., yi) real : 

comment the innerproduct of two vectors whose n elements are the 

values of the ~xpressiona xi and yi and which depend., in general., 

on the value of i comment 

b) begin long real s(Zong 0); 

c) for k to n do(i := k ; s plus Zeng xi x Zeng yi) ; 
d) short s 

e) end innerp11oductJ 

A real-expression-call using innerproductJ: 

f) innerproductJ(j., 8., x1[j]., y7[j + 1]) 

11.5. Largest element 

A declaration in which abamax is a procedure-with-a-reference-to-row-of

row-of-real-parameter-and-a-reference-to-real-pararneter-and-a-reference

to-integral-parameter-and-a-reference-to-integral-parameter-identifier: 

a) proc absmax = (reff;.1 : int m., 7 : int n] real a., 

b) _£ resuit _£ ref~ y, _£ subscr,ipts _£ ref int i, k) : 

comment the absolute value of the element of greatest absolute value 

of them by n matrix a is assigned toy, and the subscripts of this 

element to i and k comment 

c) begin y := -7 ; 

d) for p to m do for q to n do 

e) if. abs a[p, q] > y then y := abs a[(i := p)., (k := q)] fi 

f) end abamax 

Statement-calls {8.7.1 .c} using absmax: 

g) absmax(x2., x., i., J) 
h) absmax{x2., x., Zo9. int, Zoe int) 



11.6. Euler sUllllllation 

a) pr>oc euZer> = (pr>oc(int) r>eaZ f, r>eaZ eps, int tim) r>eaZ : 

comment the sum for> i fr>om 7 to infinity of f{i), computed by means 

of a suitably r>efined eul.er> tr>ansfor>ma.tion. The summation is 

ter>minated when the absolute vaZues·of the te:l'TTls of the tr>ansfo:l'TTled 

ser>ies ar>e found to be Zess than eps tim times in succession. This 

tr>ansfo:l'TTlation is par>ticuZar>Zy efficient in the case of a sZowZy 

conver>gent or> diver>gent aZter>nating series comment 

b) begin int n(1), t; r>eaZ mn, ds(eps); [7 : 76] r>eal. m ; 
c) r>eaZ sum((m[1] := f(7))/2) ; 

d) for> i fr>om 2 whil,e(t := (abs ds < eps I t + 7 I 7)) s tim do 

e) begin mn := f(i} ; 

f) for> k to n do begin mn := ((ds := mn) + m[k])/2 ; 
g) m[k] := ds end ; 
h) sum plus (ds := (abs mn < abs m[n] " n < 76 I 

i) 
j) 

k) sum 

J.) end euZer> 

n plus 7 ; m[n] := mn ; mn/2 I mn)) 

An expression-call using euZer>:· 

m) euZer>((int i) : (odd i I -7/i I 7/i), 110-5, 2) 

11.7. The norm of a vector 

a)_pr>oc nor>m = (r>ef[7 : int n] r>eaZ a) r>eaZ: 
!!. the euclidean no:l'TTI of the vector> a with n elements c 

b) GE!.!9,_ r>eaZ sGE!:!a 0) ; 

c) for> k to n do s pZus Zeng a[k] ~ 2 ; 

d) ~ l.ong sqr>t(s)) 

For a use of no1'17l as an expression-call, see 11.8.d. 



11.8. Determinant of a matrix 

a) proc det = (ref[ 1 : int n, 7 : int n] real, a, 

b) ref[7 : int n] int p) real, : 

corrment the deteI'l7linant of the square matrix a of order n by the 

method of Crout with row interchanges: a is repZaced by its trianguZar 

decomposition 7, x u with al,7, u[k, k] = 7. The vector p gives as 

output the pivotal, row indices; the k-th pivot is chosen in the k-th 

col,u1r01, of 7, such that abs 7,[i, k]/row no:l'l7l is maximal, comment 

c) begin[1 : n] xieaZ v; real, d(1), r(-1), s, pivot; 

d) for i to n do v[i] := no:l'l7l(a[i]) ; 

e) for k to n do 

f) begin int k1 = k - 1 ; ref int pk = p[k] ; 

g) .!!!1.1, J real, al, = a[, 1 : k1], au = a[ 1 : k7] ; 

h) .!!!1.1] real, ak = a[k]., ka = a[, k], apk = a[pk], 

i) aZk = aZ[k], kau = au[, k]; 

j ) for i from k to n do 

k) begin ref real, aik = ka[ i] ; 

l) :f:J_(s := abs(aik minus inne'l'pxioduct 2(a7,[i], kau))/v[i]) > r 

m) then r := s ; pk := iii 

n) end for i ; 

o) v[pk] := v[k]; pivot:= ka[pk]; 

p) for j to n do 

q) begin ref real, akj = ak[j], apkj = apk[j]; 

r) r := akj ; akj := :!:1.. j:;; k then apkj 

s) eZse(apkj - innerproduct2(aZk, au[: k1, j]))/pivot ii; 

t) :ff. pk :/- k theri apkj : = -r fi 
u) end for j ; 

v) d ~!. pivot 

w) f!!!E_ fork; 

x) d 

y) end det 

An expression-call using det: 

z) det(y2, i1) 



11.9. Greatest common divisor 

An example of a recursive procedure: 

a) proc gad= (int a, b) int: 

a the greatest common divisor of two•integers !!. 

b) (b = 0 I abs a I gcd(b, a¼: b)) 

An expression-call using gad: 

c) gcd(n, 124) 

11.10. Continued fraction 

An example of a recursive operation: 

a) !?J2. I = ([1 : int n] reaZ a, b) reaZ : 

comment the vaZue of alb is that of the continued fraction 

a1/(b1 + a✓fb2 + ••• an/bn) ••• ) corrment 
b) (n = 7 I a[7J/b[7J I a[7J/(b[7J + a[2 :: 7J/b[2 :: 7])) 

A formula using/: 

c) x1/y1 

{The use of recursion may o:f'ten be elegant rather than efficient 

as in 11.9 and 11.10. See, however, 11.11 for an example in which 

recursion is of the essence.} 



11.11. Fornrula manipluation 

a) begin union form= (ref const., ref var, ref triple., ref caU); 

b) struct const = (real value); 

c) struct .EE!.= (string name, real value); 

d) struct trip le = (form left operand., int operator., form right operand); 

e) struct function = (ref .EE!,. bound var, form body); 

f) struct caU = (ref function function name, form parameter); 

g) int plus = 7., minus = 2., times = 3., by = 4., to = 5; 

h) ~ zero (OJ, one (7); 

i) EJ2_ = = (form a, ref c~ b) bool : 

(ref const ec ; (ec : := a I vai ec :=: b I false)) ; 

j) EJ2. + = (form a, b) form : 

(a= zero I b I: b = zero a I triple(a., plus, b)); 

k) EJ2_ - = (form a, b) form: (b =·zero I a I triple(a., minus, b)); 

l) 912. x = (form a., b) form : 

( a = zero v b = zero I zero I : a = one f b I : b = one I a I 
triple(a., times, b)); 

m) 912. I = (form a., b) form : 

(a= zero A-, b = zero I zero I: b = one I a I triple(a., by., b)); 

n) EJ2_ + = (form a., ref const b) form : 

(a= one vb :=: zero I one I: b :=: one I a I triple(a., to., b)); 

o) I!£OC derivative of = (form e., ,£ with respect to,£ ref EE::_ x) form : 

p) begin ref const ec ; ref ~ ev ; ref triple et ; Pef caU ef; 

g_) :!:J. ec : : e then zePo 

r) el,sf ev : := e then(val ev :=: x I one I zero) 

s) el,sf et : := e then 

t) form u = left opePand !2[_ et., v = Pight opePa1'1.d !2[_ et, 

u) udash = derivative of (u., £ with respect to .£ x), 

v) vdash = derivative of (v., ,£ with respect to c x); 

w) ~ opePator !2[_ et in 

x) udash + vdash., udash - vdash., 

y) u x vdash + udash xv., (udash - et x vdash)/v., 

z) v x u ,t- ~(ec : := v ; value !2[_ ec - 1) x udash 

esac 



11.11. continued 

aa) elsf ef : := e then 

ab) ref funation f = funation name Et. ef; 

ac ) form g = parameter Et. ef; 

ad) ref ~ y = bound var Et. f; 

ae) 

af') 

ag) fi 

funation fdash(y., derivative of(body £if., y)); 

aall(fdash., g) x derivative of(g., x) 

ah) end derivative; 

ai) proa value of;= (form e) real,: 

aj) begin ref aonst ea ; ref ~ ev ; ref tripZe et ; ref aaU ·ef; 

ak.) :ff. ea : := e then value £t. ea 

al) eZsf ev : := e then value Et. ev 

am) elsf et : := e then 

an) real u = value of{Zeft operand Et. et)., 

ao) v = value of ( right operand £t. et); 

ap) EE!!.!:_ operator £t. et in 

aq) u + v., u - v, u xv., u Iv., e:x:p(v x ln(u)) esaa 

ar) eZsf ef : := e then 

as) ref funation f = funation name Ef. ef; 

at) vaZue Ef. bound var £t. f := value of(parameter £t. ef); 

au) vaZue of(body Ef. f) 

av) fi 
aw) end value of; 

ax) form f, g; ~ a("a"., skip), b('1b"., skip), x("x"., skip); 

ay) start here: 

az) read((value Ef. a., value £t. b., value Ef. x)); 

ba) f := a + x I (b + x) ; g := (f + one) I (f - one); 

bb) print( (vaZue Ef. a., value Et. b., value £t. x., 

vaZue of(derivative of(g., E_ with respeat to ax)))) 

be ) end examp Ze. 



11.12. Information retrieval 

a) begin st:rruct book = (string titZe., ref book next)., 

auth = (string name, ref auth next, ref book book) ; 

b) ref book book ; ref ~ au th, first auth(nil,)., Zast auth ; 

c) string ncone., titie ; int i ; fiie input, output ; 

d) format format= fx30aZ.,80aZf; 

e) proc update = ~ :f:1 vai first auth :=: nil, 

f) then auth := first auth := Zast auth := auth(name., nil,., nil,) 

g) el,se auth := first auth ; whiie· val, auth ::/:: nil, do 

h) (name = name Ei. auth I known I auth := next Ei. auth) ; 

i) Zast auth := next Ei. Zast auth := auth := 

auth(name., nil,.,; nU) ; 

j) kno1iJn: skip ti ; 
k) open(input., remote in); open(output., remote out); 

l) out(output., iJ? 
m) "to::..enter.: . .a:...new,:_author,,:_type:...""author"",::.. 

a;:_space,.:..and.:..his.:..name. "7, 

n) "to,:_enter.:.. a.:..new::..book,,:_type.:.."''book '"',.:.. a,:_space ,.:.. 

the,:_name:...of.:..the.:,_author,,:_a.:,.new.:,.Une.:..and:...the:,_tit7,e. 117, 

o) "for,:_ a,:_Us ting.:..of ,:_the:J:;ooks :...bY.:.. an::.. author,.:.. type:...""Ust "'',.:.. 

a::..apace.,:... and.:... his :.}'Lame. ''Z 
p) "to:.find:... the::.. author.:...of.:.. a:J:;ook.,::.. type :...'"'find"'',.:.. 

. a::..new:..Une:..and.:..the::..titZe. "7, 

q) "to::..end.,,:_type::.."!5a". "Zi, '""'end'""') ; 

r) cUent: in(input, fc("author"., ''book", "Ust", "find", "end","'')[,, i) ; 

s) ~ i in author, book, Uat., find, end, error~; 

t) author: in(input, format, name) ; update ; cUent ; · 

u) book: in(input., format, (name., titl,e)); update; 

v) :f:i. val, book Ei. auth :=: nil, then book Et au.th :=: ~(titl,e, nit) 

w) 

x) 

y) 

z) 

el,ae book := book Ei. auth ; whiie val, next 9f.. book ::/:: nil, do 

(title= tit7,e £i. book I cZient I book:= next £i. book); 

(titZe :/: ti tie £i. book I next £i book := book(titZe, nil,)) 

ti; cUent; 
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aa) 

ab) 

ac) 

ad) 

ae) 

af) 

ag) 

ah) 

ai) 
aj) 

ak.) 

al) 

am) 

an) 

ao) 

ap) 

aq) 

ar) 

as) 

at) 

au) 

av) 

aw) 

ax) 

ay) 

list: in(input, fo:t'mat, name); update; 

out(output, tp"author:!-"30aUt.,. name) ; 

if. val first £[_ auth :=: nil 

then put ( output, "no~blications 11
) 

else while val, book :,f,: nil do 

begin if. line number(output) = ma:x: line[remote out] 

then out(output, f41k"continued!-on!-next:.J)age''p 

"author: .:.."30a47k "continued "llf.,. name) 

Ji; out(output, fBOal,f.,. titie £[_ book) ; 

book := next £[_ book 

end 

ti; client; 

find: in(input, fWOalf, title) ; auth := first auth ; 

while val auth :,f,: nil do 

begin book := book £[_ auth ; while val book :,f,: nil do 

if. title = title £[_ book 

then out(output, fl,"author:.:.."30af.,. 

name £[_ auth) ; client 

el,se book :=next£[_ book 

ti ; auth := next £[_ auth 

end; lf!_ 2 do new line(output); 

put(output, ''u:nknown") ; clien_t ; 

end: new page(output) ; put(output, "signed.:._off") ; 

cl,oee(input); cl,oee(output). 

e?Toi>: new line(output) ; (output, ''mietake,,:_try!-again. 11) ; 

new Z,ine(input); cl,ient 

end authoi>e and titl,ee enquiry system 

{And what impossibility would slay 

in common sense, sense saves another way. 

All's well that ends well, W. Shakespeare.} 



12. Glossary 

Given below are the locations of the first, and sometimes other, 

instructive appearances of a number of words which, in Chapters 1 up to 

10 of this Report, have a specific technical meaning. A word appearing 

in different grammatical forms' (e.g. "conversion", "convert", "converted", 

"converting") is given once, usually as infinitive (e.g. "convert"). 

action 2.2; 2.2.5 

adjusted from 2.2.4.1.h 

agree 5.5.1 

ALG0L-68 4.4 

alternate 10.5.1 

applied 4.1.2.a 

appoint 6.0.2.a 

arithmetic 2.2.3.1.a 

assign 2.2.2.1; 8.8.2.c 

asterisk 1.1.2.c 

automaton 1.1.1.a 

backfile 10.5.1 

capital letter 1.1.3.a 

case 9.4.c 

channel 1 o. 5. 1 

closed 10.5.1 

collateral action 2.2.2.5 

colon 1.1.2.c 

comma 1.1.2.b 

compile 2.3.c 

completed 6.0.2.a 

component of 2.2.2.h, k 

composite 3.1.2.d 

computer 1.1.1.a 

connected to 4.4.3.b 

constituent 1.1.6.d; .2.2.2.b 

contain 1.1.6.b; 2.2.2.b 

context conditions 4.4 

conversion key 10.5.1 

convert 5. 5. 1 

define 2.2.2.c; 4.1.2.a, b 

describe 2.2.3.3.b 

descriptor 2.2.3.3.a 

developed 7.1.2.b 

direct production 1.1.2.c 

divided by 2.2.3.1.c; 10.2.3.m 

edit 5.5.1 

elaborate 1.1.6.e 

elaborate collaterally 6.3.2.a 

element 2.2.2.k; 2.2.3.3.a 

elementary 2.2.5; 6.4.2.c 

end of file 10.5.1 

English language 1.1.1.b 

environment enquiry 10.a; 10.1 

equivalent to 2.2.2.h, j 

extended language 1.1.1.a; 1.1.7 

extension 1.1.7 

external object 2.2.1 

false 2.2.3.1.e 

field 2.2.2.k; 2.2.3.2 

file 5,5.1; 10.5.1 

follow 1.1.6.a 

formal language 1.1.1.b 

format 2.2.3; 2.2.3.4 

halted 6.0.2.a; 10.4.a 

hardware language 1.1.8.b 

hold 2.2 

home 4.1.2.b 

human being 1.1.1.a 

identification condition 4.4.1 
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identify 2.2.2.b 

implementation 2.3.c 

index 2.2.3.3.a 

indication-applied 4.2.2.a 

of the same mode as 2.2.2.h, i 

opened 10.5.1 

operator-applied 4.3.2.a 

operator-define 2.2.2.c; 4.3.2.a, b 

indication-define 2.2.2.c; 4.2.2.a, b outer scope 2.2.4.1.a, c, d 

indit 5.5.1 output 5.5.1; 10.5.2, 4, 6 

initiate 2.2.2.g; 6.0.2.a 

inner scope 2.2.4.1.a, c, d 

input 5.5.1; 10.5.3, 5, 7 

input-compatible 5.5.1 

instance 2.2.1 

internal object 2.2.1 

in the sense of numerical analysis 

2.2.3.1.c 

integral equivalent 2.2.3.1.f 

interrupted 6.0.2.a, b 

length number 2.2.3.1.b 

list of metanotions 1.1.3.b 

list of notions 1.1.2.b 

lower bound 2.2.3.3.b 

lower state 2.2.3.3.b 

meaningful 4.4 

metalanguage 1.1.3.a 

metanotion 1.1.3.a 

minus 2.2.3.1.c; 10.2.2.g 

mode 1.1.6.c; 2.2.4.1 

mode conditions 4.4.2 

multiple value 2.2.3; 2.2.3.3 

name 2.2.2.l; 2.2.3; 2.2.3.5 

nil 2.2.2.l; 2.2.3.5.a 

notion 1 .1.2.a 

object 2.2 

object program 2.3.c 

occurrence 2.2.1 

offset 2.2.3.3.b 

output-compatible 5.5.1 

paranotion 1.1.6.c 

performed 5.5.1 

permanent 2.2.2 

plain value 2.2.3; 2.2.3.1 

point 1.1.2.c 

portrayal 2.2.4.1.d 

possess 2.2.2.d, e, f 

possibly intended 2.3.c 

pragmatic 1.3 

precede 1.1.6.a 

preelaborate 1.1.6.f 

production 1.1.2.e; 1.1.3.d 

production rule 1.1.2.a 

proper 4.4 

protected 6.0.2.d 

publication language 1.1.8.b 

quintuple 2.2.3.3.b 

reach 4.4.3.a 

refer to 2.2.2.h, l 

related to 2.2.4.1.i 

relationship 2.2; 2.2.2 

representation 1.1.8.a 

representation language 

1 • 1 • 1 • a; 1 • 1 • 8 

required 5. 5.1 

resumed.6.0.2.a; 10.0.4.b 

routine 2.2.2; 2.2.3.4 

scope 2.2.3.5.a; 2.2.4.2 
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select 2.2.3.2; 2.2.3.3.a 

semicolon 1.1.4 

serial action 2.2.5 

smaller than 2.2.2.h, j 

small letter 1.1.2.a 

standard declaration 10; 10.a 

standard file 10.5.1.2 

standard mathematical constant 

or function 10.a; 10.3 

standard operation 10.a; 10.2 

standard priority 10.a; 10.2.0 

straighten 10.5.0.2 

strict language 1.1.1.a; 1.1.2.a 

stride 2.2.3.3.b 

string 5.5.1 

structured from 2.2.4.1.j 

structured value 2.2.3; 2.2.3.2 

sublanguage 2.3.c 

subvalue 2.2.2.k; 2.2.3.3.c 

successor 6.0.2.a 

supersede 2.2.3.3.b; 8.8.2·.a 

suppressed 5.5.1 

symbol 1.1.2.d 

synchronization operation 10.a; 10.4 

terminal production 

·1.1.2.f; 1.1.3.e; 1.1.6.a 

terminate 6.0.2.a 

textual order 1.1.6.a 

times 2.2.3.1.c, 10.2.3.1 

transcribed from 5.5.1.1 

transcribed onto 5.5.1.1 

transput 5. 5. 1 

transput declaration 10.a; 10.5 

true 2.2.3.1.e 

undefined 1.1.6.g 

uniqueness conditions 4.4.3 

united from 2.2.4.1.h 

upper bound 2.2.3.3.b 

upper state 2.2.3.3.b 

value 2.2.1; 2.2.2.e, f, g; 2.2.3 

widen 2.2.3.1.d 

written 5.5.1 

{Denn eben, wo Be~riffe fehlen, 

Da stellt ein Wort zur rechten Zeit sich ein. 

Faust, J.W. von Goethe.} 



EE. Ephemeral Epilogue 

EE.1. Errata {Cuiusvis hominis est errare, nullius, 

nisi insipientis in errore perseverare. 

Orationes Phillippicae, M.T. Cicero.} 

EE, 1. 1. Syntax 

a) errata : erratum sequence. 

b) erratum : location list, change. 

c) location : line number ; fr8.g1llent. 

d) line number: set off, shift option. 

e) set off section, paragraph option. 

:r) section : integral denotation, point symbol, section option. 

g) paragraph: TAG. 

h) shift : plusminus, integral denotation. 

i) fragpient : top, up to symbol, bottom. 

j) top: line number. 

k) bottan line number. 

1) change : instead of symbol, old text denotation, 

substitute symbol, new text, please symbol. 

m) old text denotation: old text; begin of old text, 

query symbol, query symbol, query symbol, end of old text. 

EE.1.2. Representations 

symbol 

instead of symbol 

substitute symbol 

please symbol 

query symbol 

{Examples: 

b) 15,2,3.c-7 * x.y ➔ x.z * 

representations 

14.2., 14.2.+3, 14~2.+7, 15.2.3.c-7 *a ➔ b * 

O. :11.11.bc *Introduction??? example. ➔ * 

c) 15.2,3.c-7; 0.:11.11.bc 

d) 14.2. 14.2.+3 ; 

e) 14.2. ; 15.2,3.c ; 

:f) 14.2. 

g) C ; 
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h) +3; -7; 

i) 0.:11.11.bc 

j ) l! x. y ➔ x. z l! 

k) x.y; Introduction??? example. } 

EE.1.3. Semantics 

a) Errata are elaborated in the following steps: 

Step 1: The errata are considered; 

Step 2: If the considered errata contain a location-list containing a 

conma-symbol, then other eITata are considered instead which are the 

same sequence of Report-tokens as would be obtained by replacing·that 

conma-symbol in the considered errata by the change following that 

location-list, and Step 2 is taken; 

Step 3: The constituent erratums of the considered errata are elaborated 

collaterally. 

b) An erratum whose constituent location-list does not contain a comna

symbol is elaborated in the following steps: 

Step 1: The erratum is considered; 

Step 2: That erratum is considered instead which is the same sequence of 

Report-tokens as would be obtained by replacing each empty constituent 

shift-option in the considered erratum by a plus-symbol followed by a 

zero-symbol; 

Step 3: That erratum is considered instead 'Which is the same sequence of 

Report-tokens as would be obtained by replacing, in the considered 

erratum, each location not containing an up-to-symbol by {the line

number which is} that location followed by an up-to-symbol followed by 

{the line-number which is} that location; 

Step 4: Letting lt(lb) stand for the line of the Report possessed by the 

set~off contained in the top (bottan) contained in the considered 

erratum, vt(vb) for the value of the integral-denotation and st(sb) for 

the plusminus contained in the shift contained in the top (bottom) 

contained in the considered erratum, then an upper line (lower line) 

is sought in the Report at a distance of vt(vb) lines from lt(lb) in 

the direction of the end or begin of the Report depending upon 'Whether 

st(sb) is a plus-symbol or minus-symbol, and, if the upper line and 

lower line are found and if the upper line is not closer to the end 



EE.1.3 continued 

of the Report than the lower line, then the set of consecutive lines 

the first (last) of which is the upper line (lower line) is considered, 

and Step 5 is taken; otherwise, the further elaboration is undefined. 

Step 5: If the constituent old-text-denotation of the constituent change 

of the considered erratum is an old-text and the considered set of lines 

comprises exactly one sequence of Report-tokens which is the same as 

that old-text, or if that old-text-denotation is not an old-text and 

the considered set of lines comprises exactly one sequence of Report

tokens which is the constituent begin-of-old-text of that old-text

denotation followed by a nonempty sequence of Report-tokens followed 

by the constituent end-of-old-text, then that sequence of Report-tokens 

is replaced by a new appearance of the sequence of Report-tokens which 

is the constituent new-text of the constituent change of the considered 

erratum, and Step 6 is taken; otherwise, the further elaboration is 

undefined ; 

Step 6: The title of the Report and all titles of the Chapter, Section 

and paragraph comprising the considered lines are made to refer to the 

Report, Chapter, Section and paragraph as modified in Step 5, and the 

elaboration of the erratum is complete. 

EE.2. Correspondence with the Editor 

EE.2.1. Example of a letter to the Editor 

Dear Editor, 

Amsterdam, 16 Feb. 1968. 

{Acheve, petit Jean; c'est fort bien debute. 

Les Plaideurs, J. Racine.} 

This morning I received with thanks the Draft Report on ALGOL 68 and 

read it with interest. Please convey rrry feelings of deep appreciation 

to your co-authors for the fine work that they achieved. I take the 

liberty to suggest the following amendments, which are of a purely 

descriptional nature, for the final Report: 
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1.2.1.u, 5.4.1.b, 7.1.1.z, 8.1.1.b, 8.1.1.i, 8.2.1.1.d, 8.2.2.1.a, 8.7.l.b+l 

* delivering a+~ 

4.3.2. continued +2:3, 8.2.0.1. continued +12, 8.2.0.1. continued +24, 

8.2.0.1. continued +25, 8.2.0.1. continued +26, 8.2.0.1. continued +27, 

8. 3. 2. +8 , 1 1 • 1 • +2 , 1 1 • 2. +2 , 11 • 2. + 3 , 1 1 ~ 2. +4 , 1 1. 3 • + 3 , 1 1 • 4. +4 

~delivering-a-+~ 

11.4.3.+3 ~ delivering-a-???-delivering-a + 

real-parazreter-and-a-procedure ~ 

1 • 2. 1 • q, 1 • 2. 1 • u, 1 • 2. 2. h, 1 • 2. 4. n, 1 • 2. 4. n+ 1 , 4. 3. 1 • b, 8. 1 • 1 • a, 8. 1 • 1 • c, 

8.1.1.h+1, 8.1.1.j * DELIVETY + IDDETY ~ 

8.1.1.h * DELIVETY dep DELIVETY + IDDETY dep IDDETY ~ 

1.2.2.k ~ k)???. + ~ 

8.2.1.1.b ~called???.+ 

called MODETY FORM fitted procedure IDDETY FORM. ~ 

8.2.1.1.c ~ c)???. + ~ 

These amendments do not change the language at all, but do diminish 

the number of' rules by two and, moreover, delete over three hundred 

meaningless letters. Of' course, the deletion of' rules 1.2.2.k and 

8.2.1.1.c will cause some changes in the paragraphs of' the rules 

following them, in the examples and, possibly, in some cross references. 

Would you be so kind to take care of' this yourself' if' you accept these 

amendments? 

If' you answer this letter at all, would you then tell me why you 

did not unify statements and expressions by considering statements as 

vanity-expressions like in Orthogonal Design (4]? 

Yours sincerely, 

A. van W. 



EE.2.2. Reply by the Editor to the letter in EE.2.1 

J\msterdam, 16 Feb. 1968. 

Dear A, van W., 

Many thanks for your prompt reaction to the receipt of the Draft 

Report. As to your amendments, I fully agree with them; actually, I had 

also found these very changes myself, but too late for incorporation in 

the text. I shall do my best to have them incorporated in the final 

Report and, of course, to make the necessary changes you asked for in 

paragraphs, examples and cross references. 

Now about the statements. We had much trouble understanding th~ 

coercion process, dear me; especially skip, jump and nihil caused us a 

lot of ambiguous parsings. At an early stage, we separated the statements 

f'rom the expressions again because we thought that this alleviated the 

problem. Now that the tempest has passed, I see that you can very well 

unify them again to great advantage. I shall sketch it for you, since 

you seem so much interested in our work. The errata are assumed to be 

elaborated after yours: 

6. O. 1. h !! • -+ • 

i) SOME statement : SOME void expression. l! 

1.2.1.u !! u)???.-+ u) RESULT: MODE; void. !! 

1.2.1.q, 1.2.4.a, 1.2.4.n, 1.2.4.n+1 !! MODETY-+ RESULT!! 

1.2.3.b !! b)???.-+ b) CLAUSE: RESULT expression.* 

6.0.1.e l! savIE staterrent.-+ SOME void expression. l! 

6.1.1.e+1 l! staterrents-+ void expressions* 

6.2:6.3.-1 l! Unitary statements???6.3.2.a).}-+ * 

7.1.1.w, 7.1.1.x, 7,1.1.z+1 l! tail-+ void tail* 

8.0.1.a:8.0.1.e+1 l! a)???relation.-+ 

a) COERCETY unitary RESULT expression: 

COERCETY RESULT formary; COERCETY RESULT confrontation. 

b) COERCETY RESULT f:orrnary: 

COERCETY RESULT ADIC fornulation; COERCETY RESULT primary. 

c ) COERCETY MODE ADIC forrrulation : COERCETY MODE ADIC fornula. 

d) void ADIC forrrulation: void ADIC formula; called void ADIC formula; 

NONPROC ADIC forrrula; called NONPROC ADIC formula. 

e) hip FORCED MODE ADIC formula: FORCED .MODE ADIC forrrula. 
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r) void confrontation: MODE confrontation. 

g) hip FORCED J.VDDE confrontation : FORCED J.VDDE confrontation. 

h) J.VDDE confrontation: MODE assignation; 

MODE conformity relation; J.VDDE identiy relation. ~ 

8.1.1.a:8.1.1.j ~ a)???dep J.VDDETY. ➔ 

a)* COERCETY formula: COERCETY RESULT ADIC forrrnila. 

b) RESULT PRIORITY forrrnila : LMODE PRIORITY operand, 

procedure with a LMODE parameter and a RJ.VDDE paraneter 

RESULT PRIORITY operator, RMODE PRIORITY plus one operand. 

c)* operand: J.VDDE ADIC operand. 

d) J.VDDE PRIORITY operand : 

adjusted J.VDDE PRIORITY forrrula J.VDDE PRIORITY plus one operand. 

e) MODE PRIORITY NINE plus one operand : J.VDDE :rronadic operand. 

f) MODE monadic operand : 

adjusted J.VDDE :rronadic formula; hip adjusted MODE primary. 

g) RESULT monadic fornula : RESULT dep ; procedure with a fil/DDE 

parameter RESULT monadic operator, RJ.VDDE monadic operand. 

h) MODE dep : 

value of symbol, peeled reference to J.VDDE :rronadic fornula ; 

value of symbol, hip peeled reference to mode primary. 

i)• depression: MODE dep. ~ 

8.2.1.1.b:8.2.1.1.d ~ b)???d) ➔ 

b) called COERCEND: fitted procedure COERCEND. 
C) ~ 

8.2.1.1.e ~ e) ➔ d) ~ 

8.2.2.1.b ~ b)???. ➔ ~ 

8.3.1.a:8.3.1.a+1 ~ a)???cohesion. ➔ 

a) COERCETY RESULT primary : COERCETY CIDSED RESULT expression; 

COERCETY RESULT cohesion; RESULT call. ~ 

8.3.1.e * e)???. + 

e) skip: skip symbol. 

f) jump: goto symbol option, label identifier. 

g) reference to MODE nihil : nil symbol. 

h) void cohesion: NONPROC cohesion; void expression call; skip jump. 

i) void call : called void cohesion; called NONPROC cohesion.* 
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Of course, some examples, cross references and section headings must be 

modified appropriately, and the scanty Semantics of 6.2.2 must be inserted 

into 8.3.2, where it fits much better. 

The effect is quite satisfying: one rule less, a whole section {6.2} gone, 

and a much cleaner set up. This is, of course, also for the final Report. 

EE.2.3. Second example of a letter to the Editor 

Sir, 

it stinks, 

yours, 

A.N. Onymous. 

Yours for ever , 

Editor. 

Somewhere , 1 June 1968. 

EE.2.4. Reply option by the Editor to the letter in EE.2.3 

{Empty(the letter was not received in time, see PP.3.b). } 

EE.2.5. Third example of a letter to the Editor 

From Amsterdam to Calgary, 30 Jan. 1968. 

Dear Editor, 

Please consider the following errata to have been elaborated: 

1.2.4.h+3 

2.2.+3 

2.2.+4 

2.2.2.1+2 

* Rule c -+ Rule d * 

*Carroll-+ Carroll.* 

* "computer" -+ computer * 

* {8.8.2.c}-+ (8.8.2.c) * 

2.2.3.1.b+4, 2.2.3.5.a *called-+* 

2.2.3.1.c+6 *divided-+ "divided* 

2.2.5.+3 *either-+* 

3.1.1.c+6 * :j:-+ # * 

3.1.1.d-1 * ::j:: -+ :#: * 

3.1.2.d+2 

4.1.1.e+3 

4.1.2.a+6 

4.4.+4 

* cpaital-+ capital* 

* 1.2.2.t-+ 1.2.2.s * 

*"is-+ is"* 

* "ALGOL 68 progr-ams"-+- "ALGOL-68" progr-ams * 
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4.4.3.e-5 * max ➔ max = * 
5.5.Step_ 5+3 *each ➔ the first and last constituent* 

6.0.2.a+3 *successor ➔ "successor"* 

6.0.2.c * 10.4.b ➔ 10.4.a * 

6.0.2.c+2 

7. 1. 1. o+1 

7.1.1.p+1 

7 .1.2. b+1 :3 

7.2.2.-1 

8.0.1.d 

* 10,4.a ➔ 10.4.b * 

*option ➔ * 

* • ➔ ; EMPTY. * 
* either???symbols ➔ an actual-declarer or formal-declarer* 

* 9.2b ➔ 9.2.b * 

* .ADIC forrrula ➔ confrontation* 

8.1.2. continued+1 . * operator-tokens as ➔ operators* 

8.2.0.1. continued+9 * 8.1.1.b, ➔ 8.1.1.b, c * 

8.2.0.1. continued+14, 8.2.0.1. continued+15, 8.2.0.1. continued+16, 

8.2.0.1. continued+17 * 8.1.1.c ➔ 8.1.1.e * 

8.2.0.1. continued+18 * 8.1.1.d ➔ 8.1.1.f * 

8.2.0.1. continued+19 * 8.1.1.e ➔ 8.1.1.g * 

8.2.0.1. continued+26 * 8.3.1.c ➔ 8.3.1.b * 

8.2.2.2. ·continued+13 * coercend ➔ conditional-expression * 

8.2.2.2. continued+13 * (x) ➔ the routine (x) or the routine* 

8.2.2.2. continued+16 * coercend ➔ serial-expression* 

8.2.6.2.-1 * ~) ➔ ~)} * 

8.3.2.d+7 * structure (8,5.1.f) ➔ veld (8.5.1.g) * 

8,5.1.f * : ➔: MODE veld. 

8.5.2.-1 

8.5.2.a+1 

8.5.2.a+2 

g) MODE veld : * 

* f) ➔ g) * 
* expressions and structures ➔ velds * 

*; ➔ ,where the elaboration of a structure-pack 

is that of its constituent structure; * 

8.5.2.b+2:3 * , the???; ➔ 

9,c+26 

10.4.b.-1 

10.5.1.+8 

*empty.+ empty. 

d) Each representation of a symbol appearing in .Sections 

9.1 up to 9.5 may be replaced by any other representation, 

if any, of the same symbol. * 

* skip) ➔ skip)) * 
*mode ➔ made* 

10.5.2.b+14, 10,5.3.c-4 *: int n ➔ 7 int n * 
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10.5.2.b+16 * 7: int n +: int n * 

10.5.3.b+18 *string+ string* 

10.5.3.c-2 *get???#+ .....,7 * 
11.11. * manipluation +manipulation* 

We plan to submit, if necessary, (a} loose-leaf letter(s) comprising 

other errata. 

Collegialiter, 

The authors. 

EE.2.6. Reply by the Editor to the letter in EE.2.5 

Amsterdam, 31 Jan. 1968. 

Dear Authors, 

The errata comprised in your letter of 30 Jan. 1968 and also those, 

possibly, comprised in (an) other letter(s) by you if communicated to 

the readers of the ALGOL Bulletin, are considered to have been elaborated. 

Ours, 

Editor. 




